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William Miller’s Dream – 1800’s Era
A Dream with an Incredible Message
‘’I dreamed that God, by an unseen hand, sent me a curiously wrought casket about ten
inches long by six square, made of ebony and pearls curiously inlaid. To the casket there
was a key attached. I immediately took the key and opened the casket, when, to my wonder
and surprise, I found it filled with all sorts and sizes of jewels, diamonds, precious stones,
and gold and silver coin of every dimension and value, beautifully arranged in their several
places in the casket; and thus arranged they reflected a light and glory equaled only to the
sun.
I thought it was not my duty to enjoy this wonderful sight alone, although my heart was
overjoyed at the brilliancy, beauty, and value of its contents. I therefore placed it on a
center table in my room and gave out word that all who had a desire might come and see
the most glorious and brilliant sight ever seen by man in this life.
The people began to come in, at first few in number, but increasing to a crowd. When they
first looked into the casket, they would wonder and shout for joy. But when the spectators
increased, everyone would begin to trouble the jewels, taking them out of the casket and
scattering them on the table.
I began to think that the owner would require the casket and the jewels again at my hand;
and if I suffered them to be scattered, I could never place them in their places in the casket
again as before; and felt I should never be able to meet the accountability, for it would be
immense. I then began to plead with the people not to handle them, nor to take them out of
the casket; but the more I pleaded, the more they scattered; and now they seemed to
scatter them all over the room, on the floor and on every piece of furniture in the room.
I then saw that among the genuine jewels and coin they had scattered an innumerable
quantity of spurious jewels and counterfeit coin. I was highly incensed at their base
conduct and ingratitude and reproved and reproached them for it; but the more I reproved,
the more they scattered the spurious jewels and false coin among the genuine.
I then became vexed in my physical soul and began to use physical force to push them out
of the room; but while I was pushing out one, three more would enter and bring in dirt and
shavings and sand and all manner of rubbish, until they covered every one of the true
jewels, diamonds, and coins, which were all excluded from sight. They also tore in pieces
my casket and scattered it among the rubbish. I thought no man regarded my sorrow or my
anger. I became wholly discouraged and disheartened, and sat down and wept.
While I was thus weeping and mourning for my great loss and accountability, I
remembered God, and earnestly prayed that He would send me help.
Immediately the door opened, and a man entered the room, when the people all left it; and
he, having a dirt brush in his hand, opened the windows, and began to brush the dirt and
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rubbish from the room. I cried to him to forbear, for there were some precious jewels
scattered among the rubbish. He told me to “fear not,” for he would “take care of them”.
Then, while he brushed the dirt and rubbish, false jewels and counterfeit coin, all rose and
went out of the window like a cloud, and the wind carried them away. In the bustle I closed
my eyes for a moment; when I opened them, the rubbish was all gone. The precious jewels,
the diamonds, the gold and silver coins, lay scattered in profusion all over the room.
He then placed on the table a casket, much larger and more beautiful than the former, and
gathered up the jewels, the diamonds, the coins, by the handful, and cast them into the
casket, till not one was left, although some of the diamonds were not bigger than the point
of a pin. He then called upon me to “come and see.”
I looked into the casket, but my eyes were dazzled with the sight. They shone with ten
times their former glory. I thought they had been scoured in the sand by the feet of those
wicked persons who had scattered and trod them in the dust. They were arranged in
beautiful order in the casket, everyone in its place, without any visible pains of the man
who cast them in. I shouted with very joy, and that shout awoke me.’’[1]
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II. William Miller’s Dream
A Partial Interpretation
‘’The Lord gave me a view, January 26, 1850, which I will relate. I saw that some of the
people of God are stupid and dormant and but half awake; they do not realize the time we
are now living in, and that the man with the “dirt brush” [see “William Miller’s dream,” page
81] has entered, and that some are in danger of being swept away. I begged of Jesus to save
them, to spare them a little longer, and let them see their awful danger, that they might get
ready before it should be forever too late. The angel said, “Destruction is coming like a
mighty whirlwind.” I begged of the angel to pity and to save those who loved this world,
who were attached to their possessions and were not willing to cut loose from them and
sacrifice to speed the messengers on their way to feed the hungry sheep who were
perishing for want of spiritual food.’’[2]
Note on the book Early Writings, by author E.G. White
‘’This popular little volume is rightly named, being a republication of the first three Ellen G.
White books --Christian Experience and Views of Mrs. E. G. White, first printed in 1851; A
Supplement to Experience and Views, issued in 1854; and Spiritual Gifts, Volume 1, which
appeared in 1858.
The wide and lasting popularity of Early Writings may be attributed to the unwaning desire
to possess and study the messages of information and encouragement which came early to
the church through the prophetic gift.
The second printing of this matter was made in 1882 in two small volumes--Experience
and Views and the Supplement comprising the first, and Spiritual Gifts the second. As to
certain additions to the first of these original works and some slight editorial changes made
at that time, the publisher's preface states:
"Footnotes giving dates and explanations, and an appendix giving two very interesting
dreams, which were mentioned but not related in the original work, will add to the value of
this edition. Aside from these, no changes from the original work have been made in the
present edition, except the occasional employment of a new word, or a change in the
construction of a sentence, to better express the idea, and no portion of the work has been
omitted. No shadow of change has been made in any idea or sentiment of the original work,
and the verbal changes have been made under the author's own eye, and with her full
approval."
The two companion books were also reissued as a single volume in 1882 under the title
Early Writings. In 1906 the type was reset to make the third American edition, which has
had wide distribution, meeting the ever-increasing demand. The paging of this edition
became the standard for all reference work and the subsequently published indexes to the
writings of Mrs. White.’’[3]
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III. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 1

The Casket and its Treasure
Using the Bible, the Spirit of Prophecy, History, Chronology, a Dictionary, a Concordance
and Online References, this proposed interpretation is meant to offer an overall view of the
Millerites Movement to today (2012). By analysing the present situation of the militant
church, it is the hope of this writer to give a positive outcome to the dream of William
Miller. It is also meant to be an encouragement to those who believe in its fulfillment in its
entirety. This interpretation intends to demonstrate that further truth is to be expected
from the Millerite Movement and is unfolding before our very eyes after the tumultuous
series of falsehood and falling away plaguing the Church since 1844. It is the belief of this
writer that William Miller’s dream transcends previous generations and is applicable for
those who live in these last days of earth history. This dream, rightly understood is meant
to give direction, correction and guidance to finish the work started by the pioneers of the
Advent Movement.
‘’I dreamed that God, by an unseen hand, sent me a curiously wrought casket about ten
inches long by six square, made of ebony and pearls curiously inlaid. To the casket there
was a key attached. I immediately took the key and opened the casket, when, to my wonder
and surprise, I found it filled with all sorts and sizes of jewels, diamonds, precious stones,
and gold and silver coin of every dimension and value, beautifully arranged in their several
places in the casket; and thus arranged they reflected a light and glory equaled only to the
sun.’’
1. I dreamed that God, by an unseen hand, sent me
William Miller in the dream acknowledged that the casket he received came directly from
the unseen hand of God. The expression ‘the unseen hand of God’ reminds us of the words
of Daniel 5:5 ‘’In the same hour came forth fingers of a man’s hand, and wrote over against
the candlestick upon the plaister of the wall of the king’s palace: and the king saw the part
of the hand that wrote.’’ While Belshazzar saw the hand and the writing on the wall which
troubled him, he did not know the writing or its interpretation; Miller did not see the hand
who gave him the casket in the dream but he knew the gift was from God.
2. A curiously wrought casket about ten inches long by six square
A casket of 10 inches by 62 (36) would equal 360 or 10 inches long by 6 wide by 6 high
could be another option still equalling 360³ or cubic. (10 x 6 x 6 = 360³).
The calendar used in the Bible to ascertain prophetic time is based on: 360 days obtained
from 354.37 days lunar cycle and 365.25 days solar cycle, added up, rounded and divided
by 2 equal 360 days. (354.37 + 365.25 = 719.62 or 720 rounded = 360 days)
2
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3. Made of ebony and pearls curiously inlaid
‘’Ebony is a dense black wood, most commonly yielded by several species in the genus
Diospyros, but ebony may also refer to other heavy, black (or dark colored) woods from
unrelated species. Ebony is dense enough to sink in water. Its fine texture and very smooth
finish when polished makes it valuable as an ornamental wood.
Ebony has a long history of use, with carved pieces having been found in Ancient Egyptian
tombs. By the end of the 16th century, fine cabinets for the luxury trade were made of
ebony in Antwerp. The wood's dense hardness lent itself to refined mouldings framing
finely detailed pictorial panels with carving in very low relief (bas-relief), usually of
allegorical subjects, or with scenes taken from classical or Christian history.
Modern uses are largely restricted to small items, particularly musical instrument parts,
including black piano and harpsichord keys, violin, viola, guitar, double bass, and cello
fingerboards, tailpieces, pegs, chinrests, and bow frogs. Many plectrums, or guitar picks, are
made from this black wood.
As a result of unsustainable harvesting, many species yielding ebony are now considered
threatened. Africa in particular has had most of its indigenous ebony cut down illegally.’’
‘’A pearl is a hard object produced within the soft tissue (specifically the mantle) of a living
shelled mollusk. Just like the shell of a mollusk, a pearl is made up of calcium carbonate in
minute crystalline form, which has been deposited in concentric layers. The ideal pearl is
perfectly round and smooth, but many other shapes of pearls (baroque pearls) occur. The
finest quality natural pearls have been highly valued as gemstones and objects of beauty for
many centuries, and because of this, the word pearl has become a metaphor for something
very rare, fine, admirable, and valuable.
The most valuable pearls occur spontaneously in the wild, but they are extremely rare.
These wild pearls are referred to as natural pearls. Cultured or farmed pearls from pearl
oysters and freshwater mussels make up the majority of those that are currently sold.
Imitation or fake pearls are also widely sold in inexpensive jewelry, but the quality of their
iridescence is usually very poor, and generally speaking, artificial pearls are easily
distinguished from genuine pearls. Pearls have been harvested and cultivated primarily for
use in jewelry, but in the past they were also stitched onto lavish clothing. Pearls have also
been crushed and used in cosmetics, medicines, and in paint formulations.’’[4]
A casket made of ebony and pearl curiously inlaid suggests a beautiful and expensive
casket, although small. Its content must be of great value or could be used to store rare
collection or hidden treasure. The casket represents the Bible, the Truth, the Prophecies
and the secrets they reveal. It can also point to the Sanctuary in the wilderness build by
Moses under the directions given on Mount Sinai by God Himself, a pattern of the Heavenly
Sanctuary. Remember the tabernacle was covered with black badger skin. Seen from the
outside of the Court, the white linen curtain moved in the wind as white clouds against the
structure of the sanctuary and softened the black colored curtain covering the tabernacle.
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In a parable, Jesus compared the Kingdom of Heaven to a "pearl of great price" in Matthew
13: 45–46. "Again, the kingdom of heaven is like unto a merchant man, seeking goodly pearls:
Who, when he had found one pearl of great price, went and sold all that he had, and bought
it.’’
The twelve gates of the New Jerusalem are reportedly each made of a single pearl in
Revelation 21:21, that is, the Pearly Gates. "And the twelve gates were twelve pearls: every
several gate was of one pearl: and the streets of the city were pure gold, as it were
transparent glass."
Holy things are compared to pearls in Matthew 7:6. "Give not that which is holy unto the
dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before swine, lest they trample them under their feet, and
turn again and rend you.’’[5]
4. To the casket there was a key attached
A key adds to the mystery as it now gives an opportunity to open the casket and hopefully
evaluate its content. In the book The Great Controversy, page 423, we read:
‘’The subject of the sanctuary was the key which unlocked the mystery of the disappointment
of 1844. It opened to view a complete system of truth, connected and harmonious, showing
that God's hand had directed the great advent movement and revealing present duty as it
brought to light the position and work of His people.’’[6]
Although we do not know the exact date of the dream of William Miller, we are assured it
must have occurred during his studies of the prophecies which occupied more than 20
years of his life previous to 1844 (he died in 1849). Although Miller never accepted the
explanation of the Great Disappointment with the entrance of our Great High Priest in the
Most Holy Place in October 22, 1844, many succeeding generations have studied the
sanctuary and used the key which unlocked the mystery of his research.
5. I immediately took the key and opened the casket…
Once in possession of the key, the next wise thing to do is to open the casket. Around 1815
William Miller committed himself to study the Bible in order to understand first the state of
the dead, following the death of his father, and the prophecies it contained. Although he did
not accept the explanation of the Disappointment of 1844, he did ascertain that the
sanctuary was the earth and Christ was to return based on the prophecy of Daniel 8:14,
‘’Unto two thousand and three hundred days; then shall the sanctuary be cleansed’’, having
judged the righteous and the wicked and bringing with Him His reward.
6. When, to my wonder and surprise, I found it filled with all sorts and sizes of
jewels, diamonds, precious stones, and gold and silver coin of every dimension
and value…
With such a small casket, it is a wonder that it should contain such a treasure indeed. After
studying the Bible by cross-referencing every word and precept with the use of a dictionary
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and a concordance, William Miller came to the study of Daniel 8:14 and Daniel 9:24-27 and
the explanation of the prophecy by the angel Gabriel. With wonder and surprise, he saw the
wonderful connexion of these verses with history and the meaning of these prophecies.
‘’Miller commenced with Genesis 1:1, studying each verse and not moving on until he felt
the meaning was clear. In this way he became convinced firstly, that postmillennialism was
unbiblical; and secondly, that the time of Christ’s Second Coming was revealed in Bible
prophecy. Basing his belief principally on Daniel 8:14: "Unto two thousand and three
hundred days; then shall the sanctuary be cleansed", Miller assumed that the cleansing of
the sanctuary represented the Earth's purification by fire at Christ's Second Coming. Then,
using the interpretive principle of the "day-year principle", Miller, and others, interpreted a
day in prophecy to read not as a 24-hour period, but rather as a calendar year. Further,
Miller became convinced that the 2,300 day period started in 457 B.C. with the decree to
rebuild Jerusalem by Artaxerxes I of Persia. Simple calculation then revealed that this
period would end in 1844.’’[7]
7. Beautifully arranged in their several places in the casket; and thus arranged they
reflected a light and glory equaled only to the sun.
It is indeed amazing that such a small casket could possibly be filled with such an
assortment of jewels, diamonds, precious stones, and gold and silver coin of every
dimension and value and arranged in several places in the casket and reflecting the light
and glory equaled only to the sun.
Only in a dream is it possible to have such a treasure in such small container. However, the
Bible is also known to hide such a treasure in very short text and prophecy as well. The
treasure William Miller saw in his dream is described in a few words by the angel Gabriel in
Daniel 9: 24-27, yet it contains in its order and description, value and dimension which
expand and reflect light and glory equaled only to the Son of Righteousness.
‘’At the beginning of thy supplications the commandment came forth, and I am come to shew
thee; for thou art greatly beloved: therefore understand the matter, and consider the vision.
Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city, to finish the
transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to
bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the
most Holy.
Know therefore and understand, that from the going forth of the commandment to restore
and to build Jerusalem unto the Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks, and threescore and
two weeks: the street shall be built again, and the wall, even in troublous times.
And after threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself: and the
people of the prince that shall come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary; and the end
thereof shall be with a flood, and unto the end of the war desolations are determined.
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And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one week: and in the midst of the week he
shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of abominations
he shall make it desolate.’’ Daniel 9:24-27[8]
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IV. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 2

Sharing his Discoveries
‘’I thought it was not my duty to enjoy this wonderful sight alone, although my heart was
overjoyed at the brilliancy, beauty, and value of its contents. I therefore placed it on a
center table in my room and gave out word that all who had a desire might come and see
the most glorious and brilliant sight ever seen by man in this life.’’
8. I thought it was not my duty to enjoy this wonderful sight alone, although my
heart was overjoyed at the brilliancy, beauty, and value of its contents.
Overwhelmed with his discoveries of the prophecies, William Miller became convinced he
must share his findings with others. He had long studied the matter and believed his
exposition to point to a coming Savior around 1844 or soon thereafter. Miller records, "I
was thus brought... to the solemn conclusion, that in about twenty-five years from that time
1818 all the affairs of our present state would be wound up."[9]
9. I therefore placed it on a center table in my room and gave out word that all who
had a desire might come and see the most glorious and brilliant sight ever seen
by man in this life.
‘’Although Miller was convinced of his calculations by 1818, he continued to study privately
until 1823 to ensure the correctness of his interpretation. In September 1822, Miller
formally stated his conclusions in a twenty-point document, including article 15: "I believe
that the second coming of Jesus Christ is near, even at the door, even within twenty-one
years,--on or before 1844." Miller did not, however, begin his public lecturing until the first
Sunday in August 1831 in the town of Dresden.’’[10]
‘’In 1832 Miller submitted a series of sixteen articles to the Vermont Telegraph, a Baptist
newspaper. The first of these was published on May 15, and Miller writes of the public's
response: "I began to be flooded with letters of inquiry respecting my views; and visitors
flocked to converse with me on the subject." In 1834, unable to personally comply with
many of the urgent requests for information and the invitations to travel and preach that
he received, Miller published a synopsis of his teachings in a 64 page tract with the lengthy
title: Evidence from Scripture and History of the Second Coming of Christ, about the Year
1844: Exhibited in a Course of Lectures.’’[11]
‘’From 1840 onwards, Millerism was transformed from an "obscure, regional movement
into a national campaign." The key figure in this transformation was Joshua Vaughan
Himes, the pastor of Chardon Street Chapel in Boston, Massachusetts, and an able and
experienced publisher. Though Himes did not fully accept Miller’s ideas until 1842, he
established the fortnightly paper Signs of the Times on February 28, 1840, to publicize
them.’’[12]
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‘’Despite the urging of his supporters, Miller never personally set an exact date for the
expected Second Advent. However, in response to their urgings, he did narrow the timeperiod to sometime in the Jewish year beginning in the Gregorian year 1843, stating: "My
principles in brief, are, that Jesus Christ will come again to this earth, cleanse, purify, and
take possession of the same, with all the saints, sometime between March 21, 1843, and
March 21, 1844."[13]
‘’March 21, 1844, passed without incident, and further discussion and study resulted in the
brief adoption of a new date (April 18, 1844) based on the Karaite Jewish calendar (as
opposed to the Rabbinic calendar).’’[14]
‘’Like the previous date, April 18 passed without Christ's return. Miller responded publicly,
writing, "I confess my error, and acknowledge my disappointment; yet I still believe that
the day of the Lord is near, even at the door."[15]
‘’In August 1844 at a camp-meeting in Exeter, New Hampshire, Samuel S. Snow presented a
message that became known as the "seventh-month" message or the "true midnight cry." In
a discussion based on scriptural typology, Snow presented his conclusion (still based on
the 2300 day prophecy in Daniel 8:14), that Christ would return on, "the tenth day of the
seventh month of the present year, 1844."[16]
Again using the calendar of the Karaite Jews, this date was determined to be October 22,
1844. The Karaites Jews’ calendar, as restored by the Millerites Movement, is the Biblical
sanctuary calendar found in Exodus 9:31, 32; Exodus 12:2; Leviticus 23 and Numbers 28
and 29. Contrary to the Rabbinical Jews who claim a Luni-Solar calendar based on the
spring equinox and a Passover based on the first full moon after the equinox, the Millerites
used the Luni-Solar calendar reckoning based on the Barley season in Israel and the new
moon horned crescent to begin the month and new religious year according to the Mosaic
Law.
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V. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 3

A Mighty Movement
‘’The people began to come in, at first few in number, but increasing to a crowd. When they
first looked into the casket, they would wonder and shout for joy. But when the spectators
increased, everyone would begin to trouble the jewels, taking them out of the casket and
scattering them on the table.’’
10. The people began to come in, at first few in number, but increasing to a crowd.
When they first looked into the casket, they would wonder and shout for joy.
As stated earlier, from 1840 onwards, Millerism was transformed from an ’’obscure,
regional movement into a national campaign.’’ Many preachers joined William Miller in the
heralding of the soon coming of Christ; Litch, Himes, Bliss, Hale, Storrs, Snow are only a few
of the many associates who believed this message. Estimates of Miller's followers—the
Millerites—vary between 50,000, and 500,000; some say over a million.
‘’We will never know the exact number, but the wide distribution of Millerism across the
Northeast and Midwest, from Maine to Michigan and beyond, marks the Millerism’s
distinctive quality. Unlike other innovative religious groups of the day which are best
defined as sects or cults-for example, the Mormons, Shakers, Oneidans, Antimission
Baptists, Wesleyan Methodists - Millerism was a mass movement. Antisectarian through
most of its life, the movement lacked the impulse toward separatism that impelled the
other groups.
Millerites for the most part stayed within their churches until 1844, when come-outerism
did produced separated, self-consciously Millerites meetings. Even then, not all Millerites
withdrew from their churches, and Miller himself advised against it. Furthermore, Miller’s
message was so orthodox that the movement achieved a comprehensiveness that
sociologists of religion usually ascribe to formal churches. It appealed to people from all
walks of secular life and from all the evangelical sects that comprised the bulk of church
members in that day.
Comprehensiveness also was a product of Millerism’s truly modern professional methods
of propagation: newspapers, itinerant speakers, and professional organizers, both lay and
religious. Truly, Millerism was the religious analog of the Whig’s successful
professionalization of American politics. Together, the message and methods allowed
Millerism to reach an audience the size of which other, more sectarian innovative groups
could only dream.’’[17]
‘’In May 1843, 21,000 copies of the various Millerite papers were published for distribution
each week. In New York alone, in the five month period ending April 1843, 600,000 copies
of various publications were distributed. In December 1843, Himes proposed the
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publication of one million tracts, while in May 1844, he announced that five million copies
of Millerite publications had been distributed up to that time.’’[18]
‘’While it seems then, that the vast majority of Miller’s followers were of local origin, his
message was not limited to his local area—nor even to America. Miller preached across the
border in Canada’s Eastern Townships on at least three occasions: in 1835, 1838 and 1840.
He made a number of converts there and gained the support of some of the local clergy. At
least five Millerite papers were published in Canada: the Faithful Watchman—published in
Sherbrooke from January 1843; the influential Voice of Elijah, published in Montreal from
June 1843; the short-lived Hope of the Church in St. Thomas in 1844; Behold, He Cometh in
Hamilton, and the Bridegroom’s Herald in Toronto, both from mid-1844.’’[19]
‘’Many travellers or emigrants to the United States who had heard the Second Advent
message there returned to their home districts to preach. From 1841, Millerite evangelists
appeared in Great Britain, also, though he never travelled there himself. In addition to the
nearly $1000 that Miller and Himes spent supplying literature to enquirers and evangelists
in Great Britain; “there is evidence that [in Liverpool, Bristol, and other ports] local
Millerite pioneers borrowed copies of Miller’s works and Adventist magazines from visiting
American sea captains and merchants.”[20]
‘’As well as utilizing imported American literature, two Millerite papers were published
locally in Great Britain: the Second Advent Harbinger in Bristol, and the British Midnight
Cry in Liverpool.’’[21]
‘’The Millerite message entered Australia through the Canadian paper Voice of Elijah.
Thomas Playford, living in Adelaide, was converted thus. Playford spread the Millerite
message in Australia, even publishing a book of his sermons: Discourses on the Second
Advent of Jesus Christ. Playford’s preaching apparently resulted in a number of converts.’’
[22]
‘’An English Millerite, James William Bonham, apparently sent copies of The Midnight Cry
to Van Diemen’s Land (now Tasmania), though no record remains of their effect.’’[23]
‘’In a similar manner, converts were made in Norway and Chile. A letter published in The
Midnight Cry of October 12, 1843, from a Mrs. O. S. Burnham of Kaloa, The Sandwich
Islands, (now Hawaii) stated that she and her husband had accepted the Millerite message
and were worshipping with a small company of believers.’’[24]
11. But when the spectators increased, everyone would begin to trouble the jewels,
taking them out of the casket and scattering them on the table.
‘’But in this very comprehensiveness lay an essential dilemma, both for the Millerites and
for us. It guaranteed that the movement would be diverse, even contradictory. Appealing to
all sorts of people, it attracted all sorts of people. This was a sign of success, of course, but it
also brought conflicting ideas and personalities in the movement. Millerites disagreed over
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the fate awaiting the damned: annihilationists preaching the obliteration of their souls and
Miller preaching the second resurrection unto eternal damnation.
Others fought heatedly over whether the carnal Jews would physically return to Palestine
and convert to Christianity before the Second Coming of Christ or, as Miller preached,
Christians themselves symbolically represented spiritualized Judaism. These squabbles
forced Millerites leaders to choose between religious liberty and enforced conformity.
Miller himself urged toleration of theological differences among his followers, and although
Joshua V. Himes, Millerism’s manager and chief promoter, tried in various ways to achieve
consensus on belief and action, the Adventist movement’s antinomianism militated against
it. Thus contemporary commentators and modern scholars have noted the problem of
defining exactly who was a Millerite. Wrote one of the movement’s critics, ‘’Here we find
Annihilationists, who unite with Universalists in denying that there is any hell for the
punishment of the wicked; Arians, Socinians, etc. etc. and yet united on this point
[Millerism] they are all brethren, hale fellows well met.’’[25]
‘’Despite the urging of his supporters, Miller never personally set an exact date for the
expected Second Advent. However, in response to their urgings he did narrow the timeperiod to sometime in the year 1843, stating: “My principles in brief, are, that Jesus Christ
will come again to this earth, cleanse, purify, and take possession of the same, with all the
saints, sometime between March 21, 1843 and March 21, 1844”[26]
‘’March 21, 1844 passed without incident, and the majority of Millerites maintained their
faith. On March 25, Miller wrote to Himes, “I am still looking for the Dear Savior…. The time,
as I have calculated it, is now filled up; and I expect every moment to see the Savior
descend from heaven. I have now nothing to look for but this glorious hope.”[27]
‘’As George R. Knight states, the movement’s survival was a result of the fact that, “the
Millerite leaders had been ‘soft’ on the time…. They allowed for the possibility of small
errors in their calculations and even in some of their historic dates.”[28]
‘’In fact, on February 28, Miller himself had written, “If Christ comes, as we expect, we will
sing the song of victory soon; if not, we will watch, and pray, and preach until he comes, for
soon our time, and all prophetic days, will have been filled.”[29]
‘’Further discussion and study resulted in the brief adoption of a new date—April 18, 1844,
one based on the Karaite Jewish calendar (as opposed to the Rabbinic calendar).[30]
Like the previous date, April 18 passed without Christ’s return. More study led the
Millerites to believe that they had entered the “tarrying time”—a time of waiting after
which Christ would finally return—spoken of in Matthew 25:5 and Habakkuk 3:2-3. This
belief sustained the Millerites through the months of May to July, 1844. As Knight notes
however, this period represented a “flatness in Millerite evangelism,” when even the
Millerite preachers must have experienced diminished certainty. .”[31]
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In August 1844 at a camp-meeting in Exeter, New Hampshire, everything changed when
Samuel S. Snow presented a message of earth-shattering proportions—what became
known as the “seventh-month” message or the “true midnight cry.”[32]
In a complex discussion based on scriptural typology, Snow presented his conclusion (still
based on the 2300 day prophecy in Daniel 8:14), that Christ would return on, “the tenth day
of the seventh month of the present year, 1844.”[33]
Again using the calendar of the Karaite Jews, this date was determined to be October 22,
1844. This “seventh month message” “spread with a rapidity unparalleled in the Millerite
experience” amongst the general population. The situation caught many of the established
leaders—including Himes and Miller himself, by surprise. Knight reports that, “There is no
evidence that any of the foremost Millerite preachers accepted this grass-roots
development until late September. Most did not accept it until early October.”[34]
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VI. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 4

A Great Disappointment
‘’I began to think that the owner would require the casket and the jewels again at my hand;
and if I suffered them to be scattered, I could never place them in their places in the casket
again as before; and felt I should never be able to meet the accountability, for it would be
immense. I then began to plead with the people not to handle them, nor to take them out of
the casket; but the more I pleaded, the more they scattered; and now they seemed to
scatter them all over the room, on the floor and on every piece of furniture in the room.
12. I began to think that the owner would require the casket and the jewels again at
my hand; and if I suffered them to be scattered, I could never place them in their
places in the casket again as before; and felt I should never be able to meet the
accountability, for it would be immense.
This incident in the dream of William Miller relates to the disappointment that follows
October 22, 1844 and the scattering of the very messengers who preached this message
with such a faith and power, including William Miller.
‘’The sun rose on the morning of October 23 like any other day, and October 22 became the
Millerites' Great Disappointment. Hiram Edson recorded that "Our fondest hopes and
expectations were blasted, and such a spirit of weeping came over us as I never
experienced before... We wept, and wept, till the day dawn."[35]
‘’Following the Great Disappointment most Millerites simply gave up their beliefs. Some did
not and viewpoints and explanations proliferated. Miller initially seems to have thought
that Christ’s Second Coming was still going to take place—that "the year of expectation was
according to prophecy; but... that there might be an error in Bible chronology, which was of
human origin, that could throw the date off somewhat and account for the discrepancy.’’
[36]
13. I then began to plead with the people not to handle them, nor to take them out of
the casket; but the more I pleaded, the more they scattered; and now they seemed
to scatter them all over the room, on the floor and on every piece of furniture in
the room.
‘’In the confusion that followed the Great Disappointment it seemed that almost every
Millerite had an opinion—all of them different. Miller said that in one week he received
sixteen different papers advocating different views, all claiming to be Advent papers.’’[37].
By mid-1845, doctrinal lines amongst the various Millerite groups began to solidify,
emphasizing their differences—a process Knight terms “sect building.”[38].
During this time three main Millerite groups formed, in addition to those who had simply
given up their beliefs. Estimates of Miller's followers—the Millerites—vary between
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50,000, and 500,000. Miller’s legacy includes the Advent Christian Church with 61,000
members, and the Seventh-day Adventist Church with over 16.3 million members. Both
these denominations have a direct connection with the Millerites and the Great
Disappointment of 1844. A number of other individuals with ties to the Millerites founded
various short-lived groups with different sets of belief.
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VII. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 5 – 6

A Dream for Future Generations
‘’I then saw that among the genuine jewels and coin they had scattered an innumerable
quantity of spurious jewels and counterfeit coin. I was highly incensed at their base
conduct and ingratitude and reproved and reproached them for it; but the more I reproved,
the more they scattered the spurious jewels and false coin among the genuine.
I then became vexed in my physical soul and began to use physical force to push them out
of the room; but while I was pushing out one, three more would enter and bring in dirt and
shavings and sand and all manner of rubbish, until they covered every one of the true
jewels, diamonds, and coins, which were all excluded from sight. They also tore in pieces
my casket and scattered it among the rubbish. I thought no man regarded my sorrow or my
anger. I became wholly discouraged and disheartened, and sat down and wept.’’
14. I then saw that among the genuine jewels and coin they had scattered an
innumerable quantity of spurious jewels and counterfeit coin. I was highly
incensed at their base conduct and ingratitude and reproved and reproached
them for it; but the more I reproved, the more they scattered the spurious jewels
and false coin among the genuine.
Unhappily, William Miller never accepted the explanation of the sanctuary vision which
showed Christ the Great High Priest entering into the Most Holy Place on October 22, 1844
at the anti-typical Day of Atonement.[39]
He believed the Atonement and Judgment were to take place on the earth. While he
continued to preach the advent of Christ still at hand, he died on December 20, 1849
convinced that the Second Coming was imminent.
15. I then became vexed in my physical soul and began to use physical force to push
them out of the room; but while I was pushing out one, three more would enter
and bring in dirt and shavings and sand and all manner of rubbish, until they
covered every one of the true jewels, diamonds, and coins, which were all
excluded from sight. They also tore in pieces my casket and scattered it among
the rubbish. I thought no man regarded my sorrow or my anger. I became wholly
discouraged and disheartened, and sat down and wept.
While expressing righteous indignation and even using physical force to push the
spectators in his dream, William Miller, although often attacked physically during the years
of his ministry, never used physical force to defend himself against his assailants. He was
protected by the heavenly angels and never did suffer any physical harm. Paragraph 5 and
6 must undoubtedly be attributed to the era following 1844 and beyond his death. In
mercy, the Lord put him to sleep in order to save his soul against discouragement and
unbelief. He passed away without witnessing the realisation of his dream.
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The casket Miller saw in his dream at the beginning was very small, ‘’about ten inches long
by six square, made of ebony and pearls curiously inlaid’’ and after using the key attached
to open the casket, he ‘’found it filled with all sorts and sizes of jewels, diamonds, precious
stones, and gold and silver coin of every dimension and value, beautifully arranged in their
several places in the casket; and thus arranged they reflected a light and glory equaled only
to the sun.’’ The jewels, diamonds, precious stones, gold and silver coin are similar to the
bounty the Israelites received from the Egyptians at their departure from Egypt and which
they gave to Moses with a willing heart for the building of the sanctuary in the wilderness
as found in Exodus 12:35, 36; 25:10. It is also a reminder of the Holy City Jerusalem in the
book of Revelation 21:18-21. The casket was a gift from God, after the end of the 1260
years of control by the papacy. (538-1798).
As proposed earlier, the casket made of ebony and pearls curiously inlaid reminds us of the
tabernacle in the wilderness covered with black badgers’ skins [ebony] and surrounded by
the Court made of white [pearls] see-through linen curtains flowing in the winds like
clouds.
The jewels, diamonds, precious stones, gold and silver coin point to both the truth found in
the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy written after the disappointment of 1844 and the
beautiful dual application expressed in Psalm 144:12 ‘’that our sons may be grown up in
their youth, that our daughters may be as corner stones, polished after the similitude of a
palace.’’
‘’The divine Worker spends little time on worthless material. Only the precious jewels does
He polish after the similitude of a palace, cutting away the rough edges. The progress is
severe and trying. Christ cuts away the surplus surface, and putting the stone to the
polishing wheel, presses it close, that all roughness may be worn off. Then, holding the
jewel up to the light, the Master sees in it a reflection of Himself and He pronounces it
worthy of a place in His casket.’’[40]
Only those who have fortified their mind with the knowledge and study of the truth will be
part of His jewels. Just like the character of Christ is only reflected in His people after trials
and temptations, truth must be tested and investigated. Those who will be sealed with the
seal of the living God must possess this truth.
‘’Just as soon as the people of God are sealed in their foreheads – it is not any seal or mark
that can be seen but a settling into the truth, both intellectually and spiritually, so they
cannot be moved – just as soon as God’s people are sealed and prepared for the shaking, it
will come. Indeed, it has begun already; the judgments of God are now upon the land, to
give us warning that we may know what is coming. ’’[41]
This important quote from the Spirit of Prophecy brings us back to the events that have
transpired since 1844. While most of the pioneers of the Millerite Movement refused the
explanation of the disappointment found in the Most Holy Place of the sanctuary, therefore
denying the very key which could have revived their broken dream of seeing Christ coming
in the clouds of glory, a few of the younger generations who had accepted and participated
in the Movement, continued to carry the torch of truth. They received more light, through
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the gift of prophecy on the sanctuary, the law of commandments including the fourth and
the restoration of the 7th day, and the statutes on health which they started to observe
around 1870 and afterward.
Many have attempted to deny the movement of 1844 and although William Miller has
passed away, the message left in his dream, paragraph 6, clearly represents the apostasy
and false teachings which have plagued the church which claims to be the Remnant Church.
As he saw in his dream, while one falsehood has been dismissed, three more have entered
bringing dirt, shavings, sand and all manner of rubbish, until they have covered every one
of the true jewels, diamonds, and coins and are all excluded from sight it seems, as these
words are written. The precious casket has been torn in pieces and is scattered among the
rubbish.
Since the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy contain the true jewels, diamonds, gold and coins,
the reader may want to search these precious gems by reading the books of Moses,
especially Exodus, Leviticus and Deuteronomy which teach about the sanctuary, the law of
commandments, statutes and judgments and the books of Daniel and Revelation. For
further understanding and direction, the books Patriarchs and Prophets, chapters 30, 32,
46 and 52 and The Great Controversy, chapters 20-25 and 28 are recommended to be
studied. You can also visit: www.numbers1317.org for further studies on the sanctuary.
In a short but chronological order, it is possible to trace the application of Miller’s dream at
this point starting with 1888 and the rejection of the message brought to the leadership
through Jones and Waggoner. Though coined the ‘’Message of Righteousness by Faith’’, its
implication was far greater than the Reformation Movement which saw a revival and
reformation of the same message around the 16th century. In addition and complement to
the Reformation’s Message of Righteousness by Faith, there are many reasons to believe
that the main subject discussed was the Law in Galatians based on the statutes which,
according to Jones, in his book published in 1891 titled ‘The Two Republics’, could have
brought the revival of the Biblical sanctuary calendar as in Miller’s time.
In his book published three year after the infamous Minneapolis Conference of 1888, Jones
chronologically describes how the Biblical calendar was changed by the Romans and the
Roman Catholic Church after the death, resurrection and ascension of Christ and the death
of the last apostles. He describes in detail the changes from Passover to Easter and later, in
the 5th century, the establishment of Christmas, December 25th, as the birth of Christ and
many more falsehood that have crept in the midst of the SDA church and Christendom in
general ever since. It is fair to propose that Jones must have been writing his book around
the time of the 1888 Conference as editing and publishing were a long process in his days.
The calendar restored under divine guidance by the Millerites in the early 19th century was
not followed with a reformation by the pioneers of the 1844 era. Although retaining the
Millerites’ calculation of October 22, 1844, as the 10th day of the 7th month, based on the
Luni-Solar Barley Harvest Mosaic Law calendation, they did not restore the Creation
Sabbath nor the festivals based on Leviticus 23, the sanctuary calendar. To this day, many
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claim that the Biblical calendar and His appointed times or feasts were nailed to the cross
while teaching the Great Day of Atonement occurring 1813 years later on October 22, 1844
based on Leviticus 23:27-32. Notice that the Day of Atonement is declared to be a statute in
verse 31.
Either the calendar was nailed to the cross or it was not. Either the Great Day of Atonement
did occur in 1844 or it did not. This remains to be confirmed in this essay.
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VIII. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 6 – Part 1

The True Jewels, Diamonds and Coins
‘’I then became vexed in my physical soul and began to use physical force to push them out
of the room; but while I was pushing out one, three more would enter and bring in dirt and
shavings and sand and all manner of rubbish, until they covered every one of the true
jewels, diamonds, and coins, which were all excluded from sight. They also tore in pieces
my casket and scattered it among the rubbish. I thought no man regarded my sorrow or my
anger. I became wholly discouraged and disheartened, and sat down and wept.’’
16. The True Jewels, Diamonds, and Coins represent the 7S of our faith since 1844
Savior – Christ our Righteousness
Sanctuary - Christ our High Priest in the Holy ( AD 31) and Most Holy Place (1844)
Sabbath – Creation Sabbath based on the Luni-Solar Barley Harvest Calendar
State of the Dead – The dead know nothing – Non-immortality of the soul
Soul Temple – Health Message based on the Biblical Statutes and Judgments
Spirit of Prophecy – Inspired by the Holy Spirit to guide us till the end
Second Coming - Christ our Blessed Hope
17. Methods of Interpretation to Identify the Jewels, Diamonds and Coins
The Jewels, Diamonds and Coins in the SDA Church since 1844 can only be identified by
adapting principles and methods taught in the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy. These
principles and methods lead to the right premises and conclusions.
a. According to the Law and the Testimony: Commandments, Statutes, Judgments
‘’To the law and to the testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is because there
is no light in them.’’ Isaiah 8:20; Ps. 119:1-176; Ps. 19:7-14, (emphasis supplied).
b. Teach Knowledge: Precept upon Precept, Line upon Line by Cross Referencing
‘’Whom shall he teach knowledge? and whom shall he make to understand doctrine? them
that are weaned from the milk, and drawn from the breasts. For precept must be upon
precept, precept upon precept; line upon line, line upon line; here a little, and there a
little: For with stammering lips and another tongue will he speak to this people. To whom he
said, This is the rest wherewith ye may cause the weary to rest; and this is the refreshing: yet
they would not hear. But the word of the LORD was unto them precept upon precept, precept
upon precept; line upon line, line upon line; here a little, and there a little; that they might go,
and fall backward, and be broken, and snared, and taken.’’ Isaiah 28:9-13, (emphasis
supplied).
c. Teach Teachers the Meat of the Gospel – Become Partakers of the Holy Spirit
‘’Called of God an high priest after the order of Melchisedec. Of whom we have many things to
say, and hard to be uttered, seeing ye are dull of hearing. For when for the time ye ought to
be teachers, ye have need that one teach you again which be the first principles of the
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oracles of God; and are become such as have need of milk, and not of strong meat. For every
one that useth milk is unskilful in the word of righteousness: for he is a babe.
But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, even those who by reason of use
have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil. Therefore leaving the principles of
the doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto perfection; not laying again the foundation of
repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God, Of the doctrine of baptisms, and of
laying on of hands, and of resurrection of the dead, and of eternal judgment. And this will we
do, if God permit.
For it is impossible for those who were once enlightened, and have tasted of the heavenly
gift, and were made partakers of the Holy Ghost, And have tasted the good word of God, and
the powers of the world to come, If they shall fall away, to renew them again unto
repentance; seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh, and put him to an
open shame.’’ Hebrews 5:10-14; 6:1-6, (emphasis supplied).
d. Receive the Early and Latter Rain: Doctrines of the Word by the Spirit
‘’Ask ye of the LORD rain in the time of the latter rain; so the LORD shall make bright clouds,
and give them showers of rain, to every one grass in the field.’’ Zechariah 10:1
‘’The grass withereth, the flower fadeth: because the spirit of the LORD bloweth upon it: surely
the people is grass.’’ Isaiah 40:7, (emphasis supplied).
‘’Give ear, O ye heavens, and I will speak; and hear, O earth, the words of my mouth. My
doctrine shall drop as the rain, my speech shall distil as the dew, as the small rain upon the
tender herb, and as the showers upon the grass.’’ Deuteronomy 32:1, 2, (emphasis
supplied). Precious and Present Truth - Early and Latter Rain Found in the Sanctuary
e. Use the Most Complete, Connected, Harmonious System of Truth: Sanctuary
‘’And let them make me a sanctuary; that I may dwell among them.’’ Exodus 25:8, (emphasis
supplied).
‘’Thy way, O God, is in the sanctuary: who is so great a God as our God? Psalm 77:13,
(emphasis supplied).
‘’Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father,
but by me.’’ John 14:6, (emphasis supplied).
‘’ And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt [tabernacle] among us, (and we beheld his glory,
the glory as of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth. John 1:14, (emphasis
supplied).
f. Trust the Spirit of Prophecy Writings Inspired by the Holy Spirit
‘’We have also a more sure word of prophecy; whereunto ye do well that ye take heed, as
unto a light that shineth in a dark place, until the day dawn, and the day star arise in your
hearts: Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation.
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For the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man: but holy men of God spake as they
were moved by the Holy Ghost.’’ 1 Peter 1:19-21, (emphasis supplied).
‘’And he said unto me, Unto two thousand and three hundred days; then shall the sanctuary
be cleansed.’’ Daniel 8:14, (emphasis supplied).
‘’Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city, to finish the
transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to
bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the
most Holy. Know therefore and understand, that from the going forth of the commandment
to restore and to build Jerusalem unto the Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks, and
threescore and two weeks: the street shall be built again, and the wall, even in troublous
times.
And after threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself: and the
people of the prince that shall come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary; and the end
thereof shall be with a flood, and unto the end of the war desolations are determined. And he
shall confirm the covenant with many for one week: and in the midst of the week he shall
cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of abominations he
shall make it desolate, even until the consummation, and that determined shall be poured
upon the desolate.’’ Daniel 9:24-27, (emphasis supplied).
g. Proclaim the Hour of His Judgment and Worship Him at His Appointed Times
‘’And I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach
unto them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people,
Saying with a loud voice, Fear God, and give glory to him; for the hour of his judgment is
come: and worship him that made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and the fountains of
waters. And there followed another angel, saying, Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great city,
because she made all nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her fornication.
And the third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, If any man worship the beast
and his image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand, The same shall drink of
the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out without mixture into the cup of his
indignation; and he shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy
angels, and in the presence of the Lamb: And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever
and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and his image, and
whosoever receiveth the mark of his name. Here is the patience of the saints: here are they
that keep the commandments of God, and the faith of Jesus.’’ Revelation 14:6-12, (emphasis
supplied).
It was based on these foundational principles that the premises of Adventism were
established. By removing one pin, the whole structure falls. Furthermore, in Deuteronomy
4, Moses was commanded to teach the Law of commandments, statutes and judgments and
this command is part of the Great Commission to the believers according to Luke 24:44.
‘’And he said unto them, These are the words which I spake unto you, while I was yet with you, that all
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things must be fulfilled, which were written in the law of Moses, and in the prophets, and in the psalms,
concerning me.’’
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IX. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 6 – Part 2

One out, Three more Bring in Dirt

 Schools of Interpretation of Prophecies
 Other Methods OF Teaching the Bible

‘’I then became vexed in my physical soul and began to use physical force to push them out
of the room; but while I was pushing out one, three more would enter and bring in dirt
and shavings and sand and all manner of rubbish, until they covered every one of the
true jewels, diamonds, and coins, which were all excluded from sight. They also tore in
pieces my casket and scattered it among the rubbish. I thought no man regarded my
sorrow or my anger. I became wholly discouraged and disheartened, and sat down and
wept.’’
18. Identifying the Dirt, Shavings, Sand and all manner of Rubbish
The Dirt, Shavings, Sand and all manner of Rubbish that seemingly have covered every one
of the true jewels, diamonds and coins in Miller’s dream are chronologically found in the
history of the SDA church and practically speaking today, have destroyed the first casket in
Miller’s dream which he had received from an unseen hand and which he believed was
from God. This casket was not only the interpretation that Miller and the Millerites
received from their study of the prophecy of Daniel but was later completed with the vision
of the sanctuary and the Most Holy Place after the disappointment of October 22, 1844.
The Dirt, Shavings, Sand and all manner of Rubbish in the SDA Church since 1844 can only
be identified by adapting principles and methods taught in the Bible and the Spirit of
Prophecy. These principles and methods lead to the right premises and conclusions.
However, a knowledge of the false methods or views or interpretation may held counteract
its destructive work.
19. Schools or Views of Interpretation and Meaning
Instead of the Bible methods of interpretation, man has invented Schools or Views of
Interpretation of the Bible and the Dirt, Shavings, Sand and all manner of Rubbish in all the
churches of Christendom today, including the SDA church, find their origin in these schools.
Once the student of the Bible adopt one of these schools of interpretation, it is possible to
detect it through his or her writings, though more than one school is often embraced by the
same writer as we shall see.
a. Preterism
‘’Preterism is a Christian eschatological view that interprets prophecies of the Bible,
especially Daniel and Revelation, as events which have already happened in the first
century A.D. Preterism holds that Ancient Israel finds its continuation or fulfillment in the
Christian church at the destruction of Jerusalem in AD 70. The term preterism comes from
the Latin praeter, which is listed in Webster's 1913 dictionary as a prefix denoting that
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something is "past" or "beyond," signifying that either all or a majority of Bible prophecy
was fulfilled by AD 70. Adherents of preterism are commonly known as preterists.’’[42]
There has historically been general agreement that the first systematic preterist exposition
of prophecy was written by the Jesuit Luis de Alcasar during the Counter Reformation.[43]
[44]
Moses Stuart noted that Alcasar's preterist interpretation was of considerable benefit to
the Roman Catholic Church during its arguments with Protestants, [45] and preterism has
been described in modern eschatological commentary as a Catholic defense against the
Protestant Historicist view which identified the Roman Catholic Church as a persecuting
apostasy.[46]
b. Futurism
‘’Futurism is a Christian eschatological view that interprets the Book of Revelation, the
Book of Daniel, the Olivet discourse and the parable of the Sheep and the Goats as future
events in a literal, physical, apocalyptic, and global context.[47] Futurism interprets these
passages as prophecies that will be fulfilled in the future (in some cases, the imminent
future) as literal, physical events. By comparison, other Christian eschatological views
interpret these passages as past events in a literal, physical, and local context (Preterism
and Historicism), or as present-day events in a non-literal and spiritual context (Idealism).
To counter the Protestant interpretation of historicism,[48] Roman Catholic Jesuit
Francisco Ribera wrote a 500 page commentary on the Book of Revelation. This
commentary established the futurist interpretation of Bible prophecy.[49]
c. Historicism
‘’Historicism is a method of interpretation in Christian eschatology which attempts to
associate biblical prophecies with actual historical events and identify symbolic beings
with historical persons or societies. The main texts of interest are apocalyptic literature,
such as the Book of Daniel and the Book of Revelation, and historicist methods have been
applied to ancient Jewish history, the Roman Empire, Mohammedism, the Papacy, the
Modern era and even into the End time.
The historicist approach has been used in attempts to predict the date of the end of the
world. An example of this is seen in post-Reformation Britain in the works of Charles
Wesley who predicted that the end of the world would occur in 1794, based on his analysis
of the Book of Revelation. In nineteenth century America, William Miller proposed that the
end of the world would occur on the 22nd of October, 1844, based on a historicist model
used with Daniel 8:14. Miller’s historicist approach to the Book of Daniel spawned a
national movement in the United States known as Millerism. Some of the Millerites
eventually organized the Seventh-day Adventist Church.[50] This denomination continues
to maintain a historicist reading of biblical prophecy as essential to its eschatology. [51]
One of the most influential aspects of the Protestant's historicist paradigm was the
speculation that the Pope could be Antichrist. This view really popularized in the
eighteenth century. In response to the historicist approach, Catholicism developed the
preterist and futurist approaches to apocalyptic literature. All of these approaches, in
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Christianity, have been designed to suit their own ends, whether Protestant or
Catholic.[52][53]
d. Dispensationalism
‘’Dispensationalism is a nineteenth-century evangelical development based on a futurist
biblical hermeneutic that sees a series of chronologically successive "dispensations" or
periods in history in which God relates to human beings in different ways under different
Biblical covenants.
As a system, dispensationalism is rooted in the writings of John Nelson Darby (1800–1882)
and the Brethren Movement.[54] The theology of dispensationalism consists of a
distinctive eschatological "end times" perspective, as all dispensationalists hold to
premillennialism and most hold to a pretribulation rapture. Dispensationalists believe that
the nation of Israel (not necessarily the same as the state of Israel) is distinct from the
Christian Church[55] and that God has yet to fulfill His promises to national Israel. These
promises include the land promises, which in the future world to come result in a
millennial kingdom and Third Temple where Christ, upon His return, will rule the world
from Jerusalem[56] for a thousand years. In other areas of theology, dispensationalists hold
to a wide range of beliefs within the evangelical and fundamentalist spectrum.[57]
With the rise of dispensationalism, some conservative Protestants came to interpret the
Book of Revelation as predicting future events (futurism), rather than predicting events
that have taken place throughout history (historicism)[58][59][60] or predominantly
associated to the destruction of Jerusalem in AD 70, a position known as Preterism.’’[61]
e. Idealism
‘’Idealism (also called the spiritual approach, the allegorical approach, the nonliteral
approach, and many other names) in Christian eschatology is an interpretation of the Book
of Revelation that sees all of the imagery of the book as non-literal symbols.[62] Jacob
Taubes writes that idealist eschatology came about as Renaissance thinkers began to doubt
that the Kingdom of Heaven had been established on earth, or would be established, but
still believed in its establishment.[63] Rather than the Kingdom of Heaven being present in
society, it is established subjectively for the individual.[64]
F. D. Maurice interpreted the Kingdom of Heaven idealistically as a symbol representing
society's general improvement, instead of a physical and political kingdom. Karl Barth
interprets eschatology as representing existential truths that bring the individual hope,
rather than history or future-history.[65] Barth's ideas provided fuel for the Social Gospel
philosophy in America, which saw social change not as performing "required" good works,
but because the individuals involved felt that Christians could not simply ignore society's
problems with future dreams.[66]
Different authors have suggested that the Beast represents various social injustices, such as
exploitation of workers,[67] wealth, the elite, commerce,[68] materialism, and
imperialism.[69] Various Christian anarchists, such as Jacques Ellul, have identified the
State and political power as the Beast.[70]
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It is distinct from Preterism, Futurism and Historicism in that it does not see any of the
prophecies (except in some cases the Second Coming, and Final Judgment) as being fulfilled
in a literal, physical, earthly sense either in the past, present or future,[71] and that to
interpret the eschatological portions of the Bible in a historical or future-historical fashion
is an erroneous understanding.’’[72][73]
f. Words Study and Apparent Discrepancy
Many have attempted, including scholars, to prove Bible precepts and principles, by using
‘words’ study from the original Aramaic, Hebrew or Greek language as their only evidences.
In the Introduction of the book The Great Controversy, page v-vii, author E.G. White has
this to say about ‘Word’ inspiration.
‘’God has communicated with men by His Spirit, and divine light has been imparted to the
world by revelations to His chosen servants. “Holy men of God spake as they were moved
by the Holy Ghost.” 2 Peter 1:21.
During the first twenty-five hundred years of human history, there was no written
revelation. Those who had been taught of God, communicated their knowledge to others,
and it was handed down from father to son, through successive generations. The
preparation of the written word began in the time of Moses. Inspired revelations were
then embodied in an inspired book. This work continued during the long period of sixteen
hundred years—from Moses, the historian of creation and the law, to John, the recorder of
the most sublime truths of the gospel.
The Bible points to God as its author; yet it was written by human hands; and in the
varied style of its different books it presents the characteristics of the several writers. The
truths revealed are all “given by inspiration of God” (2 Timothy 3:16); yet they are
expressed in the words of men. The Infinite One by His Holy Spirit has shed light into the
minds and hearts of His servants. He has given dreams and visions, symbols and figures;
and those to whom the truth was thus revealed have themselves embodied the thought in
human language.
The Ten Commandments were spoken by God Himself, and were written by His own
hand. They are of divine, and not of human composition. But the Bible, with its Godgiven truths expressed in the language of men, presents a union of the divine and the
human. Such a union existed in the nature of Christ, who was the Son of God and the Son of
man. Thus it is true of the Bible, as it was of Christ, that “the Word was made flesh, and
dwelt among us.” John 1:14.
Written in different ages, by men who differed widely in rank and occupation, and in
mental and spiritual endowments, the books of the Bible present a wide contrast in style,
as well as a diversity in the nature of the subjects unfolded. Different forms of expression
are employed by different writers; often the same truth is more strikingly presented by one
than by another. And as several writers present a subject under varied aspects and
relations, there may appear, to the superficial, careless, or prejudiced reader, to be
discrepancy or contradiction, where the thoughtful, reverent student, with clearer
insight, discerns the underlying harmony.
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As presented through different individuals, the truth is brought out in its varied aspects.
One writer is more strongly impressed with one phase of the subject; he grasps those
points that harmonize with his experience or with his power of perception and
appreciation; another seizes upon a different phase; and each, under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit, presents what is most forcibly impressed upon his own mind—a different
aspect of the truth in each, but a perfect harmony through all. And the truths thus revealed
unite to form a perfect whole, adapted to meet the wants of men in all the circumstances
and experiences of life.
God has been pleased to communicate His truth to the world by human agencies, and He
Himself, by His Holy Spirit, qualified men and enabled them to do this work. He guided the
mind in the selection of what to speak and what to write. The treasure was entrusted to
earthen vessels, yet it is, nonetheless, from Heaven. The testimony is conveyed through the
imperfect expression of human language, yet it is the testimony of God; and the
obedient, believing child of God beholds in it the glory of a divine power, full of grace and
truth.
In His word, God has committed to men the knowledge necessary for salvation. The Holy
Scriptures are to be accepted as an authoritative, infallible revelation of His will. They
are the standard of character, the revealer of doctrines, and the test of experience. “Every
scripture inspired of God is also profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction which is in righteousness; that the man of God may be complete, furnished
completely unto every good work.” 2 Timothy 3:16, 17, R.V.
Yet the fact that God has revealed His will to men through His word, has not rendered
needless the continued presence and guiding of the Holy Spirit. On the contrary, the Spirit
was promised by our Saviour, to open the word to His servants, to illuminate and apply its
teachings. And since it was the Spirit of God that inspired the Bible, it is impossible that the
teaching of the Spirit should ever be contrary to that of the word.’’ (emphasis supplied).
g. Other Methods and Technics
Other methods and teachings such as Pantheism, Hypnosis, Neuro-linguistic Programming
[NLP], Cell groups, Imaging under Innovate, Spiritual Formation or Emerging Church,
Worship, Music and Clothing borrowed from the world, all these and more have been
introduced in the sanctuary of the LORD because the true Biblical methods of teaching
which could have preserved the church from apostasy and falsehood have been scorned at
and rejected by Laodicea.
‘’I know thy works, that thou art neither cold nor hot: I would thou wert cold or hot. So then
because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of my mouth. Because
thou sayest, I am rich, and increased with goods, and have need of nothing; and knowest not that
thou art wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked: counsel thee to buy of me gold
tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich; and white raiment, that thou mayest be clothed, and
that the shame of thy nakedness do not appear; and anoint thine eyes with eyesalve, that thou
mayest see. As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten: be zealous therefore, and repent. Behold, I
stand at the door, and knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in to him,
and will sup with him, and he with me.’’ Revelation 3:15-20.
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X. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 6 – Part 3

Bring in More Dirt and Shavings: 1888 - 1901

 The Unsettled Problem of 1888
 The Re-Organization of 1901 Rejected

‘’I then became vexed in my physical soul and began to use physical force to push them out
of the room; but while I was pushing out one, three more would enter and bring in dirt and
shavings and sand and all manner of rubbish, until they covered every one of the true
jewels, diamonds, and coins, which were all excluded from sight. They also tore in pieces
my casket and scattered it among the rubbish. I thought no man regarded my sorrow or my
anger. I became wholly discouraged and disheartened, and sat down and wept.’’
20. Dirt, Shavings, Sand and all manner of Rubbish Covering the Jewels and Coins
Many times in the history of the SDA church, events and individual have contributed to add
dirt, shavings, sand and all manner of rubbish to the teaching of the sanctuary and more
specifically, the Great Day of Atonement of October 22, 1844.
At this time of the history of the Church (2012) it actually looks like this part of William
Miller’s dream is coming to pass when he wrote ‘while I was pushing out one, three more
would enter and bring in the dirt and shavings and sand and all manner of rubbish, until
they covered every one of the true jewels, diamonds, and coins, which were all
excluded from sight. They also tore in pieces my casket and scattered it among the
rubbish.’ The list of individuals submitted here is compiled as evidences and was drawn
from manuscripts written by scholars whom we trust have done their homework.
The pivotal event which has triggered the accumulation of dirt, shaving, sands and all
manner of rubbish which William Miller saw in his dream is without a doubt, the refusal by
the brethren to receive the Message presented by Jones and Waggoner in 1888. This
message of Righteousness by faith which E.G. White calls the ‘beginning of the latter rain’
and the refusal of its reception, has shaken the very foundation of the Three Angels
Message.
 Unsettled Problem (1886-1888) - Dr. E.J. Waggoner and A.T. Jones
‘’Until the mid-1880's, the SDA's were united on doctrine and theology. They had
developed a unique eschatological model that fitted perfectly… within a specific set of
interrelated beliefs. But once Dr. E. J. Waggoner, (a former medical student of JH Kellogg in
Battle Creek), discovered a theological error about the Two Covenants in 1886, both the
unity and the credibility of SDA theology plummeted. It would never be the same again.
This unresolved battle over the Two Covenants led to great debate and division in Battle
Creek, which was followed by a power play at the end of the century between the differing
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factions. Kellogg, Waggoner, and Jones were on the progressive side, while Uriah Smith and
the Traditionalists were on the other. [Minneapolis Conference, 1888, The Battle Ground]
Because Ellen White could support neither party, she advised President Daniells to retreat
to Takoma Park, leaving Battle Creek… to the victorious progressives.’’[74]
It is not the purpose of this essay to debate the real issue of the Minneapolis Conference in
1888. Much has been written about it without really solving the mystery. It is the belief of
this writer that the issue at end involved the Statutes of Leviticus 23, the true Biblical
calendar, restored by the Millerites in the 1840 era and which are part of the Two
Covenants and the Law. For further studies and references, read the book of A.T. Jones, ‘The
Two Republics’, online, published in 1891, only 3 years after the Minneapolis Conference.
In his book, Jones clearly defines the history of the calendar and the changes brought by the
Roman power combined with the Roman Catholic Church in the beginning of Christianity,
which still affects us today, some 1800 years later.
 Reorganization of the General Conference 1901 - Rejected
‘’When Ellen White stepped to the podium on April 2, 1901 on the first day of the General
Conference session, she wasted no time in calling for a reorganization.
‘We want to begin at the foundation, and to build upon a different principle . . . According to
the light that has been given me—and just how it is to be accomplished I cannot say—
greater strength must be brought into the managing force of the conference.’ The General
Conference Bulletin, 1901, 25.
Just how greater strength within the organization was to be accomplished was not
understood until two days later when the Committee on Plans presented the formation of a
separate Union Conference for the work of the South. The work in the South had unique
requirements and a multitude of problems because of the illiteracy, poverty and racial
difficulties still being experienced in the post-Civil War period. The Committee on Plans felt
that the uniqueness of the work would present special management problems making it
desirable for the South to organize into a Union Conference. They had also discussed the
formation of the American Union Conference, which had been sanctioned and approved by
the General Conference in 1897. The European Union Conference had already been formed
in 1898. (The General Conference Bulletin, 1901, 67.) In this discussion, it was assumed
that both of the conferences would return a tithe to the General Conference. (The General
Conference Bulletin, 1901, 67.)
At this time in history, the Australasian and European Union Conferences were under the
administration of the General Conference in Battle Creek. The new proposal would bring
two additional Union Conferences in America under the General Conference at Battle Creek.
It was during this meeting, that Mrs. White was given the actual plan of reorganization:
"I am thankful that there is to be a time when the mists will be cleared away. I hope that
this time has begun here. We want the mists here to be cleared away. I want to say that
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from the light given to me by God, there should have been years ago organizations such as
are now proposed. When we first met in Conference, it was thought that the General
Conference should extend over the whole world. But this is not in God’s order." The
General Conference Bulletin, 1901, 68, [emphasis supplied]
Heretofore, it was thought that all territory organized into the conferences would be under
the administration of the General Conference at Battle Creek. At that time the Foreign
Mission Board was still a separate organization from the General Conference and had the
responsibility of the mission fields. Many messages had been given in the prior decade on
the decentralization of the work at Battle Creek, but it was not understood until this
meeting just how this was to be accomplished. Now it was clear [that] the field was to be
divided so that the administrative responsibilities would not be centralized in one General
Conference committee. To expect one group of men, regardless of the size of that
committee, to grasp the problems and supervise the entire organized world field was
beyond the capabilities of finite minds.
Ellen White continued: "Conferences must be organized in different localities, and it will be
for the health of the different Conferences to have it thus. This does not mean that we are to
cut ourselves apart from one another, and be as separate atoms. Every Conference is to
touch every other Conference, and be in harmony with every other Conference. God wants
us to talk for this, and He wants us to act for this. We are the people of God, who are to be
separate from the world. We are to stand as representatives of sacred truth." The General
Conference Bulletin, 1901, 68–69.
The problem of a General Conference that attempted to extend over the whole world
was then illustrated by Mrs. White noting several instances of mismanagement she
observed on her trip to Battle Creek. There were delays as well as problems resulting from
decision making by those without first-hand knowledge of the issues. Also, the
centralization of the work had created a dependency at the local level which caused
weakness in the work of God. There was a loss of urgency in giving the Three Angels’
Messages, the most important work ever entrusted to a people and the only hope for a
perishing world.
The work of the church was not to utilize the management principles of the world by
centralization in finite human beings. The work of God was to centralize in Christ, the great
General He would direct the various fields of labor "through the Holy Spirit."
"We want to understand that there are no gods in our Conference. There are to be no
kings here, and no kings in any Conference that is formed. ‘All ye are brethren.’ . . . The Lord
God of Israel will link us all together. The organizing of new Conferences is not to separate
us. It is to bind us together. The Conferences that are formed are to cling mightily to the
Lord, so that through them He can reveal His power . . .
"Remember that God can give wisdom to those who handle His work. It is not necessary to
send thousands of miles to Battle Creek for advice, and then have to wait weeks before an
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answer can be received. Those who are right on the ground are to decide what shall be
done. You know what you have to wrestle with, but those who are thousands of miles away
do not know." The General Conference Bulletin, 1901, 68–69, [emphasis supplied]
Decentralization was the theme of the reorganization of the General Conference in 1901.
The call for "a renovation, a reorganization on an entirely different principle" on April 2,
was now made clear on April 4. Christ was to link heads of conferences and institutions. He
would do the binding. The 1901 plan was a call to look to Christ.
The clarification of basic principles of organization on April 4, 1901 resulted in the division
of the field and the supervision and management of the work of God being placed in
different locations. The European General Conference was formed in July, 1901 with L.R.
Conradi as the President. A. G. Daniells became president of the General Conference in
America. Our most dedicated Adventist Church history substantiates this fact: "Hence, the
European field came to be regarded as a self-sufficient continental unit, and it was called
‘The General Conference in Europe,’ while the organization in the land of origin was called
‘The General Conference in America.’ And there was, besides, the Australasian Union
Conference." Origin and History of Seventh-day Adventists, vol. 3, 348.
The action taken at the 1901 session in limiting the General Conference geographically
received the approbation of "the God of heaven and His angels" who "walked up and down
the aisles" during that meeting. The General Conference Bulletin, 1901, 463.
There was no suggestion of a "World General Conference" in the 1901 plan for
reorganization.
"The question to be settled is who is God? . . . In his efforts to dethrone God and to put
himself in the place of God, Satan has deceived man in the rebellion . . . When the true God
is known and acknowledged for what He really is, when He is given the place which belongs
to Him in all things, and we take the place which belongs to us, then He is glorified and we
are glorified in Him. This means our salvation from sin now and eternally." The General
Conference Bulletin, 1898, 221.
The geographical limitations of the General Conference in Battle Creek were also in
alignment with counsel from the servant of the Lord given in August, 1896: "As a people we
should study God’s plans for conducting His work. Wherever He has given directions in
regard to any point, we should carefully consider how to regard His expressed will. This
work should have special attention. It is not wise to choose one man as president of the
General Conference. The work of the General Conference has extended, and some things
have been made unnecessarily complicated. A want of discernment has been shown. There
should be a division of the field, or some other plan should be devised to change the
present order of things." Testimonies to Ministers, 342.
This counsel appeared in The General Conference Bulletin, 315, in 1897 and said our world
work should be divided up into three divisions: "The presidency of the General Conference
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Association, the presidency of the Mission Board, and the presidency of the General
Conference work in North America, should be placed on three different men."
The brethren honestly attempted to respond to this counsel at the 1897 General
Conference session by electing three presidents who presided over the General Conference
Committee, and the Foreign Mission Board.
In the 1901 plan of reorganization, Christ was to be the "greater strength" to direct and
unify the different General Conferences. Mrs. White was elated. The 1901 plan was the
very essence of the Third Angel’s Message applied to church government. Leadership
was to look to Christ instead of man. Heads of large conferences and various institutions
were to stand as equals under Christ in an apostolic form of church government. However,
only a few months after the 1901 session problems erupted over management. Edson
White’s ministry in the South caused some difficulties with the administration.
Nevertheless, his mother was confident that the problems would be resolved. A portion of a
letter from Ellen White to her son Edson has been released for publication: "Your course
would have been the course to be pursued if no change had been made in the General
Conference. But a change has been made, and many more changes will be made and great
developments will be seen." Letter 54, 1901.
Unfortunately, as the months passed by, leadership’s failure to implement the 1901
plan became evident. Her confession is written in a private letter to a friend and
confidant: "The result of the last General Conference has been the greatest, the most
terrible, sorrow of my life. No change was made. The spirit that should have been brought
into the whole work as the result of that meeting was not brought in because men did not
receive the testimonies of the Spirit of God. As they went to their several fields of labor,
they did not walk in the light that the Lord had flashed upon their pathway, but carried into
their work the wrong principles that had been prevailing in the work at Battle Creek."
Letter to Judge Jesse Arthur from Ellen White, Elmshaven, January 15, 1903.
What happened? The cause was revealed to her ten days prior to writing the letter to Judge
Arthur. On January 5, 1903 she was considering what might have been done at the last
General Conference when she lapsed into a dream.
"The speaker turned to those who had been praying, and said: ‘We have something to do.
We must confess our sins, and humble our hearts before God.’ He made heartbroken
confessions and then stepped up to several of the brethren, one after another, and
extended his hand, asking forgiveness. Those to whom he spoke sprang to their feet,
making confession and asking forgiveness . . . The spirit of confession spread through the
entire congregation. It was a Pentecostal season . . . Then I aroused from my
unconsciousness, and for a while could not think where I was. My pen was still in my hand.
The words were spoken to me: ‘This might have been’ . . . disappointment came over
me as I realized that what I had witnessed was not a reality." Testimonies, vol. 8, 104–
106.
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Pride prevented certain men in responsible positions at the 1901 session from settling
their differences so they could look to Christ. As a result, "What Might Have Been" (The
1901 plan of reorganization) was lost to Seventh-day Adventist Church and to the
world. Without an upper room experience, there could be no Pentecost. Pride,
presumption, and the love of position prevented Christ from leading a people in an
apostolic form of church government. The brethren preferred to be like the "Gentiles" who
have "their great ones" exercise "lordship" and "authority upon them." (Mark 10:42.) Christ
was rejected as the "Captain" and the "greater strength" of the 1901 plan. A fundamental
principle of "the Third Angel’s Message" was disregarded when the delegates were
determined to "look to man and expect much help from man." (Testimonies to Ministers,
93.) The 1901 plan did not fail, but men failed the plan when they failed to look to Jesus as
their Captain.
The 1901 plan [of reorganization of the General Conference] was rejected and it had to be
replaced with A.G. Daniells’ plan: "a World General Conference" that destroyed the
European General Conference. At a time when our people are suffering great persecution in
Eastern Europe, there is a call to look to Jesus with the 1901 plan.’’[75]
‘’By the 1903 General Conference, the state of affairs was such (because God's plan failed to
be implemented) that the centralization of power gave way in the formation of a General
Conference with world- wide dominion, despite protest from a minority. Percy T. Magan
who was part of this minority stated that the new plan swept away the organizational
principles that had been followed in the 1897 and 1901 conferences and introduced
principles that opened the way for a papal form of church government.’’[76]
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XI. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 6 – Part 4

Dirt and Shavings and Sand






Dr. J.H. Kellogg
D.M. Canright
Albion Ballenger
Edwards Ballenger

 Dr. J.H. Kellogg (1852–1943)Living Temple Book & the Alpha of Apostasy
‘’While Living Temple contained a number of objectionable points, (including a wrong view
of the Gospel…), Kellogg agreed to allow whatever editorial changes needed to be made.
But this was not the real issue, and neither was the charge against Kellogg about
Pantheism.
Rather, this book represented the wholesale abandonment of the Three Angels Messages
by the author. It represented a very different and philosophic emphasis that many SDA's
were also taking in Battle Creek, including the popular theologian Dr. E.J. Waggoner. Thus,
Living Temple took the Denomination far away from it reforming eschatological mission. It
essentially ignored SDA eschatology. But Ellen White would not stand by as the Three
Angels Messages were systematically ignored, marginalized, and dismantled for all to see.
"I am instructed to speak plainly. 'Meet it,' is the word spoken to me. 'Meet it firmly, and
without delay.' But it is not to be met by our taking our working forces from the field to
investigate doctrines and points of difference. We have no such investigation to make. In
the book Living Temple there is presented the alpha of deadly heresies. The omega will
follow, and will be received by those who are not willing to heed the warning God has
given." Selected Messages Book 1, p. 200.
Living Temple was used by Kellogg's enemies to show that he did not believe in the
objective view of eschatology as traditionally taught by the church. And this charge was
true. But it was also true for the vast majority of the SDA's in Battle Creek during this time
period. But Kellogg was no ordinary Adventist. He was a most revered and powerful
leader, and he could not be allowed to blatantly dismiss the prophetic way marks and
doctrines that defined Adventism. Nor could he be allowed to mortgage the church for his
endless Health ambitions.
Thus Ellen White, and others, crossed swords with Kellogg and warned the church that
Battle Creek, and specifically Kellogg, was out of control. Listen to Ellen White:
‘’Some think it strange that I write, "Do not send your children to Battle Creek." I was
instructed in regard to the danger of the worldly influence in Battle Creek. I have written
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hundreds of pages regarding the danger of having so large a sanitarium, and of calling so
many people together in one place.
The young people in Battle Creek are in danger. They will come in contact with error. Years
ago I did not think that they would meet these errors right in the sanitariums; but when
"Living Temple" came out, and some of our ministers told me that there was in it nothing
but what I had been teaching all my life, I saw how great the danger was.
I saw that blindness had fallen upon some who had long known the truth. I pray that the
Lord will open the eyes of these ministers, that they may see the difference between light
and darkness, between truth and error.’’ Testimonies for the Church Containing Messages
of Warning and Instruction to Seventh-day Adventists, page 36.
A decade after 1888, Kellogg, along with many others, including Dr. E J Waggoner, had lost
faith in the credibility of the Third Angels Message. It was obvious that Traditional
Adventism could no longer be credibly defended [due to the rejection of 1888]. Even the
great Uriah Smith was demoted at the Review and then fired for promoting legalism. So
there were glaring divisions within the church that were growing larger every year. If the
religious leaders could not agree among themselves about doctrine, why should anyone be
so dogmatic? What was the point? Many thought that it was time for SDA's to back off and
lighten up. Here is where pluralism first surfaced in the SDA church.
However, when it involves the Three Angels Messages, Ellen White would never give in to
either Canright, Kellogg, or Smith. She would stand firm against any that would harm or
remove the Adventist Apocalyptic. She also greatly resented that Kellogg was claiming that
she supported his Living Temple viewpoints, which were devoid of the Three Angels
Messages, when this was not really true.
As a practical matter, the fight was primarily about money. Kellogg wanted to develop a
huge Health Empire, -- and he thought the Denomination should finance it for him, which
was the original plan of James White. But Kellogg was amassing large amounts of debt in
the name of the church, and when Daniells, with the urging of Ellen White, refused to
finance the purchase of a Health Institute in England, there was a large rift that never
healed.
Kellogg had developed a very unique and profitable health model, (with the help of James
and Ellen White), and now he wanted to rollout an aggressive expansion campaign that
would be financed by the church. But the leaders were fearful that he was creating too
much debt AND that the Health Message was eclipsing the promotion of the Three Angels
Messages. Which was the real problem.
JHK was obsessed with health, not theology or eschatology. While he embraced the
Sabbatarian teachings of the SDA's, (his wife was a Seventh-day Baptist), he also thought
that the point of the Advent Movement was more about health than anything else….
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After 1888, when the Third Angels Message became confused and the credibility of
Adventist eschatology fell, Kellogg was all too happy to remake the Denomination into a
humanitarian enterprise that featured Health Reform. This was what his life was all about.
But Ellen White strongly rejected his plans for expansion and debt as well as his attempts
to marginalize the Three Angels Messages. He in turn tried to take control of the church so
that he could remake it into his own image. He almost succeeded….
After 1888, Kellogg lost faith in SDA theology and doctrine, just like the vast majority of
those in Battle Creek. Thus it was the unresolved doctrinal problems from 1888 that
actually confused, divided, and almost destroyed the SDA Denomination.
It was the unresolved issues of 1888 that ruined the credibility of Adventist Eschatology
and allowed Kellogg the opportunity to ignore the Three Angels Messages and use the
church for his own ends. Had the church been united in the promotion of credible, Gospel
eschatology, the great Battle Creek schism could have been avoided, and Kellogg would
have remained an SDA.
…Kellogg cared little for the discredited theology of the Adventist Apocalyptic. He was a
famous and popular health entrepreneur, and he wanted to promote Health Reform as if it
were a religion. For him, it WAS his religion, and this was far better than promoting
uncertain and confusing religious doctrines that the leaders could not harmonize. Thus he
never apologized for leaving the divided and dysfunctional Denomination.’’[77]


D.M. Canright (1840–1919) and his Rejection of the SDA Doctrines and Spirit
of Prophecy
‘’Dudley Marvin Canright (1840–1919) was a pastor in the Seventh-day Adventist Church
for 22 years. He joined the church in 1859, at the age of 19, and rose through the ministry
to a position of prominence on the SDA General Conference.
For 20 years, Canright labored as a minister and evangelist for the Seventh-day Adventist
Church across the United States. He was also a notable contributor to the Adventist
periodical, the Review and Herald (now the Adventist Review). During a vacation in
Colorado with James and Ellen White in 1873, Canright and his wife had a falling out with
them. Canright and James White reconciled later that year. At the 1876 General Conference
Session he was 1 of 3 men elected to the General Conference Executive Committee, the
most prestigious committee in the denomination. In 1878, Canright was elected President
of the Sabbath School Association of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. From his high
position in the church, he began to eye the highest office of all, that of the presidency of the
denomination.
Canright was frequently called upon by Elder James White, and other leaders of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church, to debate ministers of other denominations, generally on
the question of the seventh-day Sabbath:
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"In 1874 Elder White had arranged to have a big debate held at Napa City, Calif., between
Elder Miles Grant, of Boston, Mass., and one of our ministers." Seventh-day Adventism
Renounced, by D.M. Canright, 1914.
In the 1880s, Canright gradually became disillusioned with what he considered autocratic
behavior on the parts of Elder and Mrs. White. In 1880, he retired briefly from the ministry
and journeyed through the Midwest, as an elocution teacher and lecturer. After a year of
itinerant living, he returned to Battle Creek, Michigan, where he reconciled himself with
Elder and Mrs. White.
In 1881, back as a Seventh-day Adventist minister, Canright remarried [his first wife having
passed away, and continued his life as a traveling evangelist for another year. Then, in
1882, he retired from the ministry and bought a farm in Otsego, Michigan. Once again, he
began to have doubts about the White family, particularly about Ellen White's purported
"gift of prophecy". He wavered repeatedly, several times emerging from his early
retirement to hold meetings and preach. Throughout the early 1880s, his relations with
Mrs. White remained amicable.
Then, quite abruptly, in 1887, Canright and his wife, Lucy Canright, left the Seventh-day
Adventist Church. It was a decision he had been mulling over for a year. In severing his
relations with his home church, the Otsego Seventh-day Adventist Church, Canright stated
the following, as recorded by the church clerk:
"That he had come to a point where he no longer believed that the Ten Commandments
were binding upon Christians and had given up the Law, the Sabbath, the Messages, the
Sanctuary, our position upon [the] U.S. in prophecy, the Testimonies, health reform, the
ordinances of humility. He also said that he did not believe that the Papacy had changed the
Sabbath. And though he did not directly state it, his language intimated that he would
probably keep Sunday.
"He thinks that Seventh-day Adventists are too narrow in their ideas, and that in quoting so
much as they do from the Old Testament are going back into the moonlight rather than
experiencing the sunlight of the gospel of Christ. He thought we were exalting the law
above Christ. Also has no faith in the missionary work as conducted by our people, feels as
if it is not the way God designed to do the work.
"He still claimed to believe that the coming of Christ was near, making the same application
of Daniel 2 and 7 and Matthew 24 that he always had, but did not believe that there was to
be any special message preceding Christ’s second coming in the sense in which Seventhday Adventists teach." —Church clerk’s record, February 17, 1887, Otsego, Michigan
Seventh-day Adventist Church.
Having left the Seventh-day Adventist Church, Dudley and his family briefly considered
joining the Methodist Church, but finally settled upon the Baptist Church. On March 5,
1887, he, his wife and their daughter Veva (Genevieve) were accepted into the Otsego
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Baptist Church. On the 17th he was given a license to preach, and 2 days later, was
ordained and made the Church's salaried pastor. He remained in this position until 1889.
In March 1916, Canright accompanied an old Adventist friend, J.H. Morrison, to a church
workers' meeting in Battle Creek. Afterward, they went to Morrison's house. Following that
visit, Canright walked to the local Baptist church, where he had a key to the basement.
Unaware that extensive remodelling had taken place, and arriving at the church after dark,
Canright fell through an open hole into the basement, broke his leg, and remained there for
two days. He was taken to the local hospital, and then to the Battle Creek Sanitarium, where
his leg was amputated. He spent the last 3 years of his life with his daughter Genevieve,
who had converted to Christian Science. Canright died in May 1919. Two months later, his
final book, The Life of Mrs. E.G. White, was published. In it he criticised White heavily and
maintained among others
 that the early doctrines held in 1844 and up to 1851 failed utterly,
 some cases where her prophesies were wrong and then suppressed afterwards,
 that she rebuked and controlled peoples' conduct, purportedly by spiritual
knowledge, but factually by informing that often attacked an innocent part,
 that she plagiarized lots of her purportedly God inspired texts from other authors.
[78]
In 1933, the Review and Herald published In Defense of the Faith: A Reply To Canright.
Written by W.H. Branson, an Adventist minister, the book sought to correct what the
author alleged were Canright's distortions and misrepresentations of Adventist doctrine.’’
[79]
 Albion Ballenger (1861-1921) and the Holy Flesh Movement
‘’Here is a name that is almost as emotion-creating as that of D.M. Canright, though
belonging to a different type of character and personality.
Albion Ballenger, of ministerial ancestry, lived between 1861 and 1921. In his late twenties,
he was appointed the secretary of the National Religious Liberty Association. For a period,
he was assistant editor of the American Sentinel. In these capacities he attended camp
meetings and other important gatherings in nearly all the conferences of North America.
Transferring to the British Isles, he preached in several of the large cities of England, Wales
and Ireland. He became superintendent of the Ireland Mission. After he was defrocked,
some other workers joined him, including one of the officers of the British work, Wm.
Hutchinson, and L.H. Crisler, a former conference president in the U.S….
Renowned as a preacher while still with the church, he spoke and wrote much on the
theme of the Holy Spirit, and authored the well-known ‘Power for Witnessing’. We suspect
form some of his statements, and some words of Ellen G. White, that strong mystical
inclinations were the seeds of later problems for Ballenger. It is certain that Ellen G. White
viewed Ballenger as part of the growing sector of workers influenced by Kellogg’s views
which made both God and His dwelling-place unreal.
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Clearly condemned by Ellen G. White, Ballenger’s views, particularly on the sanctuary, need
to be understood by us. So far as we know, there is nobody in today’s Adventism who holds
this man’s sanctuary schema. He believed that Christ operated as priest for 4000 years
before coming to earth and that the sphere of his operations was the first apartment of the
heavenly sanctuary. Separating the two apartments was a cordon of angels through which
Christ passed at His ascension into the Most Holy Place.’’ [Preterism][80]
The Holy Flesh Movement
‘’The Holy Flesh movement was a controversy within the Seventh-day Adventist Church
over worship from the 1890s till 1901. It was a counterfeit revival which contained an
outbreak of Pentecostal-like phenomena in the U.S. state of Indiana. The movement died
out in 1901.
Ballenger became a leading advocate for renewed emphasis on the Holy Spirit. He inspired
the Holy Flesh movement in part. This emphasis was influenced both by the Holiness
movement, and a renewing interest in Pentecostalism in America.
In Indiana, Ballenger's ideas were picked up by S. S. Davis, a minister and evangelist, who
was supported by his Conference president, Robert Donnell (1844–1937).’’[81]
"The Holy Flesh theory alleged that those who follow the Saviour must have their fallen
natures perfected by passing through a “Garden of Gethsemane” experience... Eyewitness
accounts report that in their services the fanatics worked up a high pitch of excitement by
use of musical instruments such as organs, flutes, fiddles, tambourines, horns, and even a
big bass drum. They sought a physical demonstration and shouted and prayed and sang
until someone in the congregation would fall, prostrate and unconscious, from his seat. One
or two men, walking up and down the aisle for the purpose, would drag the fallen person
up on the rostrum. Then about a dozen individuals would gather around the prostrate
body, some singing, some shouting, and some praying, all at the same time. When the
subject revived, he was counted among those who had passed through the Gethsemane
experience, had obtained holy flesh, and had translation faith. Thereafter, it was asserted,
he could not sin and would never die."[82]
‘’In January 1900, Ellen White received a vision about it while in Australia. S. N. Haskell
(1833–1922) and A. J. Breed were sent to the camp meeting at Muncie to meet this
"fanaticism". At the 1901 General Conference Session, Ellen White criticized the Holy Flesh
teachings as "error" on April 17 stating: [83]
"It is impossible to estimate too largely the work that the Lord will accomplish through His
proposed vessels carrying out His mind and purpose. The things you have described as
taking place in Indiana, the Lord has shown me would take place Just before the close of
probation. Every uncouth thing will be demonstrated. There will be shouting, with drums,
music, and dancing. The senses of rational beings will become so confused that they cannot
be trusted to make right decisions. And this is called the moving of the Holy Spirit."[84]
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 Edward S. Ballenger (1864–1955) - Albion Ballenger’s Brother
‘’Edward S. Ballenger was born… in 1864. His father was a SDA minister for over 50 years,
beginning about 1858. His brother and two sisters were workers "in the cause." Young
Edward quit a good position in the public schools to enter Battle Creek College, where he
spent four years to prepare himself for the Lord's work. He was a member of the faculty of
three of their colleges, and was closely connected with the establishment of three of their
successful sanitariums. He spent the better part of his middle life as a worker among the
SDAs. His childhood home was known by the neighbors as the Advent Hotel, because of the
many ministers who enjoyed their hospitality.
Mr. Ballenger was a firm believer in the teachings of the denomination, including the
inspiration of Mrs. White's writings. He was intimately associated with Mrs. White and her
son "Willie" for a number of years. His first doubts were kindled by his contact with Mrs.
White, her helpers and many of the General Conference workers. These doubts were
confirmed by his study of the earliest documents of the pioneers which came into his
possession. [85]
‘’Edward Ballenger was even more vocal than his brother. At first an opponent of Albion, he
became his most staunch defender among the administrators, pastors, and laity who
espoused the heretical cause. It is chiefly Edward Ballenger’s name that is remembered
with the Gathering Call publications which were a denominational gadfly [nuisance] for
decades. An acquaintance of Ellen G. White’s, Edward Ballenger headed up the work of
education for the church in California until his defection. After that event he issued a spate
of materials until the beginning of the fifties.’’[86]
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XII. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 6 – Part 5

Dirt and Shavings and Sand and Rubbish

 W.W. Fletcher
 L.R. Conradi

 W. W. Fletcher (1879-1947) - Everyone believed in Brother Fletcher
‘’When we move to the late 1920’s, we have a case even more poignant than Albion
Ballenger’s. The latter has never been successfully accused of unchristian behavior, and the
situation is identical with the former. Daniells seemed close to tears when he wrote of this
man whom he described as “a gentleman, a very devout, praying man. I have greatly
enjoyed working with him.” ‘’Everyone believes in Brother Fletcher.” [ref. 23 in Ford’s
manuscript – Letter from A.G. Daniells to L.E. Froom, Feb. 27, 1929. GC Archives].
Even today, those who are vocal opponents of Fletcher’s theology speak with almost
reverence of the man. Letters from Elder L. Jones to Drs. Olson and Ford so testify. (L. L.
Jones is a retired minister in Victoria, Australia.)
Fletcher spanned the years between 1879 and 1947. After colporteuring, he became a
public evangelist, and then entered foreign mission work. Returning from Singapore, he
held city missions and then became the president of the South Australian Conference. He
was Young People’s, Home Missions, and Education secretary for the Australian Union
Conference in 1914, and vice president of the union in 1915. During the following three
years he was the president of the India Union Mission. Next he became field secretary, and
then chairman of the Southern Asian Division, 1920-22. He returned to evangelism in
Australia, then pursued further work as an administrative officer of the union prior to
joining the faculty at Avondale College to teach Bible. We have never found a word
breathing suspicion on his integrity and fidelity to the church over these twenty-five years
of service.
Fletcher’s theological stance should not be equated with Ballenger’s. He never accepted the
“way-out” features of the Ballenger position, but its emphasis on Heb. 6:19-20 and Heb. 9
was appropriated by him with a sad fervor. He did not wish to believe it, but found himself
compelled to do so, even as L. R. Conradi, W. W. Prescott, L. E. Froom, R. A. Anderson, E.
Heppenstall, R. Cottrell, D. Neufeld, E. Hilgert, and a host of others in later years.
Fletcher’s apologia sua vita is Reasons for My Faith. There he sets forth his fundamental
positions, the answers of the brethren, and his answers to their answers.
The Propositions
1. That it was the immediate unveiled presence of God as manifested in the Holy Shekinah
that constituted the inner apartment of the earthly sanctuary the most holy place, and that
consequently when at the time of His ascension the Lord Jesus Christ sat down at the right
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hand of God, thus “appearing in the presence of God for us,” He entered the most holy place
of the heavenly sanctuary. There can be no place in heaven more holy than the place of the
unveiled presence of Almighty God. [Preterism]
2. That in the typical service of the earthly sanctuary the sprinkling of blood upon the altar
and before the veil represented the expiation of sin, and not its transfer into the sanctuary.
3. That it is necessary to modify our view that the Testimonies are to be regarded as having
the authority of a direct revelation from God. (ref. 24 in Ford’s manuscript - W.W. Fletcher,
Reasons for my faith, 11.)
Scores, including ministers, were disfellowshipped from the Australian churches over the
sanctuary issues in Fletcher’s time. Entire groups left the church and fellowshipped
together away from its borders.’’[87]


L. R. Conradi (1856 – 1936) - His sanctuary problems came to the fore in the
last decade of the nineteenth century
‘’L. R. Conradi lived between 1856 and 1936. After studying for the Roman Catholic
priesthood, he migrated to America at the age of seventeen and was there led to this
message in 1878. In one-third of the normal four years he completed the ministerial course
at Battle Creek, though working at typesetting over the same period. James White, noticing
his poverty, bought for him a graduation coat. In 1882 he was ordained, and 1888 found
him at the historic Minneapolis Conference. Not long afterwards he was back in his native
Germany as a very active church leader, and according to the GC president, much
appreciated.
‘Now Brother Conradi is not a speculative man at all, in his temperament. He is a wellgrounded man. He is a scholar and a man of very keen foresight, of much insight; and he is
building up a work in Europe that is simply marvelous; and he is building it on the old solid
foundation of this cause. He is not wandering about.’ (ref. 25 in Ford’s manuscript – A.G.
Daniells, Fernando, Thursday morning, May 12, 1910, 5 a.m. –Before the faculty of the
Fernando Academy. GC Archives.)
L. R. Conradi’s problems began very early. At the time of his defection he had labored for
the cause over half a century, having been a student of Uriah Smith’s. Conradi was well
read, eloquent by tongue and pen, and had captured the hearts of a large number of our
people throughout Europe. But his sanctuary problems came to the fore in the last decade
of the nineteenth century, though he never separated from our people till the 1930s when
he was seventy-six years of age.
Particularly the relationship between the question and answer to Dan. 8:13-14 worried our
German leader. After all, verse 14 was an answer to a specific question, and that question
said much about the sins of antichrist, but nothing about the sins of true believers, and
apparently nothing about the Day of Atonement. From Conradi we obtained, through this
mental tumult, our present denominational teaching on the “daily” which spread from him
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to A. T. Jones, A. G. Daniells, W. C. White, W. W. Prescott and other leaders. Conradi revived
the teaching of the reformers that Dan. 8:13 pointed to the papal counterfeits of Christ’s
gospel and mediatorial work. (Before going in print as the first SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST
writer to set forth the “new” view of the “daily,” Conradi wrote Ellen G. White inquiring
whether she had any light on that topic. He received no answer. Ellen G. White usually
refused to settle doctrinal issues.)
Therefore, deduced Conradi, in company with the reformers, 8:14 pointed to a restoration
of the long obscured gospel. (He also believed in another aspect of fulfillment to do with
Mohammedanism’s attacks on Christians. This he picked up from scholars of other faiths
who preceded him, or were contemporary with him, such as H. G. Guinness.)
Conradi also came to believe with Ballenger that Christ at His ascension fulfilled the
ministry symbolized by the High Priest on the Day of Atonement he went “within the veil.”
Not until June 12, 1931, however, did Conradi publicly set forth his views. After he was
rebuked for a statement on Dan. 7 in the journal he edited (Herold der Wahrheit) he wrote
Elder H. F. Schuberth, chairman of the division committee and requested a hearing.
The discussion appointed for July 19, 1931, was duly held in good spirit on both sides, and
a sub-committee appointed to prepare a report for the Division Committee. This report was
considered and adopted July 22, 1931. In this report appears the following summary of the
discussion:
“Brother Conradi made these two questions prominent for discussion:
a) the sanctuary question,
b) the question of the Spirit of Prophecy.
The discussion took place in the following manner. Brother Conradi was granted an
opportunity to present his ideas to the full committee in a series of three Bible studies.
Brother F. C. Gilbert replied to his presentation in two Bible studies which were later
supplemented by Brethren C. C. Crisler, G. W. Schubert, and W. Muller. These presentations
took place alternatively.
At Brother Conradi’s request the discussion was broken off, as he desired time in which to
study further that he might become clear. He then made the accompanying statement on
Wednesday, July 22.
“In answer to this presentation of Bro. Conradi we declare definitely that we hold
unconditionally to the Holy Scriptures and their teachings as the only authority in
questions of faith (and doctrine). For this reason we hold to the teachings of the sanctuary
in all their details as heretofore. Furthermore, we continue to appreciate spiritual gifts,
among which is the Spirit of Prophecy, as taught in Holy Scriptures.” (ref. 26 in Ford’s
manuscript – Statement of the Conradi Case, 4 GC Archives.)
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Three months later Conradi was heard in Omaha, Nebraska, by a committee of twentyseven appointed by the General Conference, including all the officers at Washington, and
four division presidents from abroad. After the hearing, Brother Conradi wrote C. H.
Watson, assuring him that by accepting his resignation as field secretary of the General
Conference the brethren would do him a favor. This was done.
The official Statement of the Conrad I Case offers as a typical reaction the following:
A lay business man in one church who entertained Brother Conradi, and who had received
some of his documents, says: “When I asked him [Conradi] concerning his position
regarding the sanctuary and Sister White he gave me his opinion on these two points.”
“Quite a number of brethren and sisters share the view of Brother Conradi, but one needs
time to read it all.”
“Since there seems to be a preparation for a fight against Brother Conradi, I consider it my
duty to warn you against participating in it. … Anyone who wants to fight against Brother
Conradi must be well able to prove that his views are wrong (although he does not want to
persuade anyone to share these views with him) else the people would be against those
who oppose Brother Conradi. This I believe Is not only my own private judgment, but it is
the view of about ninety percent of the brethren and sisters.” (Quoted In a letter from H.
Fenner to E. Kotz, May 4, 1932.)
Still later he wrote:
“A man like L. R. Conradi lives in the hearts of all. However, if his views are wrong, yet I
would see my way clear to bear with this old pioneer. I agree with you and so do the
churches in Bremen. Let us wait and see. If it is from God, ye cannot overthrow it, but if it
be of men it will come to naught.” (Quoted in letter from H. Fenner to E. Kotz, May 4, 1932.)
(ref. 27 Ford manuscript – Letter from F.D. Nichol to F.G. Clifford and L.C. Naden of
Australasian Division, Aug. 29, 1957, GC Archives.)
A different reaction also is recorded from a former field secretary:
“Now we have been greatly distressed. Brother Conradi has not only belittled the gift of
prophecy, but has also repudiated all his own books that he has written. All the work that
he has done during 55 years is now declared untrue. He says he avoids pork only on
account of health principles. The threefold message has been proclaimed during the
Reformation. The deadly wound in Rev. 13:3, the beast with the two horns of Rev. 13:11 all
these things have already found their fulfillment in the fifth century. [Preterism]
“As to the effects of these presentations of Brother Conradi in the church, we shall have to
wait and see. Personally, I did not receive a good impression. I would not have believed that
Brother Conradi was thinking along that line.” (Letter from Aug. Kollosser to H. Fenner,
May 16, 1932) (ref. 28 Ford’s manuscript – Letter from F.D. Nichol to F.G. Clifford and L.C.
Naden of Australasian Division, Aug. 29, 1957, GC Archives.)
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We quote the last lines of the same Statement:
The following cablegram was received at the General Conference headquarters from the
Central European Division office in Berlin, under date of August 13:
“Division recommends withdraw Conradi’s credentials.” (ref. 29 Ford’s manuscript – Letter
from F.D. Nichol to F.G. Clifford and L.C. Naden of Australasian Division, Aug. 29, 1957, GC
Archives.)
On August 14, another cablegram came from the same division office, as follows: “Conradi
arriving New York August 19 boat (Deutschland).” (ref. 30 Ford's manuscript – Letter from
F.D. Nichol to F.G. Clifford and L.C. Naden of Australasian Division, Aug. 29, 1957, GC
Archives.)[88]
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XIII. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 6 – Part 6

Dirt, Shavings, Sand and all Manner of Rubbish
 R. Brinsmead
 R. F. Cottrell
 D. Ford

 R. Brinsmead (1933 - ) "The Brinsmead Agitation"
‘’Robert "Bob" Brinsmead (born Victoria, Australia, 9 August 1933) is a formerly
controversial figure within the Seventh-day Adventist Church in the 1960s and 1970s,
known for his diverse theological journey. During the 1960s he advocated a form of
perfectionism which he described as the "Sanctuary Awakening" message, which was
similar to the conservative wing known as "historic Adventism".
"Eschatological perfectionism" is the teaching that a final generation of believers must
achieve a state of complete sinlessness (or Christlikeness) in the final period just before the
second coming of Jesus. Non-progressive Adventists consider the life and character of
Christ as a perfect example that all must imitate. Accordingly, the cleansing of the heavenly
sanctuary, or investigative judgment, is thought to also involve the cleansing of the lives of
believers on earth. This belief in sinlessness arose particularly from M. L. Andreasen's
interpretation of the investigative judgment doctrine, itself based on concepts found in The
Great Controversy by Ellen G. White.’’[96]
During the 1970’s he abandoned this position and strongly emphasized the 16th century
Protestant principle of justification by faith alone. His representation of justification by
grace through faith alone was derived substantially from the writings and thinking of
Martin Luther. He founded the magazine Present Truth, whose name was later changed to
Verdict.
Brinsmead's early views were an expression of "historic Adventism". His primary
opponents were Desmond Ford, for sixteen years head of the Department of Religion at
Avondale College, Hans LaRondelle of the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary at
Andrews University,[89]and Edward Heppenstall.[90] He claimed he was led to this
position by the pre-advent judgment in Seventh-day Adventist eschatology.[91] He also
claimed it was a thoroughly evangelical concept of justification – "I taught sanctification by
atonement, not by attainment."[92]
He visited the United States throughout the 1960s, holding retreats and seminars to teach
his message. The "sanctuary" element referred to the distinctive Seventh-day Adventist
theological understanding of events believed to have begun in the year 1844 in a heavenly
sanctuary, of which the earthly sanctuary in the Old Testament was understood to be a
figure and "type". Like other "historic Adventists", Brinsmead and his colleagues were
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convinced that they were recovering the original core message of the founders of 19thcentury Seventh-day Adventism.
His legacy within the Seventh-day Adventist community involved substantial theological
challenges. But beyond theology, there is also substantial evidence of a deep pattern of
emotional reactivity among thought leaders in the church to his teaching and influence.
Richard Schwarz wrote in 1979, "Although there had been dissident groups in the church
from its start, none was more troublesome to Adventist leaders than [Brinsmead's]".[93]
(This was eclipsed by the controversy and dismissal of Desmond Ford the following year).
According to Larry Pahl, "The name of Robert D. Brinsmead was once capable of evoking
strong emotion and division in the Adventist circles brave and informed enough to discuss
his controversial ideas."[94] According to the Standish brothers, "In the 1980s it is difficult
to believe the emotive reaction which the name Brinsmead conjured up in the minds of the
majority of Seventh-day Adventists in Australia two decades earlier. To have the name
Brinsmead associated with a church member was akin to being termed 'pink' in the
McCarthy era in the United States"[95] (in other words, akin to being termed pseudo"Communist" in an era of Communist paranoia)! His influence was described as "The
Brinsmead Agitation" by the Biblical Research Committee, a precursor to the Biblical
Research Institute.
In the 1980s his theology resembled liberal Christianity, and he rejected the Adventist
belief in the Sabbath. Later he rejected many orthodox Christian teachings, seeing God's
interaction with mankind as not being limited to just the history of the Bible, but as an
ongoing and continuous interaction with humanity towards a positive future. In the 1990s
he was silent theologically, turning his attention to politics and his tropical fruit theme
park. Brinsmead rejects the teachings of an apocalyptic world-destroying God, which he
believes is the polar opposite to the very definitions all religions give to the Creator.’’[96]
 Raymond Forrest Cottrell (1911-2003)
‘’Raymond Forrest Cottrell (April 21, 1911, Los Angeles, California – January 12, 2003,
Calimesa, California) was a respected Adventist theologian, missionary, teacher, writer and
editor. He was an associate editor of both the Adventist Review (the church's official news
magazine) and the Seventh-day Adventist Bible Commentary. Raymond Cottrell, is seen by
some as a "progressive Adventist", as he disagreed with certain traditional positions of the
church, including the investigative judgment[97] and served in an editorial role for the
independently owned and operated magazine Adventist Today. He was a consulting editor
to Spectrum magazine, another independent Adventist paper, both which leaned to
progressive Adventist viewpoints. He was the first Adventist to become a member of a
scholarly theological society, and was instrumental in the founding of the Biblical Research
Institute.
On February 6, 2002, Cottrell's paper "The 'Sanctuary Doctrine' – Asset or Liability?" was
presented by Larry Christoffel at the San Diego, California Adventist Forum in the
Tierrasanta Adventist church.[98] His paper deals with the history of the Adventist
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sanctuary doctrine and argues against William Miller's Biblical interpretation of the "2,300
evenings and mornings" of Daniel 8:14. Miller believed these were literal years, ending in
1844. The Adventist church adopted Miller's view and today forms part of its official
beliefs. Cottrell's exegesis of Daniel contends that the historical Adventist sanctuary
doctrine cannot be sustained using any part of the book of Daniel; specifically Daniel 8:14.
Cottrell has been said to have taken a few progressive positions.[99] It has been argued
that Cottrell's began to take more progressive viewpoints after retirement.’’[100][101]
 Desmond Ford (1929 - )
‘’Desmond "Des" Ford (born Townsville, Queensland, Australia, 2 February 1929) is an
evangelical Christian and an Australian theologian. He completed his second PhD in 1972
from the University of Manchester, while still teaching at Avondale.[102] His supervisor
was the renowned Protestant theologian F. F. Bruce, and his field of study was New
Testament studies, specifically eschatology (end times).[103][104] Ford entitled his thesis,
The Abomination of Desolation in Biblical Eschatology.[105] His main expertise has been
biblical apocalyptic literature (such as Daniel, Revelation and Ezekiel) and
eschatology.[106]
Within the Seventh-day Adventist Church he was a controversial figure.[107] He was
dismissed from ministry in the Adventist church in 1980 following his critique of the
church's investigative judgment teaching. He has since worked through the nondenominational evangelical ministry Good News Unlimited. Ford disagrees with some
aspects of traditional Adventist end-time beliefs. However he still defends a conservative
view of Scripture, the seventh-day Sabbath, a healthy and vegetarian lifestyle. He views the
writings of Ellen G. White as useful devotionally but not authoritatively inspired.
Ford was a primary opponent (along with Hans K. LaRondelle) and corrective influence on
the perfectionism taught by fellow Australian Robert Brinsmead.[108]
"Eschatological perfectionism" is the teaching that a final generation of believers must
achieve a state of complete sinlessness (or Christlikeness) in the final period just before the
second coming of Jesus. Non-progressive Adventists consider the life and character of
Christ as a perfect example that all must imitate. Accordingly, the cleansing of the heavenly
sanctuary, or investigative judgment, is thought to also involve the cleansing of the lives of
believers on earth. This belief in sinlessness arose particularly from M. L. Andreasen's
interpretation of the investigative judgment doctrine, itself based on concepts found in The
Great Controversy by Ellen G. White.
Ford believes that victory over the guilt of sin (justification) was provided at the cross,
victory over the power of sin (sanctification) is the work of a lifetime and victory over the
presence of sin (glorification) occurs at the return of Christ Jesus. Ford disagrees with the
belief of sinless perfection, and acknowledges the final removal of sin occurs when
mortality changes to immortality at the return of Jesus Christ. Ford believes that victory
over the presence of sin does not occur during this lifetime, but at the return of Jesus
Christ.[109]
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Ford teaches that justification precedes sanctification, because victory over the guilt of sin,
precedes victory over the power of sin. Ford teaches while justification is distinct from
sanctification, they are always found together, in the same manner two railway lines are
distinct but never separate. Adventist belief places an emphasis on sanctification compared
to justification, while still believing both are necessary for salvation. The relationship
between justification and sanctification is often described as "righteousness by faith".
According to Anglican Geoffrey Paxton, during the 1960s scholars such as Ford and Edward
Heppenstall brought the concept of original sin into Adventist theology.[110]
Early Adventists (such as George Storrs, Ellen White and Uriah Smith) tended to deemphasise the corrupt nature inherited from Adam, while stressing the importance of
actual, personal sins committed by the individual. They thought of the "sinful nature" in
terms of physical mortality rather than moral depravity.
Adventists traditionally understand sins of commission, stating sin is wilful transgression
of God's law. They believe sins of commission involve our choice. They base their belief on
texts such as "Whosoever committeth sin transgresseth also the law: for sin is the
transgression of the law." (1 John 3:4) [111] This is not the belief of some Progressive
Adventists who believe in some form of original sin.[112][113]
In response to criticisms of his theology, in 1977 the church moved him to the United
States, where he taught Religion at Pacific Union College for three years.[114][115][116]
The classes he taught included public speaking, homiletics, evangelism, life and teachings of
Christ, the Pauline epistles, Christian apologetics, Daniel and Revelation, the major and
minor prophets of the Old Testament, introduction to theology, and biblical theology.[117]
In October 1979 Ford was invited to address a chapter meeting of the Association of
Adventist Forums (now Adventist Forums) held at the College, on the topic of Hebrews 9
and its implications for the Adventist investigative judgment teaching.[118] The talk was
titled, "The Investigative Judgment: Theological Milestone or Historical Necessity?" The talk
criticized some aspects of the traditional understanding, Ford was summoned to the
General Conference headquarters in Washington, D.C.[119] He was given six months to
write up his views. Late in 1979, he stopped lecturing and moved to Takoma Park,
Maryland.[120] Ford produced the 991-page manuscript, Daniel 8:14, the Day of
Atonement, and the Investigative Judgment .[121] (Another source says he produced a 900page manuscript called Daniel 8:14, the Investigative Judgment, and the Kingdom of
God).[122]
Ford together with the majority of Christendom believes the atonement was completed on
the cross when Jesus cried out “It is finished.” Some Adventists disagree with Ford and
define the atonement in terms of God’s work to cleanse our character from sin added to the
payment of the penalty for sin Christ completed on the cross. They state the work of Christ
in the heavenly sanctuary is a continuation of the work of atonement begun on the cross,
rather than the application of the benefits of the already completed atonement. They
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believe the following verse supports their position... Who shall bring a charge against God’s
elect? It is God who justifies. Who is he who condemns? It is Christ who died, and
furthermore is also risen, who is even at the right hand of God, who also makes intercession
for us. ~ Romans 8:33-34
In August 1980, a group of Adventist theologians and administrators convened at Glacier
View Ranch in Colorado to examine Ford's views. According to TIME magazine, he "made
the case that White's 'sanctuary' explication of 1844 no longer stood up in the light of the
Bible, and that 'investigative judgment' undercut the whole basis of Protestantism: belief in
salvation by God's grace apart from good works."[123] The culmination of this event was
Ford losing his employment with the denomination [124] as a minister and theology
professor.[125] After counsel from the General Conference, the Australasian Division
withdrew "Ford's ministerial credentials"[126] Ford disagrees with Adventists, both
historic and current [127] who state that Jesus Christ was born with the fallen nature that
has been passed on to all of humanity.[128]
Interview with Adventist Today Forum[129]
‘’Prior to 1980, Dr. Ford had a distinguished career with the Seventh-day Adventist
denomination. He was head of the Religion Department at Avondale SDA College in
Australia from 1961-1977 as well as a committee member for the Denomination’s Biblical
Research Institute. In 1977, Dr. Ford came to the United States to teach Religion at Pacific
Union College until late in 1979 when, at the request of the General Conference, he moved
to Takoma Park, Maryland in order to defend his "advanced" position concerning Daniel
8:14 and the doctrine of the "Investigative Judgment." During this period, the Seventh-day
Adventist denomination had become involved in a divisive debate over the definition of the
"Gospel." Dr. Ford’s uncompromising defense of this historic Protestant doctrine as
reflected in his interpretation of Daniel 8:14 led to his surprising dismissal from
Denominational employment as a Theology Professor and Minister in August of 1980. His
controversial termination was reported around the world by such magazines as Time,
Newsweek, and Christianity Today.
Almost two decades have passed since Dr. Ford took his courageous stand for the Gospel.
Since that time, it has become obvious that Dr. Ford’s teachings have led many Christians to
a better understanding of personal salvation and the Scripture. In fact, many within the
Seventh-day Adventist church have adopted his view of the Gospel and his advanced
position on the Investigative Judgment. Although it has been almost two decades since Dr.
Ford has been exiled from the Denomination, he is still a Seventh-day Adventist who
personally supports a vegetarian lifestyle as well as such fundamental doctrines as the
seventh day Sabbath, Second Coming, Judgment, state-of-the-dead, new earth, etc. We are
grateful that Dr. Ford has agreed to participate in this Adventist Today forum interview. Dr.
Ford has also agreed to come on-line after the interview is posted to answer some followup questions.’’[130]
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To borrow the words of Professor W. H. Johns: ‘’In my analysis Dr. Ford is a preterist
wearing the hat of a historicist and the cloak of a futurist. The hat and cloak are mere
"trimmings" and can be laid aside or taken up at will or in a moment's whim.’’[131]
Note:
 While this part of the research may seem lengthy, it really could not be adequately
compassed in much less space. It only mentions a few of the leaders involved and
was submitted in order to identify the schools of interpretation and their adherents.
Although, some may claim to be still SDA Adventists, it would be right to classify
them with the Progressive Adventists, as defined further on.


For my position on Perfectionism, please check my Website:

www.numbers1317.org
File 5, 11, 17, 22 - Animated Brain Nerves and Brain Nerves and the Sanctuary
"Eschatological perfectionism" is the teaching that a final generation of believers must
achieve a state of complete sinlessness (or Christlikeness) in the final period just before the
second coming of Jesus. Non-progressive Adventists consider the life and character of
Christ as a perfect example that all must imitate. Accordingly, the cleansing of the heavenly
sanctuary, or investigative judgment, is thought to also involve the cleansing of the lives of
believers on earth. This belief in sinlessness arose particularly from M. L. Andreasen's
interpretation of the investigative judgment doctrine, itself based on concepts found in The
Great Controversy by Ellen G. White.’’[96]
I agree with this statement completely! After being influenced by Desmond Ford and
others, Brinsmead changed his position on this important subject of perfection of character.
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XIV. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 6 – Part 7

A Better Look at History

World War I
 The Calendar Reform: a Missed Opportunity
World War II


The Calendar of October 22, 1844 Re-Examined – Grace Amadon Collection
(1890 - 1939) – A Missed Opportunity
Another important episode marks the end of the 19th century and was also directly
connected to the 1844, 1888 eras. Around the 1890’s, a young SDA pastor from California
was studying Hebrew with some Jewish rabbis and was confronted with the fact that in
1844, the Rabbinical Jews celebrated Yom Kippur or the Day of Atonement of the 10th of the
7th month according to Leviticus 23, on September 23rd Gregorian reckoning rather than
October 22nd. Unable to refute the fact, he proceeded to study the calendars used
throughout history and discovered that the Rabbinical Jews did not used the same calendar
the Millerites used to ascertain the Great Day of Atonement in 1844. The Millerites had
used the Karaites calendar based on a Luni-Solar Barley Harvest Mosaic Law calendation.
He attempted, by 1932, to submit a 283-page manuscript he had prepared on the subject to
the General Conference in Washington, D.C. without great success. However, following the
growing agitation in the 1930’s by the League of Nations for a world-wide calendar reform
which would affect the continuous weekly cycle, a Research Committee was finally
appointed by the General Conference leaders by 1938.
Although specifically set up to study and prove the date of October 22, 1844, as the 10th of
the 7th month in 1844, the Committee soon found itself facing another dilemma: the
crucifixion date. Based on a Biblical, Astronomical, Chronological and Historical advanced
research, the Committee retraced the path of the Millerites through numerous references
and data to ascertain these important dates and parts of the Collection are submitted here
for your perusal.
These information are drawn from the 6 Parts series the Committee submitted to the
General Conference President and officers of the SDA church in 1938. It also includes the
letter of concern from M.L. Andreasen regarding the change of calendar and how it would
affect the weekly cycle.
The laity was never permitted to access this material until a large part of the Grace
Amadon Collection was purchased by the undersigned and 3 other friends in 2007; this
Collection is archived at the Center for Adventist Research at Andrews University in
Berrien Springs, Michigan. These were accumulated during the time the committee was
studying the issues Pastor Wierts brought forth.
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1844 Problem and Solution: The Luni-Solar Barley Harvest Calendar
‘’In 1844, for the first time since the end of the 70 weeks, a problem in luni-solar reckoning
directly related to the ministry of Christ, came up for solution. This problem reverted to the
original Mosaic types, and therefore the calendar measure had to be a replica of the
primitive Mosaic year. The following astronomical details were a necessary foundation for
laying out this luni-solar calendar:
1) The appointed Jewish feasts dates;
2) New moon and full moon dates, as found in standard tables;
3) Form and lengths of the Jewish year -- common and embolismic;
4) Position of the moon in the heavens, and her times of setting; and
5) Difference in time between meridians.
The dates of the Jewish festivals, in Jewish time, are found in the Bible. They were given to
Moses when he was in the mount with God. The book of Exodus, II Chronicles, II Kings, and
the prophecy of Jeremiah contain definite dates for important events. Many such are found
also in the prophecies of Ezekiel, Haggai, and Zechariah. They are all lunar time. These
chronological references all go to show that the Jewish people, throughout the centuries,
had a dependable calendar system, with its related festivals according to which events
were reliably recorded. The feasts themselves occupied a period of more than half the
Hebrew year, concerning which Moses had received instructions direct from God.
For nearly forty years Moses remained with Israel (and this was before they entered the
Promised Land), and was thus responsible for the operation of these institutions which
became an integral part of the Jewish polity. These were far-reaching in purpose, for God's
original plan provides that all the families of the earth should come up to Jerusalem to keep
the feast of Tabernacles. But a common center of worship in the earth, when, from one new
moon to another, by lunar reckoning, and from one Sabbath to another, by solar reckoning,
all flesh would come to worship before God, shows that a luni-solar time system can be
world-embracing in performance. Two millenniums after the world was created, Moses
wrote that both great lights -- the moon as well as the sun -- were for days and years. The
lunar year therefore had a part in the great plan of creation and is taken note of in the
pages of Holy Writ.’’[132]
The Luni-Solar Barley Harvest Mosaic Calendar Restored in 1844
‘’Following the Biblically and astronomically sound original Karaites reckoning for the true
Jewish sacred year, the Adventist leaders fix upon October 22 as the true 10th day of the
true 7th month by applying this direct and simple formula: As the true "first month" began
with the appearance of the new moon in April 1844, so the true "seventh month" in that
year must begin with the appearance of the corresponding new moon after its change on
the evening of October 11, the new moon becoming visible on the 13th, as every current
calendar informed them. Therefore, they declared, the 10th day of the 7th month would fall
upon October 22, New England-time reckoning.
The time calculations for the specific day were complicated by the fact that not only does
the Jewish sacred year differ from our Gregorian --- running from April to April, instead of
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from January to January -- but the Jewish or Biblical day is from sunset to sunset, instead of
our arbitrary civil reckoning from midnight to midnight. All calculations must therefore
accord with Biblical reckoning, and then be translated into our present Gregorian calendar,
civil-time reckoning. All becomes clear when the inevitable relationship between Jewish
and civil time is grasped... No intricate mathematical or astronomical calculation was
necessary, so the Adventist position was easily understood by the common people.
Nevertheless, a scholarly mastery of the astronomical and chronological aspects of the
question was a conspicuous characteristic of Millerites leadership and literature. It was
because of this that their argument could not be gainsaid by the scholars of the time.
Definite note is taken, in the Midnight Cry of October 3, of the fact that the Rabbinate Jews
had already observed September 23 as the 10th day of the 7th month, and that this was
doubtless a month too early. In the same journal on October 11, we read; "The day (of
Atonement) is observed by the Jews more than any other in the year, though they observe
it one month earlier than the true time, as we think it is evident from the fact that barley is
not ripe in Judea on the 16th day of the first month, as they reckon time; but the law of
Moses required a sheaf to be waved before the Lord on that day."
No Adventists looked for the Second Advent on September 23, the Rabbinate date, because
for a year and a half they had all been following the Karaites reckoning for the sacred year - both for the Jewish year 1843, and for 1844 -- which reckoning placed the first Jewish
month in April, and in consequence the seventh month in October --- and therefore not in
September.’’[133]
A.T. Jones and the Two Republics
Many other set backs are related in the writing of Mrs. White such as the infamous
Minneapolis Conference in 1888. By 1891, A.T. Jones, an SDA minister who was a main
figure at that conference, published his book The Two Republics. It demonstrates the
differences and similarities of the republics of Rome and the United States of America.
Interestingly enough, only 3 years after Minneapolis, Jones writes in length about the pagan
festivals of Easter, Christmas, and Sunday worship and how they were introduced by Pagan
and Papal Rome to replace Passover and the 7th day Sabbath by changing times, laws, and
calendars, while enforcing it on the Jews who have compromised their ways of calculating
their Festivals after the Council of Nicaea in AD 325.
Could it be this was the main subject Jones and Waggoner really introduced in 1888 and
created such an uproar? Righteousness by faith could not have been the subject that
brought such offensive attack against these two young men. Righteousness by faith was the
main core teaching of the Reformation under Luther and every true Protestant SDA agrees
with it. Remember, in the 1800 era, there was no computer to publish books as we have
today. Would it not be correct to say that A.T. Jones was in the process of writing his book
The Two Republics (of more than 500 pages) at that time and wanted to share his
discovery of the change in calendars? A must read.
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Letter from M.L. Andreasen to Grace Amadon – Fear of Confusion
Grace Amadon attempted to do the same thing after the Committee closed in 1939 and she
still continued to do so until her death in 1945. In a letter signed by M. L. Andreasen and
addressed to Grace Amadon, he expressed the confusion he feared that could be produced
if the Committee's findings were made available to the Adventists at large in reference to
the Seventh-day Sabbath and the luni-solar calendar. None of the Committee members are
alive today to confirm this, but a complete reading of the reports and research reveals
without a shadow of a doubt that we are keeping the wrong calendar as far as the accepted
Millerite prophetic calendar calculation and the Biblical confirmation we have from the
sanctuary.
“Objections to the Use of the Wandering Lunar Day Lines as Basis in Determining Jewish
Feasts and the Beginning of the Jewish New Year”
‘’The work that our committee has done gives a little insight into the magnitude of such a
task. And this all comes about when it is decided to apply to world conditions what was
never so intended. The Seventh-day Sabbath is clear and distinct. A child can understand its
computation. Let not the people observing God’s holy day sponsor a calendar that means
confusion, and make our work unnecessarily hard. For while the proposed scheme does not
in any way affect the succession of the days of the week, and hence does not affect the
Sabbath, nevertheless if the people observing the Sabbath also advocates the new scheme
of calendation, the resulting confusion will not be of any help to us… Thus the more so as
such a calendar as is proposed has never been in use before, and apparently cannot be
constructed so as to apply to the world as a whole. In its present form it appears like
special pleading, constructed to fit a certain situation, and inapplicable to world conditions.
The 2300 days began in Jerusalem; they were confirmed at the same place by the events of
the seventieth week. 457, 27, 31, 34 form a straight line, all centering in Jerusalem. It would
seem that 1844 should also terminate there. The committee has done a most excellent
piece of work. The endorsing, unreservedly, of the plan now before us seems to me appears
in its implications so loaded with dynamite, with TNT, that we might well beware. I would
most earnestly warn the committee in this matter. I am afraid that the repercussions of
such endorsement at this time will be felt in wide circles…
Seventh-day Adventists will soon have enough matters on their hands so that it will not be
necessary to make trouble for ourselves before the time. The blank day may yet confront
us. We cannot afford to start trouble of our own. To the world it will look that the present
proposed calendar is advanced for a specific purpose – not for the purpose of adoption, for
we will find that it is impossible of universal application – not for the purpose of supporting
the 1844 date. I do not believe that we are under that necessity. It must be possible to
establish October 22, 1844 without resorting to such devices.
A possible solution: I suggest that we make a report to Brother McElhaney of what the
Millerites believed and how they arrived at their conclusions, without, at this time,
committing ourselves upon the correctness of their method. Let Brother McElhaney publish
this report in any way it may be thought best, and let us await the reaction. This, of course,
would be only a preliminary report, and would be so designated. We will soon see what fire
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it will draw. In the meantime let us study further on the final report. The reaction to the
preliminary report may determine the form of the final. By that time my fears may all be
dispelled. By that time the committee will see light in my light, or I may be converted to
their view. In any event, I hope that at this time there will not be made any attempt to
present a report upon which we are not all united. God will yet help us.’’[134]
Like the 10 spies who refused to give a good report right at the border of Canaan,
Andreasen, out of fear of confusion, unlike Caleb and Joshua, influenced the Committee to
hide the information which could have repaired the mistakes of the 1888 era and the SDA
church went back to the wilderness. Just like after the defeat of 1888, 1901 and Kellogg’s
episode, WWI followed; now, the world faced WWII and subsequently, the Roman Catholic
Church vetoed any calendar reform in 1939 which was levied only in 2005. Many, even
among our own people, lost their life during these wars and many lost their souls following
such a decision on the part of the leadership.
L.E. Froom, the chairman of the Committee, seemed to have hoped the results would be
published worldwide as he expressed in his letter of Conveyance.
‘’Your Committee feels that a threefold cord of evidence has been woven by these historical
and scientific studies that is far stronger and may prove of more vital import to this
movement in stressful days to come than anyone perhaps realizes at the moment. The
Committee believes that the hour had manifestly come for a thorough, scientific study of
these dates and positions that would go to the very bottom of the historical and technical
evidence, and which would provide a fully documented, soul-satisfying exposition of the
subject that will meet every legitimate demand. The importance of our task as a movement,
and the vastness of our commission, requires just such a presentation. Never before has
this been worked out in the form now presented, and in the investigation, new and
invaluable fields of evidence have been brought to light.
The results, set forth in affirmative form in the several parts of this Report, are not simply
the work of the individual investigator, but each presentation has been seriously studied
and carefully checked by the Committee. While the Report may seem lengthy, it really could
not be adequately compassed in much less space. Portions of the Report may seem rather
technical, but the very nature of our task demanded not only an extensive investigation of
historical source materials, but a most careful study of various systems of chronology and
of the astronomical reckoning of time; all of which calls for exactness of statement, as well
as thorough documentation.
A series of comprehensive charts, graphs, and diagrams visualize and simplify all three
presentations in confirmation of the conclusions offered, while the photostats and other
documentary evidence, of necessity assembled, form a permanent General Conference
asset. Since the report was designed for ultimate distribution, it was deemed best for your
Committee to submit in form suitable for publication, -- if and when accepted….
Respectfully submitted in behalf of the Committee, L.E. Froom, Chairman.’’[135]
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XV. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 6 – Part 8

A Better Look at History

World War II
 The Book Questions on Doctrine

 Questions on Doctrine (1950) –
Following the failure of the Committee in 1939 to proclaim the calendar of 1844 and the
important data it contains, the SDA church was facing a crisis of incredible consequences a
decade later. The same major players of the 1939 Committee, Froom and Andreasen faced a
major dilemma as they became antagonists in this battle which, like an earthquake, brought
a tsunami in its trail which has not abated since, some 50 years later.
Such is the consequences of a rebellious generation which refuses to follow the guidance of
the Holy Spirit. The mistake of 1844, the insubordination of 1888, the disobedience of
1901, the fear and doubt of 1939 seem to have all agglomerated in the failure of the 1950’s
Questions on Doctrine charade. Andreasen lost his credentials in the process, which was
restored to him postpartum, after he passed away. Froom, although a great chronologist
and historian, lost much of his credibility in the process. Many refused to acknowledge his
wonderful research as submitted in the Prophetic Faith of Our Fathers, volumes I-IV, after
this terrible crisis of the 1950’s.
Off to an Auspicious Start: The 1950's [136]
‘’Around the very beginning of the contemporary period, the feeling was again present
among some influential Adventist leaders that all was not well with the "remnant"
movement that had been called by God to further the arrested Reformation of the sixteenth
century. The "loud cry" had not been given. The Lord had not come. In this respect the time
to which we refer was akin to the period prior to 1888 when Ellen G. White was drawing
attention to the Laodicean state of the movement.
Ernest D. Dick gives an interesting diagnosis of the problem in the publication, Aflame for
God.[137] He writes on the topic, "The Heart of Our Message."[138] Dick says,
"Righteousness by faith [is] the heart of the [Adventist] message," and he points out that
this was the basic issue in the Protestant Reformation and in the 1888 Minneapolis General
Conference Session. [139] However, from 1844-1888, says Dick, the Adventist Church had
not experienced Christ-centered preaching and had therefore fallen prey to legalism and a
low spiritual tone. [140] Dick cites Mrs. White, who said that "the doctrine of justification
by faith has been lost sight of by many who have professed to believe in the third angel's
message."[141] But what of the time up to 1950? Dick says, "We have not yet laid hold of
that important message of the 1888 conference as God would have us... ‘’[142] The church
was still in the Laodicean state.
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Roy A. Anderson urged that the answer to the dilemma lay in "Christ-centered preaching,"
and he adduced much support from the writings of Mrs. White to show that Jesus should be
the center of every doctrine—a fact which, as Dick pointed out, much traditional Adventist
preaching and teaching had not honored to the degree it should have. Ministers of the
gospel must be "aflame for God." This emphasis was given expression in Seventh-day
Adventist study conferences both in the United States and Australia. It was believed that
this Christ-centered preaching was what the church lacked. It would revive her out of the
"poor and naked state" in which she largely stood.
Robert J. Wieland returned from his post in Africa and encountered the Christ-centered
preaching emphasis with its attendant fervor and enthusiasm. But he was not impressed.
As far as he was concerned, the church was in confusion—a confusion which expressed
itself in the failure to distinguish the difference between preaching Christ and preaching
antichrist. To Wieland, this emphasis was no better than the way of the "Babylonians" (i.e.,
evangelical Protestant denominations).[143] This was expressed by Mr. Wieland in a letter
to the General Conference of the church. Naturally, the leaders were shocked at the
suggestion.
Wieland followed up his letter with a monograph prepared in company with D. K. Short.
1888 Re-examined was presented to the officers of the General Conference as a private
manuscript. The fact is, however, that it infiltrated the wider constituency of Adventists and
caused no little stir. The material was explosive. The authors had gained access to facts
concerning 1888 which had not reached the ears of Adventists prior to this time. As
indicated in Appendix A of A Warning and Its Reception, this manuscript brought forth
formal replies from the General Conference of the church. Here, in 1888 Re-examined, was
the assertion that the trouble with the church was her rejection of the message of the Lord
in 1888. She was called to corporate confession of her guilt.
While the "Christ-centered preaching" motif could have become little more than a cliché to
many, it appears that L. E. Froom and R. A. Anderson felt constrained to give the matter
some substance. Dr. Froom, being a historian, became convinced that the Adventist
movement prior to 1888 had lacked true catholicity He viewed 1888 as an attempt to get
the church established on what he called the "eternal verities" (the Trinity, the deity of
Christ, the humanity of Christ, and the atonement). Froom saw 1888 as an advance in that it
purged the movement of anti-Trinitarianism and Arianism. But he also saw that the
opposition of Adventist conservatism had prevented a restoration of all the "eternal
verities." Froom thought it was time for Adventism to move forward again by an
uninhibited confession of Christ's sinless human nature and finished atonement.
It is important to note that Froom's emphasis concerning 1888 was catholicity and not
justification by faith. Thus, the first event of great significance in the contemporary period
was a focusing on catholicity.
At this time of renewed ferment over the whole question of 1888, two evangelical scholars
made their way to the Adventist leaders to clarify their thinking on the actual status of
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Adventism. (Was it a cult or an evangelical church?) Donald Grey Barnhouse
[Dispensationalist and mentor of Walter Martin] and Walter Martin were warmly received
at General Conference headquarters.
The major concerns of Barnhouse and Martin were
(1) the human nature of Christ,
(2) the atonement,
(3) the concept of "Babylon," and
(4) the idea of the "remnant."
After discussion, Barnhouse and Martin were surprised and somewhat impressed at the
answers they received on these aspects of theology. Froom and Anderson denied that
Adventism had fundamentally taught either the sinful nature of Christ or that the
atonement had not been completed at the cross. Froom said that such deviations belonged
to what he called the "lunatic fringe" of the church.[144] One only had to note the many
statements from Mrs. White concerning the sinless nature of Christ and His atonement on
the cross. Thus, Barnhouse and Martin were satisfied that the Seventh-day Adventist
movement should be recognized as an evangelical denomination in spite of its heterodox
features (e.g., the non-immortality of the soul).
This was a historic meeting for Adventism. There had not been a meeting like it since the
inception of the movement. The leaders of the church (in actual fact, the authors were
apparently L. E. Froom, R. A. Anderson, and W E. Read) published the historic volume,
Seventh-day Adventists Answer Questions on Doctrine.[145] Walter Martin published a
book called The Thuth About Seventh-day Adventism.
This historic meeting and the publication of Questions on Doctrine brought a mixed
reception among Adventists. Some welcomed the turn of events as at last vindicating the
movement as a legitimate evangelical denomination, while others (e.g., M. L. Andreasen)
saw it as "selling the movement down the river."[146] A. L. Hudson in Witnessing a
Metamorphosis[147] saw the Adventist church undergoing a metamorphosis from a cult
status to a recognized evangelical status, and he was obviously unhappy with the new
fraternity.
An examination of Christianity Today around the time will show that Adventists were not
the only ones who were divided over the status of Adventism and the significance of the
Barnhouse and Martin meeting with the General Conference leaders. [148]
Questions on Doctrine was a notable turn in the direction of the Reformation on what
Froom called the "eternal verities."[149] Definite advancement took place on the subjects
of the incarnation and the atonement. In this respect the book furthered an important
aspect of the revival of 1888.[150] This fact gives to the contemporary era a distinct
superiority over the previous two periods we have looked at.
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The importance of Questions on Doctrine is less, however, when we come to ask whether
or not there is advancement over the previous two periods on the Adventist articulation of
justification by faith. There is no significant advance in the volume on soteriology (the
doctrine of salvation) and, in particular, on grace.[151] The book subordinates justification
to sanctification and embraces what Niebuhr called "the Augustinian view of grace":
... That one is justified, not by obedience to the law, but by the grace that is in Christ Jesus.
By accepting Christ, man is reconciled to God, justified by His blood for the sins of the past,
and saved from the power of sin by His indwelling life.[152]
The section just quoted is followed by the statement:
Thus the gospel becomes "the power of God unto salvation....This experience is wrought by
the divine agency of the Holy Spirit.... The honor and merit of this wonderful
transformation belong wholly to Christ. [153]
Since Dr. Froom was one of the authors of Questions on Doctrine, it is not surprising to find
him speaking of "initial justification" in his later Movement of Destiny. [154]
It was undoubtedly the firm conviction of Dr. Froom that the whole matter of the
Adventists' relation to the "eternal verities" had to be put right. With his usual
thoroughness he documented the great lack in this area in the pre-1888 period of the
movement, [155] obviously believing that the rectification in Questions on Doctrine would
finally honor the 1888 message in Adventism. Hence, in LeRoy Edwin Froom we have a
going back to the catholic emphasis of 1888. Yet while this going back must not be
underestimated as to its significance for the Adventist movement, it seems that Dr. Froom
did not realize that it is possible to be a "catholic" and still be a "Roman Catholic" in one's
soteriology.
Questions on Doctrine clarified the position of Adventists as Christians in the eyes of many
who up to this point were somewhat doubtful. But in terms of any real advance on the
theology of the Reformation gospel, its significance was limited. Whereas the
"catholicizing" of the movement made it clear that Adventists were Christians, it did not
make it clear that they were Christians standing in the worthy line of the Reformation
rather than in the Roman Catholic tradition. Questions on Doctrine did little to substantiate
the Adventist claim to be special heirs of the Reformers. However, Dr. Froom apparently
did not realize this.
The soteriological inadequacy of Questions on Doctrine concerning righteousness by faith
is reflected elsewhere in the period. For all the good intentions of Aflame for God, it does
nothing to enhance Adventism as being a great exponent of justification by faith. It contains
much talk about the need to preach the message, but seldom does one find a passage which
even clearly seeks to outline what that message is. Ernest Dick's contribution on "The Heart
of Our Message," [156] mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, is a case in point. Dick
says that the message of the Adventist movement is .....justification by faith; ... sanctification
by faith; ... glorification by faith; ... all of it together.., is righteousness by faith"![157]
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The view of justification as only for the sins of the past was clearly indicated, for example,
by the Executive Committee of the Australasian Division of Seventh-day Adventists in 1959.
We read:
‘’The experience of justification is often spoken of as imputed righteousness. Justification or
imputed righteousness deals only with the past. Sanctification or imparted righteousness
deals only with the present and future. Justification is God's method of dealing with a man's
past life of sin.’’[158]
Likewise, A.V Olson in Through Crisis to Victory shows that he does not understand the
Pauline or Reformation doctrine when he cites the position of G. I. Butler—a position
obviously at odds with the Reformation—to prove that he believed in righteousness by
faith.[159] Olson also quotes J. H. Waggoner's comments on Romans 3:21 to show that he
really believed in righteousness by faith as well. Here Waggoner says that the
righteousness of God means His own attributes, the revelation of His will, "and thirdly, ...
the righteousness of his saints, whose characters are made conformable to his will. In this
latter sense it is used in 2 Cor. 5:21, 'That we might be made the righteousness of God in
him'. . . . "[160] These old Adventist statements, cited approvingly by Olson, are inimical to
the position of true Protestantism, but they are a fairly good expression of classical
Romanism.
The Questions on Doctrine apostasy was first pointed out by Elder M. L. Andreasen. He
wrote, “We have reached a crisis in this denomination when leaders are attempting to
enforce false doctrine and threaten those who object” [161]
“A Saviour who has never been tempted, never has had to battle with passions, who has
never ‘offered up prayers and supplications with strong crying and tears unto Him who
was able to save Him from death, 'who though he were a son' never learned obedience by
the things he suffered, but was ‘exempt' from the very things that a true Saviour must
experience: such a Saviour is what this NEW THEOLOGY as given in Questions on Doctrine
offers us. It is not the kind of Saviour I need, nor the World”[162][163].
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XVI. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 6 – Part 9

What is New in Adventism?

 Progressive Adventism
 Adventism Moves toward mainstream Christianity
 Consequences of Questions on Doctrine Today: Progressive Adventism
‘’Progressive Adventists are members of the Seventh-day Adventist Church who disagree
with certain beliefs traditionally held by mainstream Adventism and officially by the
church. They are often described as liberal Adventism by other Adventists, the term
"progressive" is generally preferred as a self-description. This article describes terms such
as evangelical Adventism, cultural Adventism, charismatic Adventism, and
progressive Adventism and others, which are generally related but have distinctions.
Progressives typically disagree with one or more of the church's basic beliefs such as the
Sabbath or "distinctive" beliefs such as the investigative judgment, the remnant, a future
global Sunday-law, or a use of Ellen G. White's writings. They also tend to question some of
the denomination's 28 fundamental beliefs: with debate arising on the nature of the Trinity,
the Gift of Prophecy, Creation or observance of the seventh-day Sabbath." A major factor in
its rise was as a result of Adventists going to for some studies to many non-theological
universities, which was sparked by the need for government accreditation for its
educational institutions. It also has many similarities with the ecumenical emerging
church movement.[164] Perceptions and definitions of it may differ somewhat depending
on the author, although much in common is also clearly discernible.
History
The movement emerged from interactions with evangelical Christians in the 1950s,
which included the publication of Questions on Doctrine. This period marked a shift in
the broader Christian world's perception of Adventists, from being viewed as a sect to
being more commonly accepted as a legitimate Christian denomination. The label
"progressive Adventist" was created in the mid-1960s by Spectrum magazine, according to
one author.
One scholar wrote in 2001,
"It is only within the last few decades that the Adventist Review has recognized editorially
that there exists within the Seventh-day Adventist Church, at least in North America,
'liberals,' 'liberal churches,' 'liberal colleges/universities' and 'liberal conferences.'
Depending on the author and his/her agenda, Adventist liberals are compared and/or
contrasted with 'conservative Adventists,' 'historic Adventists,' 'Bible-believing (or EGWbelieving) Adventists,' 'traditional Adventists,' 'evangelical Adventists,' 'cultural
Adventists,' and/or 'ecumenical Adventists.'"[165]
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Beliefs and Practices
Progressives tend to agree on some beliefs, while there is greater variation on others.
According to one author, Progressive Adventism "regrets the anti-intellectual,
authoritarian and obscurant tendencies that characterize a significant segment of
traditional, historic Adventism, along with the attempts at creating a creed out of the "28
Fundamental Doctrines.""[166]
Ron Corson identifies four common areas of progressive belief:[167]
 Investigative judgment. A different view of the investigative judgment, or a denial
of its biblical basis.
 Remnant. An inclusion of other Christians in the term remnant.
 Ellen White. A less rigid view of the Inspiration of Ellen White, from recognizing her
fallibility to perhaps even denying her prophetic gift.
 Sabbath. An emphasis on the benefits of the Sabbath, but a denial that it is the "seal
of God" or that Sunday keeping will ever become the mark of the beast.[168]
Inclusive
Progressives are inclusive of other types of Adventists, and believe different beliefs and
types should be welcomed as part of the community.[169][170] An example is Alden
Thompson's 2009 book Beyond Common Ground: Why Liberals and Conservatives Need
Each Other.[171]
Sabbath
Progressive Adventists emphasize some of the positive aspects of the Sabbath such as it
being made for human benefit (Mark 2:27), but deny that Sunday keeping is or ever will be
the mark of the beast.[172]
Origins
They tend to challenge traditional teachings such as young earth creationism and accept
some aspects of evolution. Clifford Goldstein and other Adventists have argued that
evolution and Adventism are incompatible.[173]
Church structure
Progressive Adventists typically believe the present church structure is very "top heavy"
with too many levels of leadership, and possibly too much hierarchical control.[174] (Many
mainstream Adventists such as George Knight have also called for change in this area.)
Free press
Progressive Adventists typically believe in candid reporting of news and information about
the church whether positive or negative. They believe in open discussion in a free
press.[175] (This view is also shared by many more mainstream Adventists such as former
editor of the Australian Record James Coffin.[176] Coffin was also on the staff of the
Adventist Review.)
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Music
Progressive Adventists are typically open to a variety of styles of worship music in church
including contemporary Christian music.[177][178]
Theatre
For instance, Spectrum regularly reviews films. William G. Johnson shared his concern that
"the great majority of our youth, and increasing numbers of older members, pastors
included, reject the church’s standard of not going to the movies. To me, this is a serious
matter. Many Adventists have lower viewing standards than evangelical Christians. Large
numbers of our people, I fear, are being seduced by the all-pervasive media. Instead of the
Bible, movies, television, and music are shaping their values and attitudes. They are
becoming conformed to the world, rather than living as new beings in Christ transformed
by His grace."[179]
Varieties of evangelical/progressive Adventism
 Cultural Adventism
A similar group have been referred to as "cultural Adventists".[180] This term may be used
of the majority of Adventists who are not overly concerned with theology, such as
evangelical Kenneth Samples' description of "a segment that is theological in nature and
reflects what [he] would call a cultural Adventism."[181] It may also refer to those who feel
an attachment towards the Adventist church for cultural reasons rather than strict
theological conformity. Some authors have commented that the Adventist cultural is a
strong binding force.
Clifford Goldstein has declared,
"A cultural Adventist? The concept's incomprehensible to me... I'm an Adventist for one
reason: the beliefs, the teachings, the doctrines that this church — and this church alone —
espouses. If it were not for them, I'd be gone faster than the junk food at church potlucks.
The Seventh-day Adventist culture had nothing to do with bringing me here. On the
contrary, coming as I did from a secular Jewish background, the culture was the biggest
obstacle."[182]
 Charismatic Adventism
While Adventist church worship is commonly conservative, a minor segment of the church
is charismatic in nature. Phenomena of this nature have been present throughout Adventist
history, resulting in such things as the Holy Flesh movement.
 Liberal Adventism
The term liberal Adventist or left-wing Adventist usually means "progressive Adventist"
(the preferred self-designation).[183][184] This is appropriate because most progressive
Adventists are still "conservative" or evangelical Christians, for example most do believe in
the resurrection of Jesus.[185] They do not hold to a "libertine" or "anything goes" attitude
which the term "liberal" sometimes implies.[186] They also do not believe in the
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foundational or fundamental beliefs of the Adventist church. A small number of Adventists
are actually liberal Christians, accepting such things as homosexuality.
According to evangelical Kenneth Samples, "It should also be mentioned that, though small,
there was and is a segment in Adventism which could be described as being theologically
liberal"[186] or even "very liberal".[187] He claims it rejects Christ's vicarious
substitutionary atonement.
Ron Corson wrote,
"[Progressive Adventists] could be termed liberal, except that the term 'liberal Christian'
generally refers to those who don't believe that Christ was resurrected nor that he
performed miracles, and who hold other tenets with which most Progressive SDA's would
not agree. These 'liberals' are often involved in the Jesus Seminars.[188]
Jesus Seminars [More Rubbish] [189]
‘’The Westar Institute is best known as the sponsoring organization of the Jesus
Seminar.[190] [The Jesus Seminars has connexion with the Roman Catholic Church – see
reference 190]. A non-profit foundation founded in 1985, it is, according to its mission
statement, a "research and educational institute dedicated to the advancement of religious
literacy." It is considered to be one of the major organizations promoting liberal
Christianity, as evidenced by a list of accolades on its website by such figures as Karen
Armstrong, Richard Holloway, and John Dominic Crossan. (‘’Why is Westar important?
Westar performs a truly invaluable service in making the benefits of scholarship available
to the public. At a time when we are seeing too much strident certainty and unskilful
simplistic religion, Westar's contribution is increasingly essential. —Karen Armstrong’’)
Westar is located in Salem, Oregon, on the campus of Willamette University [Originally
named the Oregon Institute, the school was an unaffiliated outgrowth of the Methodist
Mission.]
The Jesus Seminar is a group of about 150 critical scholars and laymen founded in 1985 by
Robert Funk under the auspices of the Westar Institute.[191] The seminar uses votes with
colored beads to decide their collective view of the historicity of the deeds and sayings of
Jesus of Nazareth.[192] They produced new translations of the New Testament and
apocrypha to use as textual sources. They published their results in three reports: The Five
Gospels (1993),[193] The Acts of Jesus (1998),[194] and The Gospel of Jesus (1999).[195]
They also run a series of lectures and workshops in various U.S. cities.
The seminar's reconstruction of the historical Jesus portrays him as an itinerant Hellenistic
Jewish sage and faith healer who preached a gospel of liberation from injustice in startling
parables and aphorisms.[196][197][198] An iconoclast, Jesus broke with established
Jewish theological dogmas and social conventions both in his teachings and behaviors,
often by turning common-sense ideas upside down, confounding the expectations of his
audience: He preached of "Heaven's imperial rule" (traditionally translated as "Kingdom of
God") as being already present but unseen; he depicts God as a loving father; he fraternizes
with outsiders and criticizes insiders.[196][197][198] According to the seminar, Jesus was
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a mortal man born of two human parents, who did not perform nature miracles nor die as a
substitute for sinners nor rise bodily from the dead.[196][197][198] Sightings of a risen
Jesus were nothing more than the visionary experiences of some of his disciples rather than
physical encounters.[196][197][198].
Education: University controversies [Please Read Carefully]
‘’At times there has been intense discussion between church educators, and church
administrators and lay people. Progressives believe in academic freedom for the church's
theologians and scientists.[199] The church administrators are known as generally more
conservative, which has led to differences of opinion with academics, who are known as
generally more liberal. The Spectrum editors have said, "Every ten years or so another
witch hunt occurs" in Adventist higher education.[200]
Historians have sometimes found themselves embroiled in dispute. Michael Campbell
writes, Adventist "history teachers and the use of historical method became especially
suspect as Adventism became more Fundamentalist during the 1920s," during which time
its history teachers were "on the front line of those who were pushed out of the
church"[201]
According to Terrie Dopp Aamodt, one of the first major "purges" was at Walla Walla
College in 1938.[200]
Raymond Cottrell, who some see as a "progressive Adventist", as he disagreed with certain
traditional positions of the church, including the investigative judgment,[202] says that for
the first hundred years in the Seventh-day Adventist Church, administrators and not
scholars controlled the church's theology. He sees the 1930s and perhaps earlier as a time
church administrators effectively controlled theology, and the 1950s as a time of
openness.[202] F. D. Nichol stated that the Seventh-day Adventist Bible Commentary would
not have been possible without the theologically open climate in the church during the
1950s and 60s.[203] Cottrell says, "Anyone who attended an 'outside' [non-Adventist]
university for training in such subjects as biblical languages, archaeology, ancient history,
and chronology was automatically considered persona non grata ["not welcome"] by every
Adventist college board."[202]
Some of the first Adventist "Bible teachers" to attend non-Adventist universities were R. E.
Loasby, E. C. Banks, Siegfried Horn, W. G. C. Murdoch, E. R. Thiele, L. H. Wood, and Graham
Maxwell. They tended to avoid theology classes, for biblical languages, archaeology and so
on.[202] According to Cottrell, the mid-20th century was an "era of good will and
cooperation" for Adventists. R. R. Figuhr was president of the General Conference from
1954–1966, and showed much openness. Bible scholars and administrators had a good
working relationship. He describes harmony amongst the scholars, which he attributes to
the Bible Research Fellowship and the Seventh-day Adventist Bible Commentary.
He believes that by the late 1960s, the "brief mid-century era of openness" eroded into a
"closed-minded, polarized" attitude which continued till at least his time of writing (2002).
Cottrell described "the decade of obscurantism (1969–1979)", listing three "architects of
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obscurantism" as a "triumvirate" consisting of General Conference President Robert H.
Pierson, Gordon M. Hyde, and Gerhard Hasel, responsible for attempting to gain control of
Adventist biblical studies.[202] Robert H. Pierson was General Conference president from
1966 to 1979, during which time Cottrell says he replaced the scholar–administrator
dialogue with stricter administrative control, reverting to the 1930s attitudes he knew
before he left the United States as an overseas missionary. According to Cottrell, he was
supported by Gordon M. Hyde and Gerhard Hasel. Hyde attempted to promote Hasel as the
church's leading theologian. Hasel did eventually become dean of the Seventh-day
Adventist Theological Seminary at Andrews University. Cottrell says Hasel used his
position to make Drs. Sakai Kubo, Ivan Blazen, Fritz Guy, and Larry Geraty feel very
unwelcome[202] (see: History), and replaced them with former students who accepted his
views.[202][204]
Fred Veltman, who was called to closely investigate "literary parallels" in Ellen White's
writings, was concerned about his ongoing employment in the church, and whether the
results of his study would be publicized. He wrote that General Conference President Neal
C. Wilson that both his employment was secure and that his work would not be in
vain.[205] His study is now available online from Adventist Archives. Repeated articles in
Spectrum critiquing the church's structure were met with opposition.[200][206]
According to Cottrell, the "prooftext" method of Bible study, in which passages are linked
but possibly out of context, was utilized by most Adventist Bible scholars since about 1940,
according to one author.[202] Since around 1970, a "historical-grammatical method" has
been used by some. Cottrell describes it as a hybrid of the prooftext method and the
historical method (which considers full context), and says it is used by only a limited
number of scholars, but finds strong support amongst church administrators.[202]
Cottrell says the "International Board for Ministerial Training and Endorsement", along
with its various local sub-boards, is an attempt to create "the closed, obscurantist,
fundamentalist church" envisioned by Pierson-Hyde-Hasel.[64] Instead, Cottrell envisions a
scholarly society with a particular nature.[207]
In the early 1980s, the presidents of Southern Missionary College and Pacific Union College
were given leave of absence, after criticisms.[200] The 1980 Adventist Review article
"Colleges in Trouble" by editor Kenneth Wood,[208] was seen by some as a contributing
factor. Employees were fired at Southern.[209] One significant figure was Jerry A. Gladson,
a lecturer who was dismissed by the church.[210] In the 1990s, Walla Walla College saw
controversy.[200]
Debates over origins or creation/evolution have been significant. Since 2009, some
criticised La Sierra University because some lecturers have allegedly affirmed biological
evolution. Criticism came in 2009 from an open letter by pastor David Asscherick, and a
website "Educate Truth" founded by graduate Shane Hilde, who also collected over 5000
signatures in a petition.[211] As of 2009, church and university leaders had declined to
discipline those involved.[200][212][213][214] General Conference president Jan Paulsen
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made "An Appeal" supporting Creation, and also affirmed the work of Adventist
lecturers.[215] The board of trustees of the university affirmed creationism.[216] The
debate was reported in the Adventist Review in 2010.[217] The university president
responded that a student would never be disciplined for upholding Adventist beliefs, but
rather for inappropriate conduct. Others said the student was not disruptive.[218] The
immediate past (and emeritus) president affirmed, "LSU continues to be a sound, loyal
Seventh-day Adventist institution where victories for Christ happen every day."[219] The
local Conference president affirmed both "recent six-day creation", and strongly affirmed
the university.[220]
 Move toward mainstream Christianity
The 1957 publication of Questions on Doctrine (QOD) as a result of dialog with critic
Walter Martin is seen as a beginning for liberal Adventism. According to one author, the
roots of evangelical Adventism can be traced to scholars who met with Martin and
Barnhouse,[187] or earlier.[181] "The seeds of this movement were sown within the
denomination via the book QOD in 1957, and the seed-plot was watered by the public
ministries of such men as R. A. Anderson, H. M. S. Richards, Sr., Edward Heppenstall, Robert
Brinsmead, Desmond Ford, Smuts van Rooyen, and others."[220][221] This book
precipitated the different factions. The movement emerged with Ford and Brinsmead as its
main spokesmen.[222] Desmond Ford apostatized from the church's viewpoint in the
1970s, with issues with church doctrine similar to A. F. Ballenger.[223] Many liberals left
the church in this period and liberals still follow and cite his viewpoints.
According to one author,
1. liberals are united by belief in the pre-fallen nature of Jesus (and hold he was
primarily our substitute not our example),
2. assurance of salvation, overcoming sin or perfectionism is impossible,
3. that Jesus ascended straight to the most holy place in heaven at his ascension
4. (although opinions varied on a pre-advent judgment),
5. Ellen White had the gift of prophecy but was not infallible nor should be used for
doctrine.’’[187][224]
Note:
 In this part of the research, numbers were given after each quote and the references
are found at the end of the manuscript.


In the next section, the references will be submitted immediately after the quote.
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XVII. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraphs 6 and 7

Weeping, Mourning, Praying
‘’They also tore in pieces my casket and scattered it among the rubbish. I thought no man
regarded my sorrow or my anger. I became wholly discouraged and disheartened, and sat
down and wept.’’
‘’While I was thus weeping and mourning for my great loss and accountability, I
remembered God, and earnestly prayed that He would send me help.
21. They also tore in pieces my casket and scattered it among the rubbish.
Miller saw his casket torn in pieces and scattered among the rubbish. The dirt, shaving,
sand and all manner of rubbish Miller saw in his dream were identified in the previous
pages of this essay but are not meant to be used to criticize the SDA church or the
leadership. After all, are we not the Church? Whether our names are retained in the books
of the church or not, it is irrelevant. The Church of Christ and His members have their
names written in the Lamb Book of Life which no man can remove or blot out. ‘And they
keep the commandments and they have the testimony of Jesus’ which is the Spirit of
Prophecy.
There was a need to identify the innumerable quantity of spurious jewels and counterfeit
coin, mixed with the jewels, diamonds, precious stones, and gold and silver coin of every
dimension and value: the counterfeit mixed with the truth; the false teachers mingling with
the genuine. After evaluating the past 197 years (1815-2012), since Miller was entrusted to
restore the Biblical Luni-Solar Barley Harvest calendar, we must agree that much dirt,
shaving, sand and all manner of rubbish were also added to the primitive light which had
shone on the Precious Truths of the Bible and were brought out after thousands of years
of Darkness. The Present Truths of the Sanctuary revealed to Miller at first and which he
passed on to the pioneers of the 7th Month Movement were retained and complemented by
those who later formed the 7th day Adventist church.
The casket which Miller saw in his dream was not destroyed while he was alive. The young
company of 7th Day Adventists had hardly begun its journey when Miller died in 1849. The
casket, the Creator’s Law, His Sanctuary, His Church, His People, and most of all His Truth,
were preserved and the precious jewels, diamonds, precious stones, and gold and silver
coin of every dimension and value were appreciated and carefully evaluated for a numbers
of years.
After the Great Disappointment of October 22, 1844, the light continued to shine through
visions and instructions preserved in the Spirit of Prophecy which spanned for more than
70 years during the life of Sister White. We only need to read the Conflict Series, the
Testimonies to the Church and to the Ministers, the numerous books on health such as
Ministry of Healing, Medical Ministry, Counsels on Diets and Foods, etc.; her books on Child
Guidance, Adventist Home and the inspiring records of the book Early Writings to discover
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how the Holy Spirit has preserved the casket entrusted to Miller and his followers, and its
inestimable treasure.
The precise date and time of the beginning of the tearing apart of the casket was at the
Minneapolis Conference in 1888. Sufficient information is available to make us appreciate
the Message, Jones and Waggoner were charged to present to the leaders of the Church and
it was refused. The re-organization in 1901 was also refused and all the following events
and loss of buildings, money, teachers and members are directly connected with the tearing
apart of the casket Miller saw in his dream which, although made of a very solid wood,
ebony, inlaid with precious pearls, containing an incredible treasure, was allowed to be
manipulated by unholy hands which violated it and finally tore it apart.
No wonder, after reading the precedent pages showing the sad history of the SDA church
since 1888 to today, we weep like William Miller did in his dream because it is the story of
the SDA church that he saw:
22. I thought no man regarded my sorrow or my anger. I became wholly discouraged
and disheartened, and sat down and wept.
While I was thus weeping and mourning for my great loss and accountability, I
remembered God, and earnestly prayed that He would send me help.
William Miller’s anguish, sorrow, righteous anger, discouragement, weeping, echoes the
words of the prophets of the past, especially in the light of the law and the sanctuary:
 David
‘’ Hear my cry, O God; attend unto my prayer. From the end of the earth will I cry unto thee,
when my heart is overwhelmed: lead me to the rock that is higher than I. For thou hast been a
shelter for me, and a strong tower from the enemy. I will abide in thy tabernacle for ever: I
will trust in the covert of thy wings. Selah’’ Psalm 61:1-4.
‘’ Rivers of waters run down mine eyes, because they keep not thy law.’’ Psalm 119:136.
 Isaiah
‘’ Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet, and shew my people their transgression,
and the house of Jacob their sins.’’ Isaiah 58:1.
 Jeremiah
‘’Oh that my head were waters, and mine eyes a fountain of tears, that I might weep day and
night for the slain of the daughter of my people!’’ Jeremiah 9:1.
‘’ But if ye will not hear it, my soul shall weep in secret places for your pride; and mine eye
shall weep sore, and run down with tears, because the LORD's flock is carried away captive.’’
Jeremiah 13:17.
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‘’Therefore thou shalt say this word unto them; Let mine eyes run down with tears night and
day, and let them not cease: for the virgin daughter of my people is broken with a great
breach, with a very grievous blow.’’ Jeremiah 14:17.
‘’ For these things I weep; mine eye, mine eye runneth down with water, because the comforter
that should relieve my soul is far from me: my children are desolate, because the enemy
prevailed.’’ Lamentations 1:16.
 Ezekiel
‘’And he brought me into the inner court of the LORD's house, and, behold, at the door of the
temple of the LORD, between the porch and the altar, were about five and twenty men, with
their backs toward the temple of the LORD, and their faces toward the east; and they
worshipped the sun toward the east.
Then he said unto me, Hast thou seen this, O son of man? Is it a light thing to the house of
Judah that they commit the abominations which they commit here? for they have filled the
land with violence, and have returned to provoke me to anger: and, lo, they put the branch to
their nose.
And, behold, six men came from the way of the higher gate, which lieth toward the north, and
every man a slaughter weapon in his hand; and one man among them was clothed with linen,
with a writer's inkhorn by his side: and they went in, and stood beside the brasen altar.
And the glory of the God of Israel was gone up from the cherub, whereupon he was, to the
threshold of the house. And he called to the man clothed with linen, which had the writer's
inkhorn by his side; And the LORD said unto him, Go through the midst of the city, through the
midst of Jerusalem, and set a mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and that cry for all
the abominations that be done in the midst thereof.
And to the others he said in mine hearing, Go ye after him through the city, and smite: let not
your eye spare, neither have ye pity: Slay utterly old and young, both maids, and little
children, and women: but come not near any man upon whom is the mark; and begin at my
sanctuary. Then they began at the ancient men which were before the house.’’ Ezekiel 8:169:6.
 Joel
‘’ The earth shall quake before them; the heavens shall tremble: the sun and the moon shall be
dark, and the stars shall withdraw their shining: And the LORD shall utter his voice before his
army: for his camp is very great: for he is strong that executeth his word: for the day of the
LORD is great and very terrible; and who can abide it? Therefore also now, saith the LORD,
turn ye even to me with all your heart, and with fasting, and with weeping, and with
mourning: And rend your heart, and not your garments, and turn unto the LORD your God:
for he is gracious and merciful, slow to anger, and of great kindness, and repenteth him of the
evil.
Who knoweth if he will return and repent, and leave a blessing behind him; even a meat
offering and a drink offering unto the LORD your God? Blow the trumpet in Zion, sanctify a
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fast, call a solemn assembly: Gather the people, sanctify the congregation, assemble the
elders, gather the children, and those that suck the breasts: let the bridegroom go forth of his
chamber, and the bride out of her closet.
Let the priests, the ministers of the LORD, weep between the porch and the altar, and let
them say, Spare thy people, O LORD, and give not thine heritage to reproach, that the heathen
should rule over them: wherefore should they say among the people, Where is their God? Then
will the LORD be jealous for his land, and pity his people.’’ Joel 2:10-18.
We believe we are under the Anti-Typical Day of Atonement since October 22, 1844. It is
not the time to celebrate. It is time to sigh and cry for the abominations that are done in the
sanctuary of our mind and the sanctuary of the LORD. William Miller in his dream felt the
shortness of the time and his dream could have come to pass in 1888 and thereafter.
But because of insubordination, we are still here and his dream applies for those of us who
are living today and are witnessing the destruction of the Three Angels Message, the
Sanctuary and the Health Message. ‘’Awake, awake, tell my people their transgressions….
For the Day of the LORD is near, even at the door.’’
The 7th day Adventist Church has repeated the history of Israel and what she could have
done in time of great prosperity, she will have now to do in time of great difficulty. The
world is under judgments for many years; it has been the scene of 2 World Wars and many
more since. The book The Great Controversy, page 589 best describes what is happening to
the defiant world and the Christians world that have shown contempt to His Law:
‘’Through spiritualism, Satan appears as a benefactor of the race, healing the diseases of the
people, and professing to present a new and more exalted system of religious faith; but at the
same time he works as a destroyer. His temptations are leading multitudes to ruin.
Intemperance dethrones reason; sensual indulgence, strife, and bloodshed follow. Satan
delights in war, for it excites the worst passions of the soul and then sweeps into eternity its
victims steeped in vice and blood. It is his object to incite the nations to war against one
another, for he can thus divert the minds of the people from the work of preparation to stand
in the day of God.
Satan works through the elements also to garner his harvest of unprepared souls. He has
studied the secrets of the laboratories of nature, and he uses all his power to control the
elements as far as God allows…. It is God that shields His creatures and hedges them in from
the power of the destroyer. But the Christian world have shown contempt for the law of
Jehovah; and the Lord will do just what He has declared that He would—He will withdraw His
blessings from the earth and remove His protecting care from those who are rebelling against
His law and teaching and forcing others to do the same. Satan has control of all whom God
does not especially guard. He will favor and prosper some in order to further his own designs,
and he will bring trouble upon others and lead men to believe that it is God who is afflicting
them.
While appearing to the children of men as a great physician who can heal all their maladies,
he will bring disease and disaster, until populous cities are reduced to ruin and desolation.
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Even now he is at work. In accidents and calamities by sea and by land, in great
conflagrations, in fierce tornadoes and terrific hailstorms, in tempests, floods, cyclones, tidal
waves, and earthquakes, in every place and in a thousand forms, Satan is exercising his power.
He sweeps away the ripening harvest, and famine and distress follow. He imparts to the air a
deadly taint, and thousands perish by the pestilence. These visitations are to become more and
more frequent and disastrous. Destruction will be upon both man and beast. “The earth
mourneth and fadeth away,” “the haughty people ... do languish. The earth also is defiled
under the inhabitants thereof; because they have transgressed the laws, changed the
ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant.” Isaiah 24:4, 5.’’
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XVIII. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 8 - Part 1

Who is the Man with a Dirt Brush in his Hand?
‘’Immediately the door opened, and a man entered the room, when the people all left it; and
he, having a dirt brush in his hand, opened the windows, and began to brush the dirt and
rubbish from the room. I cried to him to forbear, for there were some precious jewels
scattered among the rubbish. He told me to “fear not,” for he would “take care of them”.’’
23. Immediately the door opened, and a man entered the room, when the people all
left it; and he, having a dirt brush in his hand
William Miller receives an answer to his prayers ‘immediately’. How it reminds us of the
prayers of Solomon, and those who fervently pray:
‘’ And the LORD appeared to Solomon by night, and said unto him, I have heard thy prayer,
and have chosen this place to myself for an house of sacrifice. If I shut up heaven that there be
no rain, or if I command the locusts to devour the land, or if I send pestilence among my
people
If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and
seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will
forgive their sin, and will heal their land. Now mine eyes shall be open, and mine ears
attent unto the prayer that is made in this place. For now have I chosen and sanctified this
house, that my name may be there for ever: and mine eyes and mine heart shall be there
perpetually.’’ 2 Chronicles 7:12-15, (emphasis supplied).
The 7th day Adventist Church is the depository of His sanctuary and of His calendar. She has
been called to give the Three Angels Message of Revelation 14 and though her condition is
lukewarm, she is still to call the attention of the people to the Judgment (Laos-Dicea).
In Letter 79, 1900, Mrs. White defines the angels of Revelation 14:
‘’Christ is coming the second time, with power unto salvation. To prepare human beings for
this event, He has sent the first, second, and third angel’s message. These angels represent
those who receive the truth, and with power open the gospel to the world.’’ (emphasis
supplied).
In Spaulding and Magan's collection, p. 2, she defines the ‘fit man’ of Leviticus 16:21
"Then I saw that Jesus' work in the sanctuary will soon be finished. And after His work there is
finished, He will come to the door of the first apartment, and confess the sins of Israel upon the
head of the Scape Goat. Then He will put on the garments of vengeance. Then the plagues will
come upon the wicked, and they do not come till Jesus puts on that garment, and takes His
place upon the great white cloud. Then, while the plagues are falling, the Scape Goat is being
led away. He makes a mighty struggle to escape, but he is held fast by the hand that
leads him. If he should escape, Israel would lose their lives. I saw that it would take time
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to lead the Scape Goat into the land of forgetfulness after the sins were put on his head."
(emphasis supplied).
In The Great Controversy, p. 648, 649, she describes the ‘fit man’ of Leviticus 16:21 as the
144000 of Revelation 7:4 and 14:1-5, the Israel of God:
"Upon the crystal sea before the throne, that sea of glass as it were mingled with fire,--so
resplendent is it with the glory of God,--are gathered the company that have "gotten the
victory over the beast, and over his image, and over his mark, and over the number of his
name." Rev. 15:2. With the Lamb upon Mount Zion, "having the harps of God," they stand, the
that were redeemed from among men; and there is heard, as the sound of many waters, and
as the sound of a great thunder, "the voice of harpers harping with their harps. Revelation
14:1-5; 15:3; 7:14-17.
These are they which came out of great tribulation;" Rev. 14:1-5; 15:3; 7:14-17, they have
passed through the time of trouble such as never was since there was a nation [Daniel
12:1]; they have endured the anguish of the time of Jacob's trouble; they have stood without
an intercessor through the final outpouring of God's judgments. But they have been delivered,
for they have "washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of the Lamb." "In their
mouth was found no guile; for they are without fault" before God.’’ (emphasis supplied).
24. The Man with the Dirt Brush: A Man with Power
Although not conventional, I propose that the ‘man with the dirt brush’, inspired by the
Holy Spirit, is none else but the 144000 representing the ‘fit man’ of Leviticus 16:21, the
‘man of opportunity’ as the Bible calls him, the Caleb and Joshua of the last days. This is a
group of people rightly prepared and seal with the seal of the Living God who goes out and
announce the Judgment of the Living, just like the Millerites opened the message of
Revelation 14 to the world and the Judgment Hour starting with Miller in 1815 and which
later on was described as the Investigative Judgment – first started in 1844 with the
Judgment of the Dead.


If I am wrong in my proposal, you have lost nothing!
If I am right, we better all prepare!

A. The Investigative Judgment: the Case of the Living
Read what the prophet has to say about this message in The Great Controversy, page 489490 (emphasis supplied):
‘’ The intercession of Christ in man's behalf in the sanctuary above is as essential to the plan of
salvation as was His death upon the cross. By His death He began that work which after His
resurrection He ascended to complete in heaven. We must by faith enter within the veil,
"wither the forerunner is for us entered. Hebrews 6: 20."
"Solemn are the scenes connected with the closing work of the atonement. Momentous are the
interests involved therein. The judgment is now passing in the sanctuary above. For many
years this work has been in progress. Soon - none know how soon - it will pass to the cases of
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the living. In the awful presence of God our lives are to come up in review... When the work of
the investigating judgment closes, the destiny of all will have been decided for life or death.
Probation is ended a short time before the appearing of the Lord in the clouds of heaven."
(emphasis supplied).
B. ‘Fit Man’ of Leviticus 16:21 on the Day of Atonement: Seal of the Living God
The ‘fit man’ of Leviticus 16:21, the 144000 are fitted by the seal of the Living God and in
their mouth is found no guile (no false doctrines). What is the seal of the Living God? The
answer in found in Letter 126, 1898, Letter 12, 1886 and Manuscript 173, 1902 (notice the
dates) in reference to Ezekiel 9:2-4; Ephesians 1:12-13 and 4:29-30 and the mark on the
foreheads on the 144000 in Revelation 7:1-4 and 14:1. Please read:
‘’And, behold, six men came from the way of the higher gate, which lieth toward the north, and
every man a slaughter weapon in his hand; and one man among them was clothed with linen,
with a writer's inkhorn by his side: and they went in, and stood beside the brasen altar.
Writer: H5608 «caphar» to count, recount, relate, declare, number exactly or accurately
Inkhorn: H7083 «geceth» a vessel, a cup, inkstand, pot, inkwell
And the glory of the God of Israel was gone up from the cherub, whereupon he was, to the
threshold of the house. And he called to the man clothed with linen, which had the writer's
inkhorn by his side; And the LORD said unto him, Go through the midst of the city, through the
midst of Jerusalem, and set a mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and that cry
for all the abominations that be done in the midst thereof.’’ Ezekiel 9:2-4 (emphasis
supplied).
‘’That we should be to the praise of his glory, who first trusted in Christ. In whom ye also
trusted, after that ye heard the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation: in whom also after
that ye believed, ye were sealed with that holy Spirit of promise.’’ Ephesians 1:12-13,
(emphasis supplied).
‘’Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, but that which is good to the use
of edifying, that it may minister grace unto the hearers. And grieve not the holy Spirit of God,
whereby ye are sealed unto the day of redemption.’’ Ephesians 4:29, 30, (emphasis
supplied).
‘’And after these things I saw four angels standing on the four corners of the earth, holding the
four winds of the earth, that the wind should not blow on the earth, nor on the sea, nor on any
tree. And I saw another angel ascending from the east, having the seal of the living God: and
he cried with a loud voice to the four angels, to whom it was given to hurt the earth and the
sea, Saying, Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the
servants of our God in their foreheads. And I heard the number of them which were sealed:
and there were sealed an hundred and forty and four thousand of all the tribes of the
children of Israel.’’ Revelation 7:1-4, (emphasis supplied).
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‘’And I looked, and, lo, a Lamb stood on the mount Sion, and with him an hundred forty and
four thousand, having his Father's name written in their foreheads. And I heard a voice
from heaven, as the voice of many waters, and as the voice of a great thunder: and I heard the
voice of harpers harping with their harps: And they sung as it were a new song before the
throne, and before the four beasts, and the elders: and no man could learn that song but the
hundred and forty and four thousand, which were redeemed from the earth.
These are they which were not defiled with women; for they are virgins. These are they which
follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth. These were redeemed from among men, being the
firstfruits unto God and to the Lamb. And in their mouth was found no guile: for they are
without fault before the throne of God.’’ Revelation 14:1-5, (emphasis supplied).
‘’What is the seal of the living God, which is placed in the foreheads of His people? It is a
mark which angels, but no human eyes, can read; for the destroying angel must see this
mark of redemption.’’ Letter 126, 1898, (emphasis supplied).
‘’The angel with the writer’s ink horn is to place a mark upon the foreheads of all who are
separated from sin and sinners, and the destroying angel follows this angel.’’ Letter 12, 1886,
(emphasis supplied).
‘’Just as soon as the people of God are sealed in their foreheads – it is not any seal or mark
that can be seen, but a settling into the truth, both intellectually and spiritually, so they
cannot be moved – just as soon as God’s people are sealed and prepared for the shaking, it
will come. Indeed, it has begun already; the judgments of God are now upon the land, to give
us warning that we may know what is coming.’’ MS 173, 1902, (emphasis supplied).
C. Message to the Scorners and Scoffers
To the scorners who laugh at the date 1902 and we are now 2012 (110 years), let us
remember that Noah preached for 120 years and then the judgment of a worldwide flood
came. This time the earth will not be destroyed by water but by fire.
‘’Knowing this first, that there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own
lusts, And saying, Where is the promise of his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep, all
things continue as they were from the beginning of the creation.
For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens were of old, and
the earth standing out of the water and in the water: Whereby the world that then was, being
overflowed with water, perished: But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the same
word are kept in store, reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and perdition of
ungodly men.
But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing, that one day is with the Lord as a thousand
years, and a thousand years as one day. The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some
men count slackness; but is longsuffering to us-ward, not willing that any should perish, but
that all should come to repentance.
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But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the heavens shall pass
away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the
works that are therein shall be burned up.
Seeing then that all these things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye to be in
all holy conversation and godliness, Looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of
God, wherein the heavens being on fire shall be dissolved, and the elements shall melt with
fervent heat? Nevertheless we, according to his promise, look for new heavens and a new
earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness. Wherefore, beloved, seeing that ye look for such things,
be diligent that ye may be found of him in peace, without spot, and blameless.’’ 2 Peter 3:3-14.
(emphasis supplied).
‘’Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner, giving themselves
over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering the
vengeance of eternal fire.’’ Jude 1:7, (emphasis supplied).
D. The Sun, Moon and Stars
Another important principle is shown in the book of Revelation to help identify the ‘fit man’
of Leviticus 16:21. It is found in chapter 12 and 14 of Revelation:
‘’And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and the
moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars: And there appeared
another wonder in heaven; and behold a great red dragon, having seven heads and ten horns,
and seven crowns upon his heads…. v. 1, 3.
Sun, moon, 12 stars: Luni-solar system
Sun - yearly – weekly and daily cycle – 365 days
Moon – yearly - monthly and weekly cycle – 354 days – 12-13 months – 7 days
H3394 «yareach» Ps. 104:19 ‘’appointed the moon for seasons [H4150- appointed times,
feasts]’’
H2320 «chodesh» new moon - month – 1 Sam. 20:18, 24
H3842 «lebanah» white moon – could imply full moon - Songs of Solomon 6:10 ‘’fair as the
moon’’
H7720 «saharon» ornament made like a moon – Isaiah 3:18
Stars –
 88 Constellations: 12 Cardinal Constellations – Mazzaroth «mazzarah» H4216 the
twelve signs - Job 38:32 - forms the ecliptic line which the sun and the planets follow
in 1 year while the moon travels North and South of it in 1 month - apogee-perigee
 76 Decan Constellations: Orion is a Decan constellation of the Cardinal constellation
Taurus.
And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron: and her
child was caught up unto God, and to his throne. And the woman fled into the wilderness,
where she hath a place prepared of God, that they should feed her there a thousand two
hundred and threescore days. v. 5, 6.
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This woman is the Church of the Dark Ages which suffered from 538 AD to 1798 –
1260 years at the hand of the Civil and Religious Roman power - she is the Mother
Church along with the Great Multitude of the Ages of Revelation 7:9 which ‘no man
could number’. She is the Church of the Judgment of the Dead which came right
after her time was finished starting with the message of 1815 to 1844 and
subsequently from 1844 to today. However, the people who have died under the
Three Angels message will be part of the Special Resurrection and the multitude
from Adam to 1844 will be part of the resurrection of the righteous. 1 Thessalonians
4:15, 17; GC 636, 637; Mar. 281; FLB 182.

And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which
deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with
him. And when the dragon saw that he was cast unto the earth, he persecuted the woman
which brought forth the man child. v. 9.
And to the woman were given two wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into the
wilderness, into her place, where she is nourished for a time, and times, and half a time, from
the face of the serpent. And the serpent cast out of his mouth water as a flood after the
woman, that he might cause her to be carried away of the flood. v. 14.


This woman is given 2 wings this time – she glides swiftly - is the Church of the last
days which brings the work of salvation to perfection – Hebrews 11:40 – she is the
Church of the Judgment of the Living which sees the sealing, the plagues and the
Second Coming without knowing death – Her test lasts 3 and an half years starting
with the Universal Sunday Law till the Voice of God which gives the Day and Hour of
Christ Second Coming – Daniel 12:1-13 and GC Chapter 40-42.



She is the sweet incense in the sanctuary, reflecting Christ’s Character perfectly. The
incense was made of 4 spices:
stacte: to speak by inspiration, to prophesy
onycha: to roar, lion, peeling off, a scale or shell, fierce lion
galbanum: an Israelitess (fem), gliding motion, to glide swiftly, age, short time, world,
fleeting period of time, transient
frankincense: to be or become white
In the Bible, a church is often represented by a woman ( pure or impure); these 4
spices combined were a sweet perfume unto the Lord like His Church (the Israel of
God) of the last days who is to speak by inspiration and prophesy again (Rev. 10:11;
12:17; 19:10). She is to roar like a fierce lion "And cried with a loud voice, as when a
lion roareth: and when he had cried, seven thunders uttered their voices." (Rev.
10:3), gliding swiftly through the world in a short period of time giving the Three
Angel’s Message and after probation closes, will go through an experience which
will peel off all her earthiness and prepare her to become whiter than snow for her
soon coming Bridegroom.
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And the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened her mouth, and swallowed up the
flood which the dragon cast out of his mouth. And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and
went to make war with the remnant of her seed, which keep the commandments of God, and
have the testimony of Jesus Christ.’’ Revelation 12:1, 3, 5, 6, 9-17, (emphasis supplied).
D. The Sickle and the 3 Harvests of Revelation 14
Another application of the ‘man with the dirt brush’ and the ‘fit man’ of Leviticus 16:21
which are both related to the Day of Atonement and the sanctuary is found in the book of
Revelation 14 verses 13-20.
Just like the angels of Revelation 14:6-12 ‘represent those who receive the truth, and
with power open the gospel to the world’, the 4 angels of verses 13-20 of the book of
Revelation tell the Son of Man to thrust in his sickle and reap for the time is come to reap,
the harvest is ready:
3 angels (Rev. 14:6-12) and 4 angels (Rev. 13-20) = 7 angels - perfection is reached with
His people – everyone is ripe including the wicked who have filled their cup of iniquity.
Barley – 144000 – ‘’Barley was the earliest grain in Palestine, and at the opening of the
feast it was beginning to ripen. A sheaf of this grain was waved by the priest before the
altar of God, as an acknowledgment that all was His. Not until this ceremony had been
performed was the harvest to be gathered.’’ Patriarchs and Prophets, 539.6
Wheat – the Great Multitude – In the parable of the wheat and the tares, the wheat is the
people of all ages which are gathered into His barn - Revelation 7:9 and Matthew 13:30.
Grapes – Wicked – ‘vine of the earth cast it into the great winepress of the wrath of God’.
‘’And I heard a voice from heaven saying unto me, Write, Blessed are the dead which die in the
Lord from henceforth: Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their labours; and their
works do follow them. [Wheat – Second Harvest - probation closed at death - Great Multitude
of all Ages - Special resurrection –- and 2nd Coming]
And I looked, and behold a white cloud, and upon the cloud one sat like unto the Son of man,
having on his head a golden crown, and in his hand a sharp sickle.
And another angel came out of the temple, crying with a loud voice to him that sat on the
cloud, Thrust in thy sickle, and reap: for the time is come for thee to reap; for the harvest of
the earth is ripe. And he that sat on the cloud thrust in his sickle on the earth; and the earth
was reaped. [Barley – first harvest - before probation closes – a short while before His
coming]
And another angel came out of the temple which is in heaven, he also having a sharp sickle.
And another angel came out from the altar, which had power over fire; and cried with a loud
cry to him that had the sharp sickle, saying, Thrust in thy sharp sickle, and gather the
clusters of the vine of the earth; for her grapes are fully ripe. And the angel thrust in his
sickle into the earth, and gathered the vine of the earth, and cast it into the great winepress
of the wrath of God. [Grapes – Vines of the earth – Wicked – probation closed - Destroyed at
the 3rd Coming]
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And the winepress was trodden without the city, and blood came out of the winepress, even
unto the horse bridles, by the space of a thousand and six hundred furlongs.’’ Revelation 14:612, (emphasis supplied).
Sickle: G1407 - «drepanon» a sickle, a pruning-hook, a hooked vine knife, such as reapers
and vinedressers use.


The New Moon Horned Crescent is in the form of a sickle and was the moon which
the Millerites used to ascertain October 22, 1844. It is the moon the Hebrews used
for their new month calendation. It is the moon Jonathan confirms to David in 1
Samuel 20:18, 24, 27.

‘’Then Jonathan said to David, To morrow is the new moon: and thou shalt be missed,
because thy seat will be empty.’’ v. 18.
‘’ So David hid himself in the field: and when the new moon was come, the king sat him
down to eat meat.’’ v. 24.
‘’ And it came to pass on the morrow, which was the second day of the month, that David's
place was empty.’’ v. 27.


It is the crescent which follows the first visible crescent (fvc) observed after
conjunction. Once the first visible crescent is seen in the West at sunset, it is easy,
like Jonathan and David did, to observe the New Moon Horned Crescent at sunset
the next day and start the new month from this observation. In Revelation 14:6-12,
the word ‘sickle’ is mentioned 6 times. The number 6 is the number of a man.
Revelation 13:18. The repetition of number can indicate remembrance or warning
as in 666.



“The Jewish new moons, (that is, the new moons that marked the first day of the
month), commonly exceeded the ordinary ‘size of the phasis’ or first appearance of
the moon. While the Greeks started their month from the conjunction itself, it was a
certain ‘shape of the moon’ that regulated the beginning of the Jewish month.
Scaliger sometimes called it the ‘horned moon’.”
Grace Amadon Collection, Crucifixion Date, Part V, page 9, 10, (emphasis supplied).



‘’If we accept the testimony of Aristobulos, 200 years before Christ -- that the
Passover of the Jews followed the sunset of the day when the full moon rising in
the east faces the setting sun in the west -- we can reasonably conclude that the
Jewish Passover, which is repeatedly described in the Bible as the 14th day of
Nisan [Abib] was the day following the full moon date, and not on it... [or was]
…the ‘day… after the evening when the moon stands diametrically opposed to the
sun, as everyone can see at the time of full moon.’” [USNO determines the full moon
at 180 degrees]
The Grace Amadon Collection, Part V, Crucifixion Date, 29, 4, 38, (emphasis
supplied).
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This way of calculating Passover by using the sunset of the day after the sighting
the full moon (13th) in the east, as the 14th always assures a ‘new moon horned
crescent’ and still confirms a 177 days the day before Tishri 1. Desire of Ages, p. 765
confirms this very fact in Gethsemane, after the Last Supper was over:

‘’In company with His disciples, the Saviour slowly made His way to the garden of
Gethsemane. The Passover moon, broad and full, shone from a cloudless sky. The city
of pilgrims’ tents was hushed into silence.’’ DA 685.1, (emphasis supplied).




The ‘fit man’ of Leviticus 16:21, the man of opportunity, empowered, brings the
scapegoat Azazel in the wilderness, but not without a fight.
The ‘144000’ of Revelation 7 and 14 are the army which fight against Lucifer. It is
the Church of Revelation 12:14.
The ‘angel’ and the ‘Son of man’ combine their efforts in the harvest of the earth
and thrust in their sickle. Revelation 14:6-12.

The first Harvest:
Barley – 144000 – Those alive at His Coming
 the Son of Man thrust in His sickle and harvest them
 probation still opened till Christ throws the censer and declares: ‘’It is finished’’ then
the first plague falls. Early Writings, p. 36.
 they are alive when Christ returns.
The Second Harvest:
Wheat - Righteous of the Ages – Resurrected at His Coming
 the Son of Man thrust in His sickle and harvest them
 their probation closed at death
 special and first resurrection.
The Third Harvest:
Vine – Wicked dead and alive – Some alive- Some Dead – Some Resurrected at 2nd
Coming to be put to sleep again – All Resurrected and Destroyed at 3rd Coming
 the angel thrust in his sickle and harvest – harvest those alive and Azazel while the
Son of Man tarries in the sanctuary above
 the dead – dead throughout the centuries, probation already closed –harvested by
Son of man
 probation closes at first plague for those who are alive – die at Christ Second Coming
judged by the righteous during the Millennium
 all wicked are destroyed at the Third Coming as they attempt to take over the New
Jerusalem with Lucifer and his fallen angels. G.C. chapter 42; Revelation 18-22.
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XIX. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 8 – Part 2

All the People, the Dirt and Rubbish Go Out
‘’Immediately the door opened, and a man entered the room, when the people all left it; and
he, having a dirt brush in his hand, opened the windows, and began to brush the dirt and
rubbish from the room. I cried to him to forbear, for there were some precious jewels
scattered among the rubbish. He told me to “fear not,” for he would “take care of them”.’’
25. Immediately the door opened, and a man entered the room, when the people all
left it; And he, having a dirt brush in his hand, opened the windows, and began to
brush the dirt and rubbish from the room.
As soon as the man with the dirt brush entered the room, the people all left it. It would be
well at this time to ponder upon the room and the table in the room, the only piece of
furniture mentioned by William Miller in his dream. The room had windows and a door.
And on the table of course, was the casket which the people had torn apart. And now some
of the precious jewels were scattered among the rubbish. The room can very well be the
Court of the sanctuary, with only one door (Christ the Door) by which priests and sinners
entered. The curtains forming the Court were woven in linen and in such a way as to see
through like some windows into the Court, as clouds floating in the wind, allowing the
people around the Court to watch the ceremonies performed daily, morning and evening
on their behalf.
The casket was the sanctuary itself which is the key to understand the Bible and the
prophecies, especially those in the book of Daniel and Revelation. The sanctuary was
divided into 2 rooms but William Miller, in his studies from 1815 to 1844 never fully
understood the Holy and Most Holy Place as being the actual sanctuary and presumed the
sanctuary was the earth (Court) which was to be cleansed according to Daniel 8:14. The
table which was used for displaying the casket may also represent the table of the Law, the
Decalogue, which was preserved at all times in the Ark of the Covenant in the Most Holy
Place.
These facts were not understood by the Millerites or Miller himself while they gave the
Midnight Cry. After the Great Disappointment, the Law of the Decalogue and the 7th day
was revealed to the younger pioneers of the 7th Month Movement. It was some 30 years
later that they understood the statutes on health, tithing and other important part of the
Law.
To be fair, it is the very same subject, the Law in Galatians which provoked the
postponement of the Latter Rain in 1888 and the terrible years of defeat which have
followed.
But now in his dream, Miller is witnessing another episode in the history of the Church. He
sees a great cleansing, a shaking which clears the rubbish and opens up new windows of
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understanding of the great conflict of the Ages. Mrs. White, in the book The Great
Controversy explains it this way:
26. Lucifer’s Rebellion Against the Law
“From the beginning of the great controversy in heaven it has been Satan’s purpose to
overthrow the law of God. It was to accomplish this that he entered upon his rebellion against
the Creator, and though he was cast out of heaven he has continued the same warfare upon
the earth.” The Great Controversy, E.G. White, p. 582, excerpts, (emphasis supplied).
“The dragon [Satan] gave him his power, and his seat [holy see] and great authority…. And
they worshipped the dragon…. And they worshipped the beast.” Revelation 13:2, 4. The
prophecy of Revelation 13 declares that the power represented by the beast with lamblike
horns shall cause “the earth and them that dwell therein” to worship the papacy and that
this prophecy will be fulfilled when… [the lamblike beast] shall enforce Sunday observance,
which Rome claims as the special acknowledgment of her supremacy.” The Great
Controversy, E.G. White, p. 578, 579, excerpts, (emphasis supplied).
“By the first angel, [Revelation 14:6, 7] men are called upon to “fear God, and give glory to
Him” and to worship Him as the Creator of the heavens and the earth…. [based on His lunisolar barley harvest mosaic law calendation]
The duty to worship God is based upon the fact that He is the Creator and that to Him all
other beings owe their existence and wherever, in the Bible, His claim to reverence and
worship, above the gods of the heathen [Sun-day, Saturn- day and counterfeit calendar],
is presented, there is cited the evidence of His creative power.” The Great Controversy, E.G.
White, p. 436, 437, excerpts, (emphasis supplied).
‘’The importance of the Sabbath as the memorial of creation is that it keeps ever present the
true reason why worship is due to God‟ - because He is the Creator, and we are His creatures.
The Sabbath therefore lies at the very foundation of divine worship, for it teaches this great
truth in the most impressive manner, and no other institution does this. The true ground of
divine worship, not of that on the seventh day merely, but of all worship, is found in the
distinction between the Creator and His creatures. This great fact can never become obsolete,
and must never be forgotten.‟– J.N. Andrews, History of the Sabbath, chapter 27.…
It was to keep this truth before the minds of men that God instituted the Sabbath in Eden; and
so long as the fact that He is our Creator continues to be a reason why we should worship
Him, so long the Sabbath will continue as its sign and memorial.” The Great Controversy, E.G.
White, p. 437, 438, excerpts, (emphasis supplied).
“In seeking to cast contempt upon the divine statutes, Satan has perverted the doctrines of
the Bible, and errors have thus become incorporated into the faith of thousands who profess
to believe the Scriptures. The last great conflict between truth and error is but the final
struggle of the long standing controversy concerning the law of God.
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Upon this battle we are now entering - a battle between the laws of men and the
precepts of Jehovah, between the religion of the Bible and the religion of fable and
tradition.” The Great Controversy, E.G. White, p. 582, excerpts, (emphasis supplied).
27. What causes the cleansing of the room is the Holy Spirit and the power bestowed
upon those who are sealed and teach this message with the power of the Latter
Rain.
In 5 Testimonies, page 707, we read:
‘’I have been shown that many who profess to have a knowledge of present truth know
not what they believe. They do not understand the evidences of their faith. They have no
just appreciation of the work for the present time. When the time of trial shall come, there are
men now preaching to others who will find, upon examining the positions they hold, that there
are many things for which they can give no satisfactory reason. Until thus tested they
knew not their great ignorance. And there are many in the church who take it for granted
that they understand what they believe; but, until controversy arises, they do not know
their own weakness. When separated from those of like faith and compelled to stand singly
and alone to explain their belief, they will be surprised to see how confused are their
ideas of what they had accepted as truth. Certain it is that there has been among us a
departure from the living God and a turning to men, putting human in place of divine
wisdom.‘’ 5T 707.2, (emphasis supplied).
As pointed in The Great Controversy, we must be able to give an answer to everyone who
ask a reason of the hope that is in us:
‘’The subject of the sanctuary and the investigative judgment should be clearly
understood by the people of God. All need a knowledge for themselves of the position and
work of their great High Priest. Otherwise it will be impossible for them to exercise the
faith which is essential at this time or to occupy the position which God designs them to
fill. Every individual has a soul to save or to lose. Each has a case pending at the bar of God.
Each must meet the great Judge face to face. How important, then, that every mind
contemplate often the solemn scene when the judgment shall sit and the books shall be
opened, when, with Daniel, every individual must stand in his lot, at the end of the days.
‘’All who have received the light upon these subjects are to bear testimony of the great
truths which God has committed to them. The sanctuary in heaven is the very center of
Christ’s work in behalf of men. It concerns every soul living upon the earth. It opens to view
the plan of redemption, bringing us down to the very close of time and revealing the
triumphant issue of the contest between righteousness and sin. It is of the utmost importance
that all should thoroughly investigate these subjects and be able to give an answer to
everyone that asketh them a reason of the hope that is in them.’’ GC 488.2. 3, (emphasis
supplied).
28. I cried to him to forbear, for there were some precious jewels scattered among
the rubbish. He told me to “fear not,” for he would “take care of them”.
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After Miller sees the scattering of the rubbish, he is also concerned about the precious
jewels that are among the rubbish. He is afraid the truth will be cast away with the false
teaching and that souls will be lost in the ordeal. But the teaching of the truth, empowered
by the Holy Spirit will conquer over all the rubbish that has been accumulated for over a
century now. Combining their efforts with the medical missionary work, they reach out to
those who have never heard the truth and they gain access to longing souls.
‘’The world needs today what it needed nineteen hundred years ago—a revelation of Christ. A
great work of reform is demanded, and it is only through the grace of Christ that the work of
restoration, physical, mental, and spiritual, can be accomplished.
Christ’s method alone will give true success in reaching the people. The Saviour
mingled with men as one who desired their good. He showed His sympathy for them,
ministered to their needs, and won their confidence. Then He bade them, “Follow Me.”
There is need of coming close to the people by personal effort. If less time were given to
sermonizing, and more time were spent in personal ministry, greater results would be seen.
The poor are to be relieved, the sick cared for, the sorrowing and the bereaved comforted, the
ignorant instructed, the inexperienced counseled. We are to weep with those that weep, and
rejoice with those that rejoice. Accompanied by the power of persuasion, the power of
prayer, the power of the love of God, this work will not, cannot, be without fruit.’’ MH p.
143, (emphasis supplied).
‘’The evangelization of the world is the work that God has given to those who go forth in His
name. They are to be colaborers with Christ, revealing to those ready to perish His tender,
pitying love. God calls for thousands to work for Him, not by preaching to those who know the
truth, going over and over the same ground, but by warning those who have never heard
the last message of mercy. Work with a heart filled with an earnest longing for souls. Do
medical missionary work. Thus you will gain access to the hearts of the people. The way will
be prepared for more decided proclamation of the truth. You will find that relieving their
physical suffering gives an opportunity to minister to their spiritual needs.
The Lord will give you success in this work, for the gospel is the power of God unto salvation,
when it is interwoven with the practical life, when it is lived and practiced. The union of
Christlike work for the body and Christlike work for the soul is the true interpretation of the
gospel.—An Appeal for the Medical Missionary College, pp. 14, 15. Call to Medical Evangelism
and Health Education, p. 7.3, (emphasis supplied).
‘’True medical missionary work is of heavenly origin. It was not originated by any person
who lives. But in connection with this work we see so much which dishonors God that I am
instructed to say, The medical missionary work is of divine origin, and has a most glorious
mission to fulfill. In all its bearings it is to be in conformity with Christ’s work. Those who are
workers together with God will just as surely represent the character of Christ as Christ
represented the character of His Father while in this world.’’ Medical Ministry, p. 24.2,
(emphasis supplied).
The 144000 are trained to be Medical Missionary Workers.
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XX. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 9 - Part 1

False Jewels and Counterfeit Coin
Went out the Window
‘’Then, while he brushed the dirt and rubbish, false jewels and counterfeit coin, all rose and
went out of the window like a cloud, and the wind carried them away. In the bustle I closed
my eyes for a moment; when I opened them, the rubbish was all gone. The precious jewels,
the diamonds, the gold and silver coins, lay scattered in profusion all over the room. ‘’
29. Then, while he brushed the dirt and rubbish, false jewels and counterfeit coin, all
rose and went out of the window like a cloud, and the wind carried them away.
Miller saw then man with the ‘dirt brush’ brushed the dirt and rubbish, false jewels and
counterfeit coins and it all rose and went out the window like a cloud and the wind carried
them away.
The way the dirt, sand, and all manner of rubbish came into the room was with the
spectators Miller had invited in to share his treasure. After a while, they took those truth
out of the casket, mixing them with falsehood and counterfeit doctrines, destroying the
very casket, the Three Angels’ Messages pointing to the sanctuary and the Most Holy Place,
as we are experiencing today in the SDA church.
But now, Miller witnesses a phenomena in reverse to the first one he cried so bitterly
about. The same dirt, sand and rubbish are now removed by the man with the dirt brush
and the wind of false doctrines carries them away like a [dark] cloud. Notice that the dark
cloud of doctrines and carried by the wind is removed by the man with the dirt brush
who literally brushes them away. This is being accomplished right now:
The sealing of the 144000, the settling in the truth both spiritually and intellectually, has
been performed through the outpouring of the Latter Rain by the Holy Spirit and followed
with the obedience of all of the Creator’s precepts including His true calendar.
Now, His people are ready to repeat and proclaim the Loud Cry of Revelation 14:6-12
combined with Revelation 18:1-4, the very messages which were started to be given in
1844 but stopped. Mrs. White tells us that the Latter Rain started to be poured out in 1888
but insubordination on the part of the brethren arrested the process and we are still here
in 2012.
30. The Second Message of the Three Angels regarding ‘Babylon is fallen’ was never given
in 1844, according to Mrs. White in Early Writings, p. 237-240.
‘’As the churches refused to receive the first angel’s message, they rejected the light from
heaven and fell from the favor of God. They trusted to their own strength, and by opposing the
first message placed themselves where they could not see the light of the second angel’s
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message. But the beloved of God, who were oppressed, accepted the message, “Babylon is
fallen,” and left the churches.’’ (emphasis supplied).
31. Accordingly, the Three Angels’ Messages is to be repeated under the Loud Cry,
including the Judgment Hour of the Living under the Sunday Law, the true Worship
time based on the Luni-Solar Barley Harvest Mosaic Law Calendation and all the other
present truth found in and by the ark and the Most Holy Place of the sanctuary.
Further admonitions are given in the book Early Writings regarding the importance of the
Third Angel’s Message. Please read attentively:
‘’As the ministration of Jesus closed in the holy place, and He passed into the holiest, and stood
before the ark containing the law of God, He sent another mighty angel with a third message
to the world. A parchment was placed in the angel’s hand, and as he descended to the earth in
power and majesty, he proclaimed a fearful warning, with the most terrible threatening ever
borne to man. This message was designed to put the children of God upon their guard, by
showing them the hour of temptation and anguish that was before them. Said the angel, “They
will be brought into close combat with the beast and his image. Their only hope of eternal life
is to remain steadfast. Although their lives are at stake, they must hold fast the truth.” The
third angel closes his message thus: “Here is the patience of the saints: here are they that keep
the commandments of God, and the faith of Jesus.” As he repeated these words, he pointed to
the heavenly sanctuary. The minds of all who embrace this message are directed to the
most holy place, where Jesus stands before the ark, making His final intercession for all
those for whom mercy still lingers and for those who have ignorantly broken the law of
God. This atonement is made for the righteous dead as well as for the righteous living.
It includes all who died trusting in Christ, but who, not having received the light upon God’s
commandments, had sinned ignorantly in transgressing its precepts.’’ EW 254.1
‘’After Jesus opened the door of the most holy, the light of the Sabbath was seen, and the
people of God were tested, as the children of Israel were tested anciently, to see if they
would keep God’s law.’’ EW 254.2, (emphasis supplied).
‘’It was represented to me that the remnant followed Jesus into the most holy place and beheld
the ark and the mercy seat, and were captivated with their glory. Jesus then raised the cover
of the ark, and lo! the tables of stone, with the ten commandments written upon them. ‘’I saw
the incense in the censer smoke as Jesus offered their confessions and prayers to His Father.
And as it ascended, a bright light rested upon Jesus and upon the mercy seat; and the earnest,
praying ones, who were troubled because they had discovered themselves to be transgressors
of God’s law, were blessed, and their countenances lighted up with hope and joy. They joined
in the work of the third angel and raised their voices to proclaim the solemn warning. But few
at first received it; yet the faithful continued with energy to proclaim the message. Then I saw
many embrace the message of the third angel and unite their voices with those who had
first given the warning, and they honored God by observing His sanctified rest day.’’ EW
256.1, (emphasis supplied). – Please note what she wrote: ‘’Then I saw many embrace… and
unite’’, not ‘embraced’ and ‘united’ as if it is present truth.
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‘’Many who embraced the third message had not had an experience in the two former
messages. Satan understood this, and his evil eye was upon them to overthrow them; but the
third angel was pointing them to the most holy place, and those who had had an experience in
the past messages were pointing them the way to the heavenly sanctuary. Many saw the
perfect chain of truth in the angels’ messages, and gladly received them in their order, and
followed Jesus by faith into the heavenly sanctuary. These messages were represented to me as
an anchor to the people of God. Those who understand and receive them will be kept from
being swept away by the many delusions of Satan.’’ EW 256.2 (emphasis supplied).
Satan has overthrown many since 1844 to today who have not embraced the First Angel
Message: the Hour of Judgment and the Worship Appointed Times based on His
calendar and including the 7th day Sabbath. Please read Early Writings pp. 232-258, which
gives a full picture of the rejection of the First, Second and Third Angel Messages since
1844 to today. These messages are being repeated right now and only those who take heed
will be sealed and will participate in the last part of the conflict. It is obvious that since the
Three Angels’ Messages were not fully given and received under the Midnight Cry of 18401844, these messages and their application as presented in Early Writings will have
another application at the time of the end.
32. The principle of primary and secondary applications of prophecy is understood as:
 Secondary Application: the prophecy did not meet all the conditions, therefore it
will be repeated.
 Primary Application: the prophecy meets all the conditions therefore it will not be
repeated as it is fulfill or in process of fulfillment.
Another principle to take into consideration is:
 If a prophecy is still under fulfillment, it cannot have another application. Example:
the 2300 days (evening and morning – or 2300 Days of Atonement from 457 BC to
1844) of Daniel 8:14. Since this prophecy announces the Great Day of Atonement
starting on October 22, 1844, with the Judgment of the Dead to be followed by the
Judgment of the Living, it is not wise to attempt to re-apply this prophecy in the
future. It was a sealed prophecy till 1844, but now it is unsealed and in process of
complete fulfillment.
However, Chapter 11 and 12 of Daniel are still sealed prophecies waiting to be understood.
Usually, prophecy is understood at the time of its fulfillment. These chapters of Daniel point
to the last period of earth history involving the nations of the earth and the establishment,
once more, of the Papal Supremacy followed by the Second Coming. (Daniel 12:1). The first
Papal Supremacy was known historically to have taken placed from 598 AD to 1798. It
terminated with the wound inflicted to the beast of Revelation 13:12. The Beast, a religious
and political worldly government with Church and State powers, is still to be established on
the Earth which will take religious freedom away. This is to be witnessed in the very near
future through the fulfilment of Revelation 13.
The prophecies to be repeated are the Three Angels Messages of Revelation 14 combined
with Revelation 18.
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XXI. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 9 - Part 2

Precious Jewels, Diamonds, Gold and Silver Coins
Lay Scattered
‘’In the bustle I closed my eyes for a moment; when I opened them, the rubbish was all
gone. The precious jewels, the diamonds, the gold and silver coins, lay scattered in
profusion all over the room. ‘’
33. In the bustle I closed my eyes for a moment.
As we have seen earlier, William Miller passed away in 1849. He was put to sleep in mercy
although he never accepted the explanation of the prophecy he preached for 20 years, the
work in the Most Holy Place, the 7th day; nor did he ever witness the rejection of the
message of 1888 and the events thereafter. He continued to set a date for the Second
Coming until he died without understanding or seeing the fulfillment of his own dream.
34. When I opened them, the rubbish was all gone. The precious jewels, the
diamonds, the gold and silver coins, lay scattered in profusion all over the room.
The opening of his eyes does not necessarily imply that he has come out of his sleep of
death. Through the eyes of those who are able to see and understand his dream, these
truths came together and are still coming together, although still scattered in profusion all
over the room. Again, never in his lifetime, Miller saw the fulfillment of his dream. He will
see it at the time of the First Resurrection.
As indicated in Early Writings, page 256.2:
‘’Many saw the perfect chain of truth in the angels’ messages, and gladly received them
in their order, and followed Jesus by faith into the heavenly sanctuary. These messages were
represented to me as an anchor to the people of God. Those who understand and receive
them will be kept from being swept away by the many delusions of Satan.’’
It is fair to state that these words where not fulfilled at the time of the writing in 1851 in its
entirety either. Although the 7th day had been restored, further truths were to be revealed
and it does transpire through the reading of these words:
‘’They trace down the lively oracles, but start back with trembling when they see the fourth
commandment among the ten holy precepts, with a brighter light shining upon it than
upon the other nine, and a halo of glory all around it. They find nothing there informing
them that the Sabbath has been abolished, or changed to the first day of the week. The
commandment reads as when spoken by the voice of God in solemn and awful grandeur upon
the mount, while the lightnings flashed and the thunders rolled; it is the same as when written
with His own finger on the tables of stone: “Six days shalt thou labor, and do all thy work: but
the seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God.” They are amazed as they behold the care
taken of the ten commandments. They see them placed close by Jehovah, overshadowed and
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protected by His holiness. They see that they have been trampling upon the fourth
commandment of the Decalogue, and have observed a day [Sun-day and also Saturnday] handed down by the heathen and papists, instead of the day sanctified by Jehovah.
They humble themselves before God and mourn over their past transgressions.’’ EW
255.1, (emphasis supplied).
Although the rubbish is all gone, as Miller saw in his dream, the precious jewels, the
diamonds, the gold and silver coins, lay scattered in profusion all over the room. It is fair to
declare that until the year 2005, this author had never heard about a weekly 7th day
Sabbath based on the Hebrew Luni-Solar calendar, although in 1991, she had become
acquainted and started to observe the monthly-yearly appointed times of Leviticus 23
according to this calendar. In the year 2007, further light was opened with the acquisition
of the Grace Amadon Collection from the Center for Adventist Research, at Andrews
University and a better understanding of the Luni-Solar Barley Harvest Mosaic Law
Calendation was opened to those who had obtained this extensive Collection which is 1844
Re-Examined. It is in fact the Biblical, Astronomical, Chronological and Historical basis,
involvements and validity of the October 22, 1844 position that the Millerites held in order
to ascertain the Great Day of Atonement in 1844.
As far as the author can tell after her 30 years of membership in the SDA church and
another 32 years of appurtenance to 2 other denominations, no one till 2005 or about, ever
mentioned or knew of this revelation of the 7th day Sabbath based on the restored
Millerites calendar in 1844. Such a truth had been lying dormant for over 1700 years from
the Decree of Nicaea in 325 AD to today. Surely, Miller’s dream confirms the scattering of
the truth over the centuries of Papal Supremacy and beyond and demands all our attention
and full understanding of its meaning at this point. Surely, there is ‘room’ for further
understanding.
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XXII. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 9 - Part 2

A Casket Much Larger and More Beautiful than the Former
‘’He then placed on the table a casket, much larger and more beautiful than the former, and
gathered up the jewels, the diamonds, the coins, by the handful, and cast them into the
casket, till not one was left, although some of the diamonds were not bigger than the point
of a pin. He then called upon me to “come and see.”
35. He then placed on the table a casket, much larger and more beautiful than the
former.
He, the man with the dirt brush, the 144000 sealed with the seal of the Living God, are
ready to display another casket, much larger and more beautiful than the former one. It is
to be displayed based on the Table of the Law of Commandments, Statutes and Judgments
which are binding unto eternity.
The reason why the casket is much larger and more beautiful is due to the discovery of
further truths which had unfolded under the 7th Month Movement and the 7th day Adventist
Church Movement. It is due to the full restoration of ALL the Creator’s Law of
Commandments, Statutes and Judgments as confirmed in Deuteronomy 4:1-2, 6-8, 12-14.
‘’Now therefore hearken, O Israel, unto the statutes and unto the judgments, which I teach
you, for to do them, that ye may live, and go in and possess the land which the LORD God of
your fathers giveth you. Ye shall not add unto the word which I command you, neither shall ye
diminish ought from it, that ye may keep the commandments of the LORD your God which I
command you....
Behold, I have taught you statutes and judgments, even as the LORD my God commanded
me, that ye should do so in the land whither ye go to possess it. Keep therefore and do them;
for this is your wisdom and your understanding in the sight of the nations, which shall hear all
these statutes, and say, Surely this great nation is a wise and understanding people. For what
nation is there so great, who hath God so nigh unto them, as the LORD our God is in all things
that we call upon him for? And what nation is there so great, that hath statutes and
judgments so righteous as all this law, which I set before you this day?
And the LORD spake unto you out of the midst of the fire: ye heard the voice of the words, but
saw no similitude; only ye heard a voice. And he declared unto you his covenant, which he
commanded you to perform, even ten commandments; and he wrote them upon two tables
of stone. And the LORD commanded me at that time to teach you statutes [613] and
judgments, that ye might do them in the land whither ye go over to possess it.’’ (emphasis
supplied).
This is what the prophet has to say regarding the Law of Commandments, Statutes and
Judgments found in the book of the Torah, the 5 books of Moses:
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‘’The book of Deuteronomy should be carefully studied by those living on the earth today. It
contains a record of the instruction given to Moses to give to the children of Israel. In it the
law is repeated.’’ 1BC 1117.5 – RH Dec. 31, 1903.
The law of God was often to be repeated to Israel. That it precepts might not be forgotten, it
was to be kept before the people, and was ever to be exalted and honored. Parents were to
read the law to their children, teaching it to them line upon line, precept upon precept. And on
public occasions the law was to be read in the hearing of all the people. 1BC 1117.6
In fact, the whole Law of Commandments, Statutes and Judgments was always read at the
Feast of Tabernacles, when Israel gathered to celebrated these yearly divine appointed
times.
‘’We do not make enough of Deuteronomy and Exodus. These books record the dealings of
God with Israel. God took the Israelites from slavery, and led them through the wilderness to
the promised land.’’ Manuscript 11, 1903, 1BC 1117.8.
‘’I ask you to study the fourth to the eighth chapters of Deuteronomy, that you may
understand what God required of His ancient people that they might be a holy people unto
Himself. We are nearing the day of God’s great final review, when the people of this world
must stand before the Judge of all the earth to answer for their deeds. We are now in the time
of investigation. Before the day of God’s review, every character will have been investigated,
every case decided for eternity. Let the words of God’s servant recorded in these chapters be
read with profit.’’ Letter 112, 1909, 1BC 1118.2.
‘’We are to become familiar with the Levitical law in all its bearings; for it contains rules that
must be obeyed; it contains the instruction that if studied will enable us to understand better
the rule of faith and practice that we are to follow in our dealings with one another. No soul
has any excuse for being in darkness. Those who receive Christ by faith will receive also power
to become the sons of God’’ Letter 3, 1905, 1BC 1110.4.
"There are many who try to blend these two systems, using the texts that speak of the
ceremonial law to prove that the moral law has been abolished; but this is a perversion of
the Scriptures. The distinction between the two systems is broad and clear. The ceremonial
system was made up of symbols pointing to Christ, to His sacrifice and His priesthood.
This ritual law, with its sacrifices and ordinances, was to be performed by the Hebrews
until type met antitype in the death of Christ, the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the
world. Then all the sacrificial offerings were to cease. It is this law that Christ "took . . .
out of the way, nailing it to His cross." Colossians 2:14. But concerning the law of Ten
Commandments the psalmist declares, "Forever, O Lord, Thy word is settled in heaven."
Psalm 119:89. And Christ Himself says, "Think not that I am come to destroy the law. . . . Verily
I say unto you"--making the assertion as emphatic as possible--"Till heaven and earth pass,
one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled." Matthew 5:17, 18.
Here He teaches, not merely what the claims of God's law had been, and were then, but that
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these claims should hold as long as the heavens and the earth remain. The law of God is as
immutable as His throne. It will maintain its claims upon mankind in all ages." Patriarchs and
Prophets, p. 365.
"In consequence of continual transgression, the moral law was repeated in awful grandeur
from Sinai. Christ gave to Moses religious precepts which were to govern the everyday life.
These statutes were explicitly given to guard the ten commandments. They were not
shadowy types to pass away with the death of Christ. They were to be binding upon man in
every age as long as time should last. These commands were enforced by the power of the
moral law, and they clearly and definitely explained that law.’’ The Signs of the Times, April
15, 1875, Reprinted in The Review and Herald, May 6, 1875, 1BC 1104.6.
"What insult is this to the God of Heaven that has given righteous Laws and wise and merciful
Statutes to have them disregarded and trampled underfoot... "God will not take into His
kingdom and give eternal life to those who will not come under His Laws and Statutes in this
life." E.G. White, Signs of the Times, September 8, 1887.
"The statutes of the Lord are to be reverenced and obeyed." E.G. White, Review and Herald,
December 20, 1898.
"Salvation is far from the wicked for they seek not thy statutes." Psalm 119:155.
"The great plan of redemption results in fully bringing back the world into God’s favor. All
that was lost by sin is restored For six thousand years Satan has struggled to maintain
possession of the earth. Now God’s original purpose in its creation is accomplished The sacred
statutes which Satan has hated and sought to destroy, will be honored throughout a sinless
universe." Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 342
36. The dimension of the first casket, when added up gave an interesting 360³ cubic value.
A casket of 10 inches by 62 (36) would equal 360 or 10 inches long by 6 wide by 6 high
could be another option still equalling 360³ or cubic. (10 x 6 x 6 = 360³).
The calendar used in the Bible to ascertain prophetic time is based on: 360 days obtained
from 354.37 days lunar cycle and 365.25 days solar cycle, added up, rounded and divided
by 2 equal 360 days. (354.37 + 365.25 = 719.62 or 720 rounded = 360 days)
2
The principle of a day for a year drawn from Numbers 14:34 and Ezekiel 4:6 use the
number 360 for the prophetic calendar.
37. And gathered up the jewels, the diamonds, the coins, by the handful, and cast
them into the casket, till not one was left, although some of the diamonds were
not bigger than the point of a pin.
Every Precious truths and Present Truths of the Bible, the Sanctuary, the Prophecies, the
Law of Commandments, of Statutes and Judgments including the Health Message, the law of
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tithing, care for the poor and needy and much more are all represented by the jewels, the
diamonds, the coins, by the handful, some diamonds not bigger than the point of a pin and
all valuable in the sight of the Great Legislator.
38. He then called upon me to “come and see.”
The invitation from the man with the dirt brush is similar to the one William Miller gave to
the spectators at the beginning of his dream. He had sent the invitation with the hope
people would continue to appreciate the treasure that had been entrusted to him. But
history has proven otherwise.
This time though there is hope as the man with the dirt brush, those sealed with the seal of
the Living God, will not have to go through the same ordeal that William Miller witnessed
with the first casket, as history confirmed. The reason is given in the next and last part of
the dream.
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XXIII. William Miller’s Dream

Paragraph 10 - Part 1

They Shone With Ten Times Their Former Glory
‘’I looked into the casket, but my eyes were dazzled with the sight. They shone with ten
times their former glory. I thought they had been scoured in the sand by the feet of those
wicked persons who had scattered and trod them in the dust. They were arranged in
beautiful order in the casket, everyone in its place, without any visible pains of the man
who cast them in. I shouted with very joy, and that shout awoke me.’’
39. I looked into the casket, but my eyes were dazzled with the sight.
Those who have studied and prayerfully looked into the Biblical calendar restored by the
Millerites and analyzed through the Grace Amadon Collection are dazzled with all the
details, instructions attached to the Hebrew calendar and the Millerites’ scholarship which
could only be inspired by the Creator Himself. L. E. Froom, the chairman of the 1939
Committee expressed it this way:
‘’It was He who framed the sun, earth, moon and stars, projecting them into their appointed
courses and holding them there with the precision of Infinity, who ordained their cycles, not
merely to rule the day and the night, but as undeviating measuring lines to tell off the great
prophetic periods of divine revelation, and thus to signify the crucial epochs of the ages. It was
He who, through the centuries, has guided the course of human events according to His own
inscrutable scheme and schedule for man's redemption, who, through His prophet Daniel,
gave the master key by which to unlock the mystery of the times, that we might understand
the unfolding fulfillment of His matchless plan of salvation spanning the centuries, and now
nearing its great consummation.
Dated from a decree that can be checked and rechecked by eclipse which marked the reigns of
Babylonian and Persian monarchs, this prophetic span was certified and sealed by the death
of the divine Son of God in the very year marked out by the first fully dated, 70-weeks segment
of the full prophecy. Christ came as the great antitypical Lamb of God, inherently
foreshadowed by the Passover Lamb type, slain on the appointed month and day in the
designated Jewish sacred year, to provide the sacrifice imperative for man's redemption. All
this was accomplished at Christ's first advent as He appeared on schedule time in humility, to
become the predicted Victim of the cross.
Next, we are carried along by this mighty span of allotted years, through the eventful
centuries of Christ's post-ascension ministry in the heavenly sanctuary, on to the very year,
month and day when He actually closed the first, and entered upon the second and final phase
of Priestly ministry for man -- God's great judgment hour -- shortly to precede His Second
Advent in glory. These consecutive periods and events, we affirm, have been told off to us by
inherent, time-making cycles of the sun and moon, together with the concurrent records of
man. There has been and can be no mistake in calculations here. And the certainty of it all was
sealed by the cross in the midst of the week of the prophetic 70th week. Astronomy proves that
there has been and can be no lost time.
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Established thus by decree at its beginning, and certified by the cross -- the greatest event of
all past history --- this prophetic span come to its appointed close on October 22, 1844, just as
it has been traced. This sweeping period, with its specific terminal date, holds more its
amazing portent, and is fraught with greater consequence to man and the universe, than all
the ambitious schemes of earthly conquerors or all the imposing achievements of human
statesmen, scientists, and scholars. Here, both the epochs and the events of the divine plan of
salvation are disclosed in sequence and relationship. Were this people silent as to the meaning
and the actuality of the historical fulfillment of the final point in the series, the very stones
must need cry out -- in parallel to Christ's declaration to those who would hush the hosannas
of the child heralds before the great tragedy of the cross that certified this mighty end-event
of the span, God's judgment hour.’’ Excerpts from the Report of Committee, Part VI,
Recapitulation and Statement, page 10-13.
Adventism’s Deeper Significance
‘’Such is the deeper significance of the great Second Advent movement. It is this that underlies
its appearance on scheduled time in the 19th century. Such is the amazing method, provision,
and providence of God, covering time and eternity, and embracing heaven and earth. And such
is the wondrous, infallible time-message of the spheres, ordained in the very beginning of
human history not only for daily utility, but for signs and seasons and infallible measurements
in disclosing the all-embracing, redemption plan of the ages --- for unto 2300 days-years, then
shall the sanctuary be cleansed -- with the end of sin's experiment at its close.
It was a determinative act of God graciously made known in advance to man. Truly there is a
God in Heaven in whom we live, and move, and have our being, who is soon to close forever
the last page of the troubled book of human history. Solemn but happy, then the lot of those
who sense the amazing meaning of the hour, and are truly giving to mankind, heaven's
appointed message pertaining to these tremendous times. Seventh-day Adventists alone are
carrying this commissioned sanctuary truth to the world, as based on Daniel 8 and Revelation
14, and they will not fail in faithfulness to their heavenly mandate. This sanctuary truth, with
its threefold chronological foundation, is indeed the vital heart of the advent movement and
message.
As a people, we should be earnest students of prophecy; we should not rest until we become
intelligent in regard to the subject of the sanctuary, which is brought out in the visions of
Daniel and John. This subject sheds great light on our present position and work, and gives us
unmistakable proof that God has led us in our past experience.... Our faith in reference to the
messages of the first, second, and third angels was correct... The great way-marks we have
passed are immovable. Although the hosts of hell may try to tear them from their foundation,
and triumph in the thought that they have succeeded, yet they do not succeed. These pillars of
truth stand firm as the eternal hills, unmoved by all the efforts of men combined with those of
Satan and his host. We can learn much, and should be constantly searching the Scriptures to
see if these things are so. God's people are now to have their eyes fixed on the heavenly
sanctuary, where the final ministration of our great High Priest in the work of judgment is
going forward -- where he is interceding for his people.‟ E.G. White, Review and Herald, Nov.
27, 1883, p. 737. Let there be no confusion or uncertainty upon the sanctuary-truth.
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Acquaintance with its unassailable proofs, and their full justification before the world and the
church, means spiritual confidence and satisfaction of soul, and in consequence, an aggressive
forwarding of the banner of truth in the midst of the collapsing standards and growing
uncertainties around us. We are a people with a heavenly message, and a divine mandate to
which we must ever adhere with unswerving allegiance.’’
Excerpts from the Report of Committee, Part VI, Recapitulation and Statement, page 10-13.
Although this same man compromised in the Questions on Doctrine era, some 15 years
later, his words convey what the second casket in Miller’s dream represents. A more
advanced, complete dazzling message anyone could ever dream off after the end of the
Dark Ages. What was revealed to Miller in the 1800’s was indeed a sight to behold, yet
nothing compare to what we ‘see’ with the eyes of understanding now.
40. They shone with ten times their former glory.
These words remind us of a similar passage already quoted:
‘’They trace down the lively oracles, but start back with trembling when they see the fourth
commandment among the ten holy precepts, with a brighter light shining upon it than
upon the other nine, and a halo of glory all around it. They find nothing there informing
them that the Sabbath has been abolished, or changed to the first day of the week. The
commandment reads as when spoken by the voice of God in solemn and awful grandeur upon
the mount, while the lightnings flashed and the thunders rolled; it is the same as when written
with His own finger on the tables of stone: “Six days shalt thou labor, and do all thy work: but
the seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God.” They are amazed as they behold the care
taken of the ten commandments. They see them placed close by Jehovah, overshadowed and
protected by His holiness. They see that they have been trampling upon the fourth
commandment of the Decalogue, and have observed a day [Sun-day and also Saturnday] handed down by the heathen and papists, instead of the day sanctified by Jehovah.
They humble themselves before God and mourn over their past transgressions.’’ EW
255.1, (emphasis supplied).
The primary reason why, all the jewels which William Miller saw in the first casket now
shine brighter, 10 times brighter, is because the calendar of the sanctuary which he
restored through the guidance of the Holy Spirit, is now connected with the 7th day Sabbath
as we have just discovered or re-discovered since 2005 or so. A gigantic leap of faith from
1845 when the 7th day was first acknowledged by the young pioneers, right after the
Disappointment, using the Roman, Pagan, Papal, Gregorian calendar.
The 7th day based on the Gregorian Calendar is not unique to the 7th day Adventist Church.
It was actually introduced to Brother Bates by a lady from the Anabaptist church, Mrs.
Oakes. It was and has been observed on Saturday for centuries by the Jews, all around the
world. What then made it so unique? It was the first step towards the full restoration since
the Millerites passed on their knowledge to many people during the Midnight Cry and 7th
Month Movement. However, only a small group compared to larger groups in Christendom,
namely the 7th day Adventist church, has preserved that knowledge of the Biblical calendar
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and now, some 190 years later, everything shines brighter in the light of its connexion with
the Decalogue and most particularly with the 7th day Sabbath of the 4th Commandment.
Many have died for their faith in the past centuries. They stood for the primitive faith of the
original apostolic church. Some, there are reasons to believe, did retain the original
calendar for their days of worship according to Leviticus 23 and including the 7th day
Sabbath. Others have knowingly compromised while many did it out of ignorance,
traditions and customs imposed by the Roman Catholic Church and Protestantism.
41. I thought they had been scoured in the sand by the feet of those wicked persons
who had scattered and trod them in the dust.
Miller, in his dream, was sure the jewels, diamonds precious coins had been scoured in the
sand by the feet of those wicked persons who had scattered and trod them in the dust. One
thing interesting about precious stones which Miller in his dream may not have had the
time to consider is: the best way to polish stones and make them shine brighter is to rub
them with sandpaper or sand. It is the same with our character which the Heavenly Father
is polishing as these words already quoted reminds us:
‘’The divine Worker spends little time on worthless material. Only the precious jewels does He
polish after the similitude of a palace, cutting away the rough edges. The progress is severe
and trying. Christ cuts away the surplus surface, and putting the stone to the polishing wheel,
presses it close, that all roughness may be worn off. Then, holding the jewel up to the light, the
Master sees in it a reflection of Himself and He pronounces it worthy of a place in His casket.’’
Letter 69, 1903.
The Precious and Present Truths of the Gospel of Salvation have passed through the same
process, centuries after centuries, ‘scoured in the sand by the feet of wicked persons who
have scattered and trod them in the dust.‘ Yet truth has never lost anything by being
investigated and at the end, it has come out shining brighter and brighter until the perfect
day.
42. They were arranged in beautiful order in the casket, everyone in its place,
without any visible pains of the man who cast them in.
In fact, this is the conclusion of the dream: the truths scattered and trod in the dust by the
feet of wicked persons throughout history are shining brighter at last; they are arranged in
beautiful order in the casket, everyone in its place as its Author intended it all along, in
spite of every effort of the enemy of souls to destroy the Truth, the Word and the Life. It
was done without any visible pains of the man who cast them in because the Son of Man
had already paid the price with His life for this Truth and all what the 144000, the man
with the dirt brush has to do is to proclaim it. He is sealed through the Power of the Holy
Spirit, settled in the truth both spiritually and intellectually, never to be moved.
43. I shouted with very joy, and that shout awoke me.
When William Miller will wake up in that Great Day, he will be surprised and happy to
discovered that his efforts were not in vain. Like Daniel of old, he had to ‘go his way till the
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end be for he had to rest and will stand in his lot at the end of the days.’ Paraphrased from
Daniel 12:13.
When Miller shouted with very joy, he expressed the very joy we all felt when we
discovered the hidden treasure in the Luni-Solar Barley Harvest Mosaic Law Calendation
he restored. Although he was the instrument used to discover this treasure, because of
disappointment, human emotions, expectations, it was not given to him to reveal this
message of the 7th day Sabbath any further. So much polishing has gone through since his
discovery.
The next step this time, according to his dream and if the Heavenly Father grant us this
favor, the truth will never be trampled under wicked feet again. It will conquer against the
foe and to these words of L. E. Froom, although containing a warning, we may do well to
take heed:
‘’Your Committee feels that a threefold cord of evidence has been woven by these
historical and scientific studies that is far stronger and may prove of more vital
import to this movement in stressful days to come than anyone perhaps realizes at
the moment. The Committee believes that the hour had manifestly come for a thorough,
scientific study of these dates and positions that would go to the very bottom of the
historical and technical evidence, and which would provide a fully documented, soulsatisfying exposition of the subject that will meet every legitimate demand. The
importance of our task as a movement, and the vastness of our commission, requires just
such a presentation. Never before has this been worked out in the form now
presented, and in the investigation, new and invaluable fields of evidence have been
brought to light.
The results, set forth in affirmative form in the several parts of this Report, are not simply
the work of the individual investigator, but each presentation has been seriously studied
and carefully checked by the Committee. While the Report may seem lengthy, it really could
not be adequately compassed in much less space. Portions of the Report may seem rather
technical, but the very nature of our task demanded not only an extensive investigation of
historical source materials, but a most careful study of various systems of chronology and
of the astronomical reckoning of time; all of which calls for exactness of statement, as well
as thorough documentation.
Respectfully submitted in behalf of the Committee, L.E. Froom, Chairman.’’[135]
Although referring to the Grace Amadon Collection, these words apply today since the
Committee did not released its findings and the truth has remained hidden away in
archives, represented by the sand Miller saw the people bring in.
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XXIV. William Miller’s Dream

Conclusion

Closing Affirmatory Statement
Our Story as a People
‘’I was carried forward to the time when heathen idolaters cruelly persecuted and killed the
Christians. Blood flowed in torrents. The noble, the learned, and the common people were
alike slain without mercy. Wealthy families were reduced to poverty, because they would not
yield their religion. Notwithstanding the persecution and sufferings which these Christians
endured, they would not lower the standard. They kept their religion pure. I saw that Satan
exulted and triumphed over their sufferings. But God looked upon His faithful martyrs with
great approbation. The Christians who lived in that fearful time were greatly beloved of Him,
because they were willing to suffer for His sake. Every suffering endured by them increased
their reward in heaven.
Although Satan rejoiced because of the sufferings of the saints, yet he was not satisfied. He
wanted control of the mind as well as the body. The sufferings that they endured only drove
them closer to the Lord, leading them to love one another, and causing them to fear more
than ever to offend Him. Satan wished to lead them to displease God; then they would lose
their strength, fortitude, and firmness. Although thousands were slain, yet others were
springing up to supply their places. Satan saw that he was losing his subjects; for although
they suffered persecution and death, yet they were secured to Jesus Christ, to be the subjects of
His kingdom. Satan therefore laid his plans to fight more successfully against the government
of God and overthrow the church. He led the heathen idolaters to embrace a part of the
Christian faith.
They professed to believe in the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ, and proposed to unite
with the followers of Jesus, without a change of heart. Oh, the fearful danger of the church. It
was a time of mental anguish. Some thought that if they should come down and unite with
those idolaters who had embraced a portion of the Christian faith, it would be the means of
their full conversion. Satan was seeking to corrupt the doctrines of the Bible.
I saw that at last the standard was lowered, and that the heathen were uniting with the
Christians. Although these worshipers of idols professed to be converted, they brought their
idolatry with them into the church, only changing the objects of their worship to images of
saints, and even of Christ and of Mary His mother. As the followers of Christ gradually united
with them, the Christian religion became corrupted and the church lost its purity and power.
Some refused to unite with them; such preserved their purity and worshiped God alone. They
would not bow down to an image of anything in the heavens above or in the earth beneath.
Satan exulted over the fall of so many; and then he stirred up the fallen church to force those
who would preserve the purity of their religion either to yield to their ceremonies and image
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worship or be put to death. The fires of persecution were again kindled against the true
church of Christ, and millions were slain without mercy.
It was presented before me in the following manner: A large company of heathen idolaters
bore a black banner, upon which were figures of the sun, moon, and stars. This company
seemed to be very fierce and angry. I was then shown another company bearing a pure white
banner, upon which was written, “Purity and holiness unto the Lord.” Their countenances
were marked with firmness and heavenly resignation. I saw the heathen idolaters approach
them, and there was a great slaughter. The Christians melted away before them; and yet the
Christian company pressed the more closely together, and held the banner more firmly. As
many fell, others rallied around the banner and filled their places.
I saw the company of idolaters consulting together. Failing to make the Christians yield, they
agreed to another plan. I saw them lower their banner and then approach that firm Christian
company and make propositions to them. At first their propositions were utterly refused. Then
I saw the Christian company consulting together. Some said that they would lower the banner,
accept the propositions, and save their lives, and at last they could gain strength to raise their
banner among the heathen. A few, however, would not yield to this plan, but firmly chose to
die holding their banner rather than to lower it. Then I saw many lower the banner and unite
with the heathen; but the firm and steadfast would again seize it and bear it on high. I saw
that persons were continually leaving the company of those who bore the pure banner, and
were uniting with the idolaters under the black banner, to persecute those bearing the white
banner. Many were slain, yet the white banner was held high, and believers were raised up to
rally around it.’’ The Great Apostasy, Early Writings, pp. 210-213

Propositions:










I believe we have nearly come to the end of the journey of this Earth history.
I believe we are about to hear of a Calendar Reform Decree like the one in Samoa
last year, which took everyone by surprise.
I believe this Calendar Reform Decree will usher in the National and Universal
Sunday Law.
I believe the 144000, the man with the ‘dirt brush’, are about to be sealed with the
seal of the Living God, never to be moved from that seal of truth.
I believe it is high time to pray and fast like Daniel in order to understand the time
we are living in and to be counted by the man clothed with linen [High Priest on the
Day of Atonement] which had the writer’s inkhorn by his side in Ezekiel 9.
I believe the Latter Rain is being poured out with the message of the 7th day Creation
Sabbath being proclaimed more fully.
I believe we are to commit ourselves to the Creator of the Sabbath and be willing to
open our mouth and to give the LOUD CRY of Revelation 14:6:12 and Revelation
18:1-4 RIGHT NOW! Those who are ashamed and are unwilling will be left behind.
I believe the Mystery of Godliness is perfected in us as we study these Present
Truths.
I believe as we hear of war and rumors of war between Syria, Israel and Iran, that
Daniel 11 is unfolding under our very eyes.
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I believe there is no need for WWIII to happen IF we are faithful and willing to go
ahead and with the help of the Holy Spirit and the angels by our side, to agitate,
agitate, agitate, until the whole earth is filled with this glorious and final message of
the JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING.
I believe this is where we are right now and I cannot go back to even where I was 2
weeks ago before I started this study.
I believe a dear sister of mine was the instrument that triggered my research when
she mailed me a 600 pages document 1 month ago, after I was praying seriously
about Miller’s dream and wanted to understand its meaning, and especially what
was the RUBBISH he saw and the 2 CASKETS of different sizes.
I believe I got my answer by doing this research and like Miller of old, I am sharing it
with you.
What you do with it dear reader, is entirely up to you!
Please do not become bitter against the Church, the Leaders, and the Organization.
This is not the purpose of this essay. If you do, you are missing the whole point and
blessing.
This is a call to those who believe in the interpretation I offer of the man with the
‘dirt brush’.
It is the call for the ‘fit man’ of Leviticus 16:21 to arise and be counted.
It is not a very fancy title, like doctor in theology or a PhD after your name. It is
about as low a title as the 4 lepers of 2 Kings 7:8 who passed on the message of good
tidings to Jerusalem after the siege of the Syrians was lifted up through a miracle of
the King of Kings. Our siege of 168 years is lifted up!
‘Upon this battle we are now entering - a battle between the laws of men and the
precepts of Jehovah, between the religion of the Bible and the religion of fable and
tradition.’

Closing Affirmatory Statement
All of this evidence needs to be re-examined in the light of the Creation
Calendar, for it is so bold, so utterly non-conventional, and so potentially
upsetting, radically altering the central aspects
of
the Biblical,
Astronomical, Chronological, Historical, Cultural, Economic and
Political understanding of most people, it should not be ignored.
I hope this presentation will begin a most interesting debate and
critical discussion of all relevant issues, for, I sincerely believe that the
last great conflict has just begun. Babylon is Falling! Cry Aloud!
Odette Boily,
February 20, 2012
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U-tube calendar counterfeit unmasked
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For further studies on the Sanctuary – Religious Liberty and Calendar Restored:
www.numbers1317.org
www.fourwindspublications.org
U-tube calendar counterfeit unmasked videos on the Biblical Calendar and the Grace
Amadon Collection
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William Miller’s Dream
Addendum to William Miller’s Dream Interpretation
I.

The Past
First Casket





















II. The Present
Second Casket

Movement 1816 -1845 (28 y.)
1990 – 2012 (28-22=6)
Based on Daniel 8:14 & Rev. 14:6-12
Daniel 8:14; Rev. 14, 18
Midnight Cry
Loud Cry
Restoration of calendar: MHP
… calendar: Sabbath
Worship on 7th day: Saturday
… true 7th day Sabbath
Restoration of Feasts
Feasts to Observe
Restoration of Statutes
Statutes to Obey
Sanctuary and MHP
Sanctuary and MHP
5 million pieces of literature - 1844
42 million Great Contro.
(The Great Controversy was distributed:1990 – 1996 Worldwide;
Letters, DVD, Books, Online outreach on 7th Day Sabbath: 1995 - 2012)
Media, tent meetings, preaching.
Internet, books, dvd
Great Shaking (1886 – 2003)
BRI, Gen. Conf. Leaders
Judgment: the Dead
Judgment: the Living
No Test for the Dead in Christ
Living: Uni. Sunday Law
Probation closed for the Dead
Still opened for Living
Removal of Blots, Scars, While dead
While alive!
Followed by WWI and WWII
WWIII Time of Trouble
Second Coming delayed
… Nearer than before
Noah’s time: 120 years
Judgments started:
(2012 – 1902 = 110 – 120 = 10)

 Sanctuary from Court to MHP
4000y (Gen. 3 to Christ) + 1813y (31 to 1844) + 168 (1844 to 2012) =
4981 y – 6000y of Earth History = 19 years or less????????
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Note
This is the conclusion I drew from my study of William Miller’s dream. I
am not saying Christ is returning in 6, 10 or 19 years. I am saying Time
is short and I believe we have passed the major shaking of the Church
since 1888 – 2003 with Cottrell passing away, although D. Ford is still
alive and influencing many. I am not too worried about Brinsmead.
The last phase of the Judgment is on its way: the Judgment of the Living,
starting first for the Church [may be happening right now] with the
Calendar being brought forward again as in the 1840 era and the 7 th day
Sabbath, this time understood more fully.
Samoa Island was just a small example of the compromise we are to
expect in the near future with a new worldwide calendar imposed by the
United Nations and supported by the RCC. And how did we respond to
Samoa ITL, as a Church? We went along with it, did we not?
Unhappily this was to be expected since this Movement of the 7 th day
Sabbath has been agitated for many years now outside (about 1995) and
inside (2005) the SDA church and the leaders have risen against it, disfellowshipping some of my personal friends and calling the whole
teaching of His calendar of the Sanctuary an hoax, falsehood, illusion
and those who uphold it, ‘Lunatic’ ‘Fanatic’ and more. God have mercy!
Watch the development of the new proposed calendar for December 2012
as it is to match the falsehood which has been served for a few years now
with the false Mayan Calendar terminating at the end of December,
2012. The RCC has been known to invent her own discoveries,
manuscripts, archaeological artefacts in order to prove her false
teachings. I would not pass it by her to have come up with this false
Mayan Calendar or some of her acolytes. It is interesting that the Mayas
were from a country that is now predominantly Catholic: Mexico and
South America. Remember Judgment comes first at the House of God!
The Sunday Law will follow the new calendar! It will be the test for the
LIVING, not for the DEAD.
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